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Abstract of the Dissertation 
Performance Analysis of Error Recovery 
and Congestion Control in High-Speed Networks 
by 
Jaime Jungok Bae 
Doctor of Philosophy in Information and Computer Science 
University of California, Irvine, 1991 
Professor Tatsuya Suda, Chair 
In the past few years, Broadh~nd Integrated Services Digital Network (B-ISDN) 
has received increasing attention as a communication architecture capable of support-
ing multimedia applications. Among the techniques proposed to implement B-ISDN, 
Asynchronous Transfer Mode ( A1'M) is considered to be the most promising transfer 
technique because of its efficiency and flexibility. 
In ATM networks, the performance bottleneck of the network, which was once 
the channel transmission speed, is shifted to the processing speed at the network 
switching nodes and the propagation delay of the channel. This shift is because the 
high-speed channel increases the ratio of processing time to packet transmission time 
and also the ra.tio of propagation delay to packet transmission time. The increa.sed 
processing overhead makes it difficult to implement hop-by-hop schemes, which ma.y 
impose prohibitably high processing a.t ea.ch switching node. The i.ncreased propaga-
tion delay overhead makes traffic control in A TM a. challenge since a. large number 
of packets can be in transit between two ATM switching nodes. Because of these 
fundamental changes, control schemes developed for traditional networks may not 
perform efficiently, and thus, new network architectures (congestion control schemes, 
error control schemes, etc.) are required in ATM networks. 
In this dissertation, we first present an extensive survey of various traffic control 
schemes and network protocols for ATM networks. In this survey, possible traffic 
control schemes a.re examined, and problems of those schemes and their possible 
solutions are presented. Next, we investigate two key research issues in ATM networks 
(and other types of high-speed networks): the effects of protocol-processing overhead 
and the efficiency of traffic control schemes. 
We first investigate the effects of protocol-processing overhead on the perfor-
mance of error recovery schemes. Specifically, we investigate the performance trade-
offs between link-by-link and edge-~to-edge error recovery schemes. Our results show 
that for a network with high-speed/low-error-rate channels, an edge-to-edge scheme 
gives a smaller delay than a link-by-link scheme. We then investigate the effectiveness 
of a priority packet discarding scheme, a congestion control mechanism suitable for 
high-speed networks. We derive loss probabilities for each stream and investigate the 
impact of burstiness of traffic streams on the performance of individual streams. 
Chapter 1 
Introduction 
Due to the increased demand for communication services of all kinds (e.g., voice, 
data and video), B-ISDN has received increasing attention in the past few years. The 
key to a successful B-ISDN system is the ability to support a wide variety of traffic 
sources as well as diverse service and performance requirements. B-ISDN is required 
to support traffic requiring bandwidth ranging from a few Kbits /sec (e.g., a slow 
terminal) to several hundred Mbits/sec (e.g., moving image data). Some traffic, such 
as interactive data and video, is highly bursty; while some traffic, such as large file 
transfers, is continuous. B-ISDN is also required to meet diverse service and per-
formance requirements of multimedia traffic. Real-time voice, for instance, requires 
rapid transfer through a network, but a loss of small amounts of voice information 
is tolerable. In many data applic~tions, real-time delivery is not of primary impor-
tance, but high throughput and s.trict error control are required. Some services, such 
as real-time video communications, require error-free transmission as well as rapid 
transfer [IA U87]. 
B-ISDN should also be able to facilitate expected (as well as unexpected) future 
services in a practical and easily expandable fashion. Examples of expected future ser-
vices include high-definition TV (HDTV), broadband videotex, and video/ document 
retrieval services [HM89, HAND89]. 
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Figure 1.1: STM and ATM Principles 
1.1 Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) 
To meet the above requirements for a successful B-ISDN, several techniques "· 
have been proposed for the switching and multiplexing schemes ("transfer mode"). 
These schemes include circuit-switching based Synchronous Transfer Mode (STM) 
and packet-switching based Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM). 
STM, a circuit switching based technique, was initially considered an appropri-
ate transfer mode for B-ISDN because of its compatibility with existing systems. In 
STM, bandwidth is organized in a periodic frame, which consists of time slots. See 
Figure 1.1 (a). A framing slot indicates the start of each frame. As in traditional 
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circuit switching, each slot in an STM frame is assigned to a particular call, and the 
call is identified by the position of the slot. In STM, slots are assigned based on the I: 
peak transfer rate of the call so that the required service quality can be guaranteed 
' 
even at the peak load. Because of its circuit-like nature, STM is suitable for fixed-
rate services; however, STM cannot support bursty traffic efficiently since, in STM, 
bandwidth is wasted during the period in which information is transported below 
peak rate. 
ATM eliminates the inflexibility and inefficiency found in STM. In ATM, in-
formation flow is organized into fixed-size blocks called "cells," each consisting of a 
header and an information field. Cells are transmitted over a virtual circuit, and 
routing is performed based on the VCI (Virtual Circuit Identifier) contained in the 
cell header. The cell transmission time is equal to the slot length, and slots are allo-
cated to a call on demand. See Figure 1.1 (b ). The fundamental difference between 
ATM and STM is that in ATM, slot assignments are not fixed, instead, the time 
slots are assigned in an asynchronous (demand-based) manner. In ATM, therefore, 
no bandwidth is consumed unless information is actually being transported. 
Between ATM and STM, ATM is considered to be most promising because of 
its efficiency and flexibility. Because slots are allocated to services on demand, ATM 
can easily accommodate variable bit rate services. Moreover, in ATM, no bandwidth 
is consumed unless information is actually being transmitted. ATM can also gain 
bandwidth efficiency by statistically multiplexing bursty traffic sources. Since bursty 
traffic does not require continuous allocation of the bandwidth at its peak rate, a 
large number of bursty traffic sources can share the bandwidth. ATM can also support 
circuit-oriented and continuous-bit-rate services by allocating bandwidth based on the 
peak rate (given that sufficient resources are available). Because of these advantages, 
ATM is considered more suitable for B-ISDN. 
1.2 Fundamental Changes 
ATM networks are characterized by very high bandwidth channels (e.g., opti-
cal fiber) and high-speed switches. The use of high-speed channels and switches has 
caused significant impact on the design of ATM and other types of high-speed net-
works. Fist, the ratio of processing time to packet transmission time has increased. 
For instance, the transmission time of a 1000 bit packet on a 1 Mbits/sec channel is 
1 msec, whereas that of the same packet on a 1 Gbits/sec channel is 1 µsec. This 
reduction in the packet transmission time makes the protocol-processing time at a 
switching node comparatively large. Therefore, the current network architectures 
(e.g., X.25, ISO 7 layer architecture), which employ strict error control between ad-
jacent switching nodes, may not be suitable for a high-speed network. They ensure 
high quality data transpor_t through a network at the expense of increased processing 
overhead at each switching node. 
Second, the ratio of propagation delay to packet transmission time has increased. 
As an example, consider two adjacent switching nodes, A and B, linked by a 200 Km 
cable. Assume 1000 bit packets and the typical propagation delay time of 5 µsec per 1 
Km of a cable. Consider the followitng scenario. Assume a 1 Mbits/sec channel speed. 
Then, the packet transmission tirne becomes 1 msec. Node A starts transmitting a 
packet. It takes 1 msec for the electric signal to propagate to node B. Thus, when 
the first bit of the packet reaches·B, A is transmitting the last bit of the same packet. 
Let's replace the channel with a 1 Gbits/sec fiber optic cable. The packet transmission 
time reduces to 1 µsec, while the propagation delay time remains the same. Again, 
A starts transmitting a packet. This time, when the first bit of the packet arrives at 
B, A is transmitting the 1,000-th packet. 1,000 packets are already on the channel 
propagating towards B. This example shows that in high-speed networks such as ATM 
,) 
networks, overhead due to propagation delay time becomes significant. Thus traffic 
control schemes, such as those which adjust A's input rate based on feedback from 
B, may not work in ATM networks. 
As clearly shown in the above examples, having high-speed channels and switches 
changes the network situation dramatically; in high-speed networks, the performance 
bottleneck of the network, which was once the channel transmission speed, is shifted 
to the processing speed at the network switching node and the propagation delay of 
the channel. Therefore, some of the control schemes developed for existing networks 
may no longer be applicable in high-speed networks, and new network architectures 
(error control schemes, congestion control schemes, etc.) are required. 
1.3 Major Contributions 
Considering the fundamental changes discussed in the above section, there are 
two important research issues in high-speed networks: ( 1) the impact of the protocol-
processing overhead on the network performance, and (2) effective control schemes 
for multimedia traffic. This dissert~tion focuses on these two key research issues, and 
the major contributions of this dissertation include the following: 
1. We presented an extensive :survey of the state of the art ATM network tech-
nology. In particular, we surveyed various mathematical models for multimedia 
traffic sources, congestion control schemes, priority schemes to support multiple 
traffic classes, and the CCITT ATM standards. Through this survey, problems 
of various traffic control schemes were identified and possible solutions were 
presented. 
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2. We investigated the effects of protocol-processing overhead on the performance 
of error recovery schemes in high-speed network environments. ATM networks 
attempt to minimize the bottleneck at the switching nodes by simplifying the 
lower link-to-link layer protocols. Specifically, the error recovery protocols of 
the lower link-to-link layers are pushed to the higher edge-to-edge (end-to-end) 
layers. Selecting edge-to-edge error recovery techniques moves the error cor-
rection function to a higher level of the protocol and simplifies the protocol 
processing required at the network switches. Current schemes for ATM net-
works employ this simplified network protocol, but the validity of this approach 
had not been established. In this research, we investigated the edge-to-edge 
scheme and compared its performance against the performance of the link-by-
link scheme, a scheme commonly used in existing networks. We showed that 
for a network with high-speed/low-error-rate channels, the edge-to-edge scheme 
gives a smaller packet transmission delay than the link-by-link scheme for both 
Go-Back-N and Selective-Repeat retransmission procedures, while keeping the 
packet loss probability sufficiently small. This verified the validity of using a 
simplified error recovery protocol in high-speed networks. 
3. We developed an analytical fr~mework for a priority packet discarding scheme, 
a traffic control scheme suitable for high-speed networks, and investigated the 
efficiency of this scheme. In our framework, unlike previous works, we assumed 
heterogeneous traffic streams to explicitly model multimedia traffic sources and 
used Markov Modulated Arrival Processes to model bursty nature of the traffic. 
The loss probability of each arrival stream is obtained in both continuous-time 
and discrete-time cases following a new stochastic integral approach. A new 
characterization of an arrival stream, which we refer to as self-loss, is introduced 
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to qualitatively predict the effects of multiplexing bursty streams with non-
bursty streams. The important contribution of this work is twofold - the study 
of the impact of traffic heterogeneity on the performance of an individual traffic 
stream and the study of the effectiveness of the priority packet discarding. 
In summary, in this dissertation, we attacked the key research issues in high-
speed networks and provided significant insights into optimal design of high-speed 
networks. 
1.4 Outline 
The organization of this dissertation is as follows: in Chapter 2, a number 
of important research topics in ATM networks are surveyed. The topics covered 
include mathematical modeling of various types of traffic sources, congestion control 
schemes for ATM networks, and priority schemes to support multiple classes of traffic. 
Standard activity for ATM netwo~ks are also presented. 
In Chapter 3, the effects of protocol-processing overhead on the performance of 
; 
error recovery schemes are investigated in high-speed network environments. Mathe-
matical models are built for vari9us error control techniques, and queueing analyses 
are presented considering the effect of protocol-processing overhead. Simulations are 
also carried out to verify the validity of some of the assumptions made. 
In Chapter 4, a statistical multiplexer where heterogeneous traffic streams are 
multiplexed is analyzed, and this analysis is extended to accommodate a priority 
packet discarding scheme, a congestion control mechanism suitable for high-speed 
networks. We consider the class of Markov Modulated Arrival (MMA) Processes 
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both in continuous time and in discrete time and present an exact analysis of indi-
vidual packet loss for MMA streams. Our analysis is then applied to investigate the 
effects of individual traffic characteristics and traffic mix on the individual packet 
loss probabilities. The effectiveness of priority packet discarding is also investigated 
through numerical examples. 
In Chapter 5, concluding remarks are made, and possible future research prob-
lems are discussed. 
Chapter 2 
Survey of Traffic Control Schemes 
and Protocols in ATM Networks 
Due to the fundamental changes explained in Section 1.2 (i.e., the increased 
overhead of protocol-processing time and propagation delay), new network architec-
tures are required for ATM networks. 
In this chapter, we present an extensive survey of various traffic control schemes 
and network protocols for ATM networks. The organization of this chapter is as 
follows: in Section 2.1, various mathematical models proposed for data, voice and 
video are surveyed. Accurate modeling of traffic sources is important to evaluate the 
performance of ATM networks. I~ Section 2.2, congestion control schemes suitable 
for ATM networks are examined. In Section 2.3, various priority schemes proposed to 
support multiple service classes a:te discussed. In Section 2.4, ATM standardization 
activities are presented. In Section 2.5, a summary of this chapter is given. 
9 
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2.1 Modeling of Multimedia Traffic Sources 
As mentioned in Chapter 1, ATM networks must support various communica-
tion services, such as data, voice and video, each having different traffic character-
istics. To evaluate the performance of such networks, accurate source modeling is 
required. The purpose of this section is to examine several traffic models proposed 
for data, voice and video sources. The various mathematical models described be-
low have been examined against actual measured data, and their accuracy has been 
validated. 
2.1.1 Input Traffic Models for Data Sources 
It is well known that generation of data from a single data source is well char-
acterized by a Poisson arrival process (continuous time case) or by a geometric inter-
arri val process (discrete time case). For interactive data transmission, a single cell 
may be generated at a time. For. a bulk data transmission, such as a file transfer, a 
large number of cells may be generated at a time (batch arrivals). 
In existing packet networks, packets could be either of variable or constant 
length. In ATM networks, however, the cell size is fixed. Furthermore, because the 
size of a cell is relatively short compared to the length of a packet in existing networks, 
multiple cells may be created from one data packet. 
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Figure 2.1: IPP Model 
2.1.2 Input Traffic Models for Voice Sources 
An arrival process of cells from a voice source (and a video source) is fairly 
complex due to the strong correlation among arrivals. In this subsection, input traffic 
models proposed for a voice source are examined. 
The arrival process of new voice calls and the distribution of their durations can 
be characterized by a Poisson process and an exponential distribution, respectively. 
Within a call, talkspurts and silent periods alternate. During talkspurts, voice cells 
are generated periodically; during,: silent periods, no cells are generated. The corre-
lated generation of voice cells within a call can be modeled by an Interrupted Poisson 
Process (IPP) [KS89, MOSM89, LI89b, DL86, IDE88]. In an IPP model, each voice 
source is characterized by 0 N (corresponding to talkspurt) and 0 FF (corresponding 
to silence duration) periods, which appear in turn. The transition from ON to OFF 
occurs with the probability /3, ~nd the transition from OFF to ON occurs with the 
probability a. In a discrete time case, ON and OFF periods are geometrically dis-
tributed with the mean 1/ /3 and 1/ a, respectively. Cells are generated during the ON 
period according to a Bernoulli distribution with the rate A; no cell is generated dur-
ing the OFF period. See Figure 2.1. (The continuous time analog is an exponential 
distribution using a Poisson process.) 
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Figure 2.2: Birth-Death Model for the Number of Active Voice Sources 
When N independent voice sources are multiplexed, aggregated cell arrivals are 
governed by the number of voice sources in the ON state. Assuming a discrete time 
system, the probability Pn that n out of N voice sources are in the ON state ( n voice 
cell arrivals in a slot) is given by 
Pn = (N)(-0 -t(-13-)N-n for 0 ~ n ~ N. 
n a+/3 a+/3 (2.1) 
The continuous time analog represents the number of voice sources in the ON 
state as a birth-death process with birth rate ..\( n) and death rate µ( n), where 
..\(n) = (N - n)a, µ(n) = n/3, for 0 ~ n ~ N. (2.2) 
See Figure 2.2. For this continuous time case, the probability Pn that n out of N 
voice sources are in the ON state 1is also given by Eq.(2.1) [LI89b]. 
Another common approachfor modeling aggregate arrivals from N voice sources 
is to use a two-state Markov Modulated Poisson Process (MMPP) [HL86, LM89]. The 
MMPP is a doubly stochastic Poisson process where the rate process is determined 
by the state of a continuous-time Markov chain [HL86]. In the two-state MMPP 
model, an aggregate arrival process is characterized by two alternating states. It is 
usually assumed that the duration of each state follows a geometrical (discrete time 
case) or an exponential (continuous time case) distribution, and cell arrivals in each 
state follow a Bernoulli (or a Poisson) distribution with different rates. Therefore, 
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four parameters are necessary to describe an MMPP: the mean duration of each state 
and the arrival rate in each state. Note that an IPP, a process used to describe a 
single voice source, is a special case of the MMPP in which no cell arrives during an 
OFF period. 
To determine the values of these four parameters, the following MMPP statis-
tical characteristics are matched with the measured data (HL86]: 
1. The mean arrival rate 
2. The variance-to-mean ratio of the number of arrivals in a time interval (0, ti) 
3. The long term variance-to-mean ratio of the number of arrivals 
4. The third moment of the number of arrivals in (0, t 2 ) 
Note that the analytical models described in subsections 2.1.1 and 2.1.2 can 
model only Constant Bit Rate traffic. Analytical models which can adequately model 
Variable Bit Rate traffic are not yet available. 
2.1.3 Input Traffic Models for Video Sources 
Video traffic requires large bandwidth. For instance, in TV applications a frame 
of 512 x 512 resolution is transmitted every 1/30 second, generating 512 x 512 x 8 x 30 
bits per second (approximately 63 Mbits/sec), if a simple PCM coding scheme is used. 
Therefore, video sources are usually compressed by using an interframe variable-rate 
coding scheme which encodes only significant differences between successive frames. 
This introduces a strong correlation among cell arrivals from successive frames. 
Like a voice source, a video source generates correlated cell arrivals; however, its 
statistical nature is quite different from a voice source. Two types of correlations are 
evident in the cell generation process of a video source: short-term correlation and 
long-term correlation. Short-term correlation corresponds to uniform activity levels 
(i.e., small fluctuations in bit rates), and its effects last for a very short period of time 
(on the order of a few hundred milliseconds). Long-term correlation corresponds to 
sudden scene changes, which cause a large rate of arrivals, and its effects last for a 
relatively long period of time (on the order of a few seconds) (SMRA89]. In subsection 
2.1.3.1, models which consider only short-term correlation (i.e., models for video 
sources without scene changes) are examined. In subsection 2.1.3.2, models which 
consider both short-term and long-term correlation (i.e., models for video sources 
with scene changes) are examined. 
2.1.3.1 Models for Video Sources Without Scene Changes 
In this subsection, models proposed for video sources WITHOUT scene changes 
are examined. These models are applicable to video scenes with relatively uniform 
activity levels such as videotelephone scenes showing a person talking. Two models 
have been proposed. The first model approximates a video source by an autoregressive 
(AR) process (NF089, MASKR8~]. This model describes the cell generation process 
of a video source quite accurately. However, because of its complexity, queueing 
analysis based on this model is very complicated and may not be tractable. This 
model is more suitable for use in simulations. The second model approximates a 
video source (or video sources} by a discrete-state Markov model (MASKR88]. This 
model is more tractable in queueing analysis than the first model, and yet describes 
the cell generation process of a video source (or video sources) well. 
l.S 
Model A: Continuous-State Autoregressive Markov Model (MASKR88] 
Here, a single video source is approximated by an autoregressive (AR) process. 
The definition of an AR process is as follows: 
M 
,\(n) = L amA(n - m) + bw(n) (2.3) 
m=l 
where ,\( n) represents the source bit rate during then-th frame; M is the model order; 
w( n) is a Gaussian random process; and am ( m = 1, 2, · · · , M) and b are coefficients. 
It is shown that the first-order autoregressive Markov model, 
,\(n) = a1 ,\(n - 1) + bw(n) (2.4) 
is sufficient for engineering purposes. Assuming that w( n) has the mean T/ and the 
variance 1, and that I ai I is less than 1, the values of coefficients a1 and bare determined 
by matching the steady-state average E( ,\) and discrete autocovariance C ( n) of the 
AR process with the measured data. E().) and C(n) of the AR process in Eq.(2.4) 
are given by (PAP084] 
b ' 
E(,\) = 1 ry,: 
- ai 
b2 
C(n) =--an 
1 - at 1 (2.5) 
This model provides a rather accurate approximation of the bit rate of a single 
video source without scene chang~s. However, as stated above, analysis of a queueing 
model with the above arrival process can be very complex and may not be tractable; 
therefore, this model is suitable. for use in simulations. 
Model B: Discrete-State, Continuous-Time Markov Process [MASKR88] 
The process ,\( t) describing the bit rate of a video source at time tis a continuous-
time, continuous-state process. In this model, process .A( t) is sampled at random 
Poisson time instances and the states are quantized at these points. See Figure 2.3. 
A. (t), A. (t) 
lOA 
SA 
A.(t) 
~ 
time 
Figure 2.3: Poisson Sampling and Quantization of the Source Rate 
In other words, the process ,\( t) is approximated by a. continuous-time process 'X( t) 
with discrete jumps a.t random Poisson times. This approximation can be improved 
by decreasing the quantization step A and increasing the sampling rate. 
The state transition diagram for X(t) is shown in Figure 2.4. The process 'X(t) 
can _he used to describe a sing}e source, as well as an aggregation of several sources. 
The aggregated arrival process from N video sources can transit between M + 1 levels. 
The label in each state indicates the data rate in that state. (A is a constant). To 
determine values of the quantization step A and the transition rates a and ;3, the 
steady-state mean E(XN), variance CN(O), and autocovariance function CN(r) of the 
Ma (M-1) a 
........---.. .....-----... ,....--.. 
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Figure 2.4: State Transition Diagram - Model B 
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Figure 2.5: Minisource Model 
process 'X( t) (describing an aggregate of N independent sources) are matched with 
the measured data. (r is a time parameter.) E(XN), G1N(O) and CN(r) are given by 
(2.6) 
The number of quantization levels M is chosen arbitrarily, but it should be large 
enough to cover all likely bit rates. 
The process in Figure 2.4 can be decomposed into a superposition of simpler 
processes. It can be thought of as a superposition of M independent identical 0 N-
OFF minisources, each being mod;eled as in Figure 2.5. Each minisource alternates 
between ON and OFF states. The transition from ON to OFF state occurs with the 
' 
rate /3, and the transition from O'FF to ON state occurs with rate a. (Thus, both 
ON and OFF periods are exponentially distributed.) The data rate of a minisource 
in the ON state is A; a minisource does not generate bits during the OFF state (data 
rate is 0). (Note that in Figure 5, a label associated with the state represents the 
data rate of a minisource in that state.) The state of the aggregated arrival process 
can thus be represented by the number of minisources which are in the ON state. 
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Figure 2.6: State-Transition-Rate Diagram for the Aggregate Source Model (With 
Scene Changes) 
2.1.3.2 Models for Video Sources With Scene Changes 
In this subsection, models proposed for video sources with scene changes are ex-
amined. These models capture both short-term and long-term correlations explained 
at the beginning of subsection 2.1.3, and thus, these models are suitable to describe 
a cell generation process from video scenes with sudden changes, such as videotele-
phone scenes showing changes between listener and talker modes, or scene changes 
in broadcast TV (SMRA89]. T~o models have been proposed: the first model is an 
extension of Model B explained. above; the second model approximates a video source 
by the discrete-state continuous-time Markov process ( ~odel B) with batch arrivals. 
Model C: An Extension of Model B (SMRA89] 
The state transition diagram of the cell generation process from an aggregation 
of N video sources is shown in Figure 2.6. (This process can also be used to describe 
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Figure 2. 7: Mini process Models 
a. single video source with scene changes.) The label in each state indicates the da.ta. 
ra.te in that state. There are two basic data rate levels: a high data rate A,1" which 
represents a sudden scene change, and a low data rate A1, which represents a uniform 
activity level. If scene changes do not exist (i.e., if we delete the states which contain 
a high rate Ah), the process in Figure 2.6 reduces to the one used in Model 8. The 
aggregated process of N video sources can transit between ( M1 + 1 )( M2 + 1) levels, 
where M1 =NM, M2 = N. Here, Mis chosen arbitrarily. 
To determine the values of system para.meters c and d (the transition probabil-
ities between uniform activity;level and high activity level), the fraction of the time 
spent in the high activity level ( c~d) and the average time spent in the high activity 
level (1/d) are equated with the actual measured data. To determine the rest of the 
parameters in the model, i.e., the transition probabilities within the uniform activity 
level (a and b), and the two .basic data. rates ( A1 and Ah), the first and second order 
statistics a.re matched with .the actual measured data. 
As in Model B, the process described in Figure 2.6 can be decomposed into a 
superposition of simpler processes. This process can be thought of as a superposition 
of A11 independent identical ON-OFF minisources of the type shown in Figure 2.i 
(a) and M2 of the type shown in Figure 2.7 (b). The state of the aggregated arrival 
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process can thus be described as the number of each type of minisource which is in 
the ON state. 
Model D: Discrete-State Continuous-Time Markov Process with Batch 
Arrivals [YYOK89, YMKM89] 
In this model, the cell arrival process from a single video source with scene 
changes is modeled as a discrete-state continuous-time Markov process with batch 
arrivals. The uniform activity level is represented by a discrete-state continuous-time 
Markov process as in Model B. This M-state Markov process can be decomposed 
into M independent identical ON-OFF minisources. Scene changes (high activity 
levels) are represented by a batch arrival process. The interarrival times between 
scene changes (between batches) are assumed to be exponentially distributed, and 
the batch size is assumed to be constant. 
2.2 Congestion Control in ATM Networks 
In an ATM network, most traffic sources are bursty. A bursty source may gener-
ate cells at a near-peak rate for a Very short period of time and immediately afterwards 
it may become inactive, generating no cells. Such a bursty traffic source will not re-
quire continuous allocation of bandwidth at its peak rate. Since an ATM network 
supports a large number of such bursty traffic sources, statistical multiplexing can be 
used to gain bandwidth efficiency, allowing more traffic sources to share the band-
width. But notice, if a large number of traffic sources become active simultaneously, 
severe network congestion can result. 
:21 
Due to the fundamental changes discussed in Chapter 1, congestion control is 
a challenge for an ATM network. The increased ratio of processing time to packet 
transmission time makes the protocol-processing time a bottleneck. In order to avoid 
such a bottleneck, ATM networks use simplified protocols, pushing most of the link-
to-link layer protocols to higher edge-to-edge layers. This makes it difficult to imple-
ment link-by-link congestion control schemes. Further, due to the increased ratio of 
propagation delay to packet transmission time, congestion control schemes based on 
feedback may not be efficient in ATM networks. 
For these reasons, many of the congestion control schemes developed for existing 
networks may not be applicable to ATM networks. Many of the congestion control 
schemes developed for existing networks fall in the class of reactive control. Reactive 
control reacts to the congestion after it happens and tries to bring the degree of 
network congestion to an acceptable level. However, reactive control is not suitable 
for use in ATM networks. 
A new concept is therefore required for congestion control in an ATM environ-
ment. Various congestion control approaches have been proposed for ATM networks, 
most of which fall in the class of preventive control. Preventive control tries to prevent 
congestion before it happens. The objective of preventive control is to ensure a priori 
that network traffic will not reach the level which causes unacceptable congestion. In 
the following, we first explain the reasons that reactive control does not perform well 
in ATM networks (in subsection 2.2.1), and then examine various preventive control 
schemes proposed for ATM networks (in subsection 2.2.2). 
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2.2.1 Reactive Control 
At the onset of congestion, reactive control instructs the source nodes to throttle 
their traffic flow by giving feedback to them. A major problem with reactive control 
in high-speed networks is slow feedback. As mentioned previously, the effects of high-
speed channels make the overhead due to propagation delay significant; therefore, by 
the time that feedback reaches the source nodes and the control is triggered, it may 
be too late to react effectively. 
There is a possible improvement technique to overcome the difficulty caused by 
slow feedback. If reactive control is performed between network users and the edge 
of the network as in (GL89], the effect of propagation delay may not be significant 
since the distance feedback information propagates is short. However, this limits the 
reactive control to the edge of the network. 
Because of the problem discussed above, reactive flow control, in general, may 
not be effective in an ATM environment. Preventive control, however, tries to over-
come this problem with reactive control and controls congestion more effectively in 
ATM networks. Preventive control schemes are examined in the next subsection. 
2.2.2 Preventive Control 
Unlike reactive control where control is invoked upon the detection of congestion, 
preventive control does not wait until congestion actually occurs, but rather tries to 
prevent the network from reaching an unacceptable level of congestion. The most 
common and effective approach is to control traffic fl.ow at entry points to the network 
(i.e., at the access nodes). This approach is especially effective in ATM networks 
because of its connection-oriented transport. With connection-oriented transport, a 
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decision to a.dmit new traffic can be made based on knowledge of the state of the 
route which the traffic would follow (WRR88]. 
Preventive control for ATM can be performed in two ways: admission control 
and bandwidth enforcement. Admission control determines whether to accept or 
reject a new connection at the time of call set-up. This decision is based on traffic 
characteristics of the new connection and the current network load. The bandwidth 
enforcement monitors individual connections to insure that the actual traffic flow 
conforms with that reported at call establishment. In subsections 2.2.2.1 and 2.2.2.2, 
admission control and bandwidth enforcement are discussed in detail. 
Holtzman has proposed a new and very different approach to preventive control 
(HOLT89) and has applied his approach to admission control. In admission control, 
the decision to accept a new connection is made based on the predicted network 
performance. If there is some uncertainty in the parameter values of the incoming 
traffic, the network may underestimate the impact of accepting a new call and con-
gestion may result. Holtzman's approach tries to prevent the network congestion by 
taking uncertainties in traffic paratneter values into account. Holtzman's approach is 
described in subsection 2.2.2.3. 
2.2.2.1 Admission Control 
Admission control decides whether to accept or reject a new connection based 
on whether the required performance can be maintained. When a new connection is 
requested, the network examines its service requirements ( e.g, acceptable cell trans-
mission delay and loss probability) and traffic characteristics (e.g., peak rate, average 
rate, etc.). The network then examines the current load and decides whether or not 
to accept the new connection. 
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Three major research issues in admission control are: 
• What traffic parameters (traffic descriptors) are required to accurately predict 
network performance? 
• What criteria should the network use to decide whether or not to accept a new 
connection? 
• How does network performance depend on various traffic parameters? 
In the following, these three issues are discussed. 
Traffic Descriptors 
When a new connection is requested, the network needs to know the traffic 
characteristics of the new connection in order to accurately predict its ability to 
maintain a certain performance level. A set of traffic descriptors given from a user 
to a network should include sufficient parameters so that the network can accurately 
determine the user's traffic characteristics. However, for simplicity's sake a set of 
traffic descriptors should include the fewest possible parameters. 
The peak bit rate, the average bit rate, and a measure of burstiness are the 
most commonly used parameters for traffic descriptors. Among them, "burstiness" 
is the most important parameter, especially in an ATM network where most traffic 
sources are highly bursty. Burstiness is a parameter which describes how densely or 
sparsely cell arrivals occur. It is well known that burstiness plays a critical role in 
determining network performance; however, consensus is yet to be reached concerning 
an appropriate way to describe the burstiness of a traffic source. Possible definitions 
of burstiness proposed include: 
1. The ratio of peak bit rate to average bit rate [DJ88, KM84, CHOl89, GRF89] 
•) ~ 
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2. The average burst length, i.e., the mean duration of the time interval during 
which the traffic source transmits at the peak rate (HW89) 
.3. Burst factor defined as the average number of bits accumulated in a buffer 
during a. burst, namely, (peak bit rate - average service bit rate) x average 
burst length ( AKHT87) 
4. Cell jitter ratio defined as the variance-to-mean ratio of the cell interarrival 
times, namely, Var(cell interarrival times]/E[cell interarrival times] [HA87] 
5. The squared coefficient of variation of the interarrival times, namely, Var(cell 
interarrival times)/ E 2[cell interarrival times] [SW86] 
6. Peakedness defined as the variance-to-mean ratio of the number of busy servers 
in a fictitious infinite server group [ECKB83] 
Deciding the best way to describe the burstiness is a very difficult task which 
needs to be studied further. We believe that the burst length should somehow be 
taken into account since it significantly affects the performance. In [MOSM89, DJ88, 
HW89, AKHT87, JMDS90], it is s~own that the longer the burst length, the worse the 
network performance becomes; namely, the cell loss probability becomes larger and 
the cell transmission delay becomes longer. The effect of the average burst length is 
also examined in (GRF89]. It is shown that with longer bursts, statistical multiplexing 
becomes less effective, and thus, fewer active sources can be supported for a given 
amount of bandwidth. The authors also believe that more than one parameter may 
be necessary to describe burstiness. 
In (NKN89], a new traffic descriptor is proposed. In this paper, the difficulty 
of using the peak bit rate or the average bit rate as a traffic descriptor uniformly 
across the different types of traffic is realized. If the peak bit rate is used regardless 
of the type of traffic, a large portion of bandwidth will be wasted, especially when 
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the network traffic is bursty. On the other hand, if the average bit rate is used 
regardless of the type of traffic, the continuous-bit-oriented ( CBO) traffic will suffer 
severe performance degradation. In [NKN89], a new bit rate, called the effective bit 
rate, is proposed. An effective bit rate is defined as a fraction of the peak bit rate, 
namely, effective bit rate = (peak bit rate) x a, where a is a constant. The value of 
a is determined based on the traffic characteristics of the source. By changing the 
value of a, we can improve the network resource utilization. Further study is required 
to determine an appropriate value of a for different types of traffic. 
Decision Criteria 
The cell transmission delays and the cell loss probabilities, because they are good 
indications of the degree of network congestion, are the most commonly used decision 
criteria in admission control. When transmission delays and cell loss probabilities are 
applied in admission control, their long-term-time-averaged values have been used in 
the past [DJ88, CHOI89, HW89, JMDS90, NKN89, EKIK89]. Using a long-term-
time-averaged value, however, may not be sufficient in an ATM network because here 
the network traffic can change rapidly and dynamically, forcing the network to move 
from one degree of congestion to another. Figure 2.8 [KS89] sketches how th"' cell 
loss probability changes in an ATM network as a function of time. In rhis figure, the 
number of active calls jumps from a at time t 0 , to b at time ti, and to c at time t 2 • 
At time t3 , the number of active calls decreases to b. The solid curve in the figure 
shows the time-dependent behavior of the cell loss probability. For instance, when the 
number of active calls increases to bat time t 1 , the network responds to the change and 
starts losing a large number of cells; gradually, the network goes up to the next level 
of congestion and reaches the value of the cell loss probability in steady state Pim ( b ). 
When another increase occurs at time t 2 , the network responds again, gradually 
reaching the steady state, and so on. When the network traffic is highly bursty and 
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Figure 2.8: Time Dependent Behavior of Cell Loss Probability 
changes dynamically, temporal network congestion can occur, and it is possible that 
a large number of cells are lost during congestion periods, even when the long-term-
time-averaged value of loss rate is kept small. In voice communication, for example, 
this burst loss of voice cells may ca.use noticeable performance degradation (clicks) at 
a destination user. Therefore, s"?me decision criteria. which take the temporal behavior 
of the network into account may be needed. 
In [KS89], a.n insta.nta.nJous cell loss probability is proposed and used as a 
decision criterion to consider the temporal behavior of a network. An instantaneous 
cell loss probability is a time-dependent cell loss probability (function of slot position 
or time), not the value averaged over a long period of time. The solid curve in Figure 
2.8 shows the instantaneous cell loss probability. In (KS89], the instantaneous cell loss 
probability is approximated by its steady state value (dashed lines in Figure 2.8), and 
an approximate analysis is developed. A new connection is accepted by the network 
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only when the instantaneous cell loss rate is kept below a threshold value at each 
switching node for longer than a predetermined percentage of time. 
In (KS89), the ineffectiveness of using the long-term-time averaged cell loss prob-
ability as a decision criterion is demonstrated through numerical examples using re-
alistic parameter values. It is shown that network congestion can last for a length of 
time on the order of a hundred milliseconds even when the long-term-time-averaged 
cell loss probability is kept small. In voice conversation, this congestion period is 
comparable to a burst ( talkspurt) length, and thus, a whole talkspurt can be i1)st 
during congestion. It is also shown that this burst cell loss can be avoided by using 
the instantaneous cell loss probability as a decision criterion in admission control. 
In (LI89b], the insufficiency of measuring only the long-term-time averaged cell 
loss probability is discussed further, and the temporal behavior of voice cell loss 
probability is studied. Under the realistic parameter values, it is found that the 
cell loss rate changes slowly and remains at zero most of the time. However, once 
congestion occurs and the cell loss probability becomes large, the cell loss probability 
may remain large for a long period, causing voice distortion perceptible at the receiver. 
It is shown that the average cell lo~s probability within a blocking period (i.e., the time 
period during which the buffer isfull, and thus, cells are blocked) is much larger than 
the long-term-time averaged cell loss rate. Therefore, the long-term-time averaged 
cell loss probability does not reflect the temporal behavior of voice cell loss, and it is 
not sufficient to measure voice distortion incurred. 
Effects of Traffic parameters on ATM Network Performance 
One of the important research issues in admission control is to investigate the 
effect of various traffic parameters on network performance. ~' 
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In (KS89, DJ88, HW89, AKHT87, JMDS90), the effects of statistical multiplex-
ing of bursty sources in an ATM network are investigated. They investigate how the 
performance (the cell loss probability and the average delay time) varies as a func-
tion of various parameters, such as the number of sources, the peak bit rate, and the 
burstiness of the sources. Some of the common observations made in these papers 
follow: 
• The average burst length is a very important parameter. As the average burst 
length increases, the performance degrades, i.e., the cell loss probability and 
delay time increase significantly [DJ88, HW89, AKHT87, JMDS90]. 
• As the peak rate of each source is increased, the cell loss probability increases 
[HW89, AKHT87]. This should be intuitively clear. 
• In the case where homogeneous sources are multiplexed, if the offered load (i.e., 
the number of sources x mean bit rate of each source) is kept constant, the 
cell loss probability decreases as the number of sources multiplexed increases. 
The reason for this is that when the number of sources multiplexed increases 
(keeping the offered load cotistant), the mean bit rate of each source decreases. 
The mean bit rate is a product of peak bit rate and the fraction of time in which 
a source is in the active-state (i.e., the state in which a source is transmitting 
at the peak rate). Therefqre, the reduction in the mean bit rate means the 
reduction in either the peak bit rate or the burst length (or both). In either 
case, the cell loss probability decreases [DJSS, AKHT87). 
• In the case where heterogeneous sources are multiplexed, high-bit-rate sources 
dominate the performance; an increase in high-bit-rate traffic causes more sig-
nificant increases in the cell loss probability than does an increase in low-bit-rate 
traffic [JMDS90]. A similar observation is made in the case where homogeneous 
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sources are multiplexed; when high-bit-rate sources are multiplexed, the fluc-
tuation in the cell loss is larger than when low-bit-rate sources are multiplexed 
(KS89]. This is due to the fact that because of the high bit rate, the number of 
traffic sources which can be multiplexed on one link is rather limited and not 
large enough to smooth out the bursty nature of each call. 
• The cell loss probability decreases as the offered load decreases [DJ88, JMDS90]. 
Thus, a very efficient way to lower the cell loss probability is to decrease the 
offered load by providing larger bandwidth. This is only possible, however, if 
one can assume that bandwidth is negligibly cheap. 
In [GRF89], the effects of traffic parameters on the network performance are 
investigated and a method is proposed to calculate the bandwidth required to sat-
isfy a given performance requirement. Two different cases are considered: the case 
where homogeneous traffic sources are multiplexed and the case where heterogeneous 
sources are multiplexed. In both cases, the peak bit rate ( Bp), a measure of bursti-
ness (b) defined as the peak-to-mean bit rate ratio(~, where Bm is the mean bit 
rate), and the mean number of c;eils (L) generated from a burst are used as traffic 
descriptors. In the following, we summarize the bandwidth assignment rule proposed 
for the homogeneous traffic case.: 
In the case where homogeneous traffic sources are multiplexed, the bandwidth 
required to satisfy a given cell loss requirement is calculated by 
Bp 
W=nbR(b,n,L) (2.7) 
where n is the number of active traffic sources; n~( = nBm) is the offered traffic; and 
R(b,n,L) is a coefficient whose value depends on the triplet (b,n,L). R(b,n,L) is 
called an expansion factor, and its value is obtained by performing a single simulation 
for each triplet ( b, n, L) for a given cell loss requiremer.. In this paper, a cell loss 
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requirement of io-5 is assumed. This cell loss probability is rather large to be used 
in a real system; this cell loss probability is used because the simulation run time 
prohibits the choice of a more realistic cell loss probability of 10-9 • 
Using Eq.(2.7), if the offered traffic (n~) and the expansion factor R(b, n, L) 
are given, required bandwidth W can be determined. The remaining question is 
whether the expansion factor is a function of a triplet ( b, n, L ), or a function of a 
quadruplet (Bp, Bm, n, L). In [GRF89], it is claimed that a triplet (b, n, L) is sufficient 
to determine the expansion factor, and it is supported by examining simulation results 
for two cases: Bp = 10 Mbits/sec or 2 Mbits/sec. To determine that this approach 
is truly valid, more cases should be examined. 
The approach proposed in this paper considers the burstiness of the traffic and 
uses the peak-to-mean bit rate ratio ( b = ~) and the mean number of cells generated 
in a burst (L) to determine required bandwidth (W). Even though the approach of 
using R( b, n, L) to calculate required bandwidth is simpler than the approach in which 
.the quadruplet (Bp, Bm, n, L) is used, it has the following problem. To implement 
this approach, the values of R( b, n, ~) need to be precomputed through the simulation 
and stored in each node. Therefore, the number of possible combinations of ( b, n, L) 
needs to be tractably small. This may limit the size of the network to which this 
approach can apply. 
2.2.2.2 Bandwidth Enforcement 
Since users may deliberately exceed the traffic volume declared at the call set 
up (i.e., values of their traffic descriptors) and thus easily overload the network, 
admission control alone is not sufficient. After a connection is accepted, traffic flow 
of the connection must be monitored to insure that the actual traffic flow conforms 
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Figure 2.9: Queueing Model for a Leaky Bucket Method 
with that specified at call establishment. For this purpose, the bandwidth enforcement 
mechanism is implemented at the edges of the network. Once a violation is detected, 
the traffic flow is enforced by discarding and/or buffering violating cells. 
A Leaky Bucket method [AKHT87, TURN86, BLM87, CG88] is one of the 
typical bandwidth enforcement mechanisms used for ATM networks; this method 
can enforce the average bandwidth and the burst factor of a traffic source. One 
possible implementation of a L~aky Bucket method is to control the traffic flow by 
means of tokens. A queueing model for the Leaky Bucket method is illustrated in 
Figure 2.9 [SLCG89]. An arriving cell first enters a queue. If the queue is full, 
cells are simply discarded. To enter the network, a cell must first obtain a token 
from a token-pool; if there is no token, a cell must wait in the queue until a new 
token is generated. Tokens are generated at a fixed rate corresponding to the average 
rate of the connection. If the number of tokens in the token pool exceeds some 
predefined threshold value, the process of token generation stops. This threshold 
value corresponds to the burstiness of the transmission; the larger the threshold value, 
the bigger the burstiness. This method enforces the average input rate while allowing 
I 
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for a certain degree of burstiness. The Leaky Bucket method can also enforce the 
peak bandwidth by generating tokens at the rate corresponding to the peak rate. 
In the original Leaky Bucket method proposed in (TURN86), the input buffer 
is not provided. In [CG88], the input buffer is suggested to provide better control 
of the trade-off between the cell waiting times and the cell loss probabilities. In an 
extreme case, where no input buffer is provided, incoming cells do not have to wait 
in the buffer, but a large number of cells may be lost since all the violating cells are 
discarded. In the other extreme case (where an infinite input buffer is provided), 
no incoming cell will be lost, but cells may suffer a long waiting time. By choosing 
an appropriate input queue size, the trade-off between these two extremes can be 
controlled. In (SLCG89], an exact analysis of Leaky Bucket methods with and without 
an input queue is presented, providing the Laplace transforms for the waiting times 
and the inter-departure times of cells from the system (i.e., inter-departure times of 
tokens from a token pool). The expected waiting time, the cell loss probability, and 
the variance of the inter-departure times are also obtained. In this paper, a Poisson 
process is assumed for the cell arr~val process. A Poisson process, however, may not 
accurately describe bursty traffic found in ATM networks. 
In the Leaky Bucket method, violating cells are either discarded or stored in a 
buffer even when the network load is light, and thus, network resources are wasted. 
The total network throughput can be improved by using the marking method 1 pre-
sented in [GRF89, HW89, ELL89]. In this scheme, violating cells, rather than being 
discarded, are permitted to enter the network with violation tags in their cell headers. 
These violating cells are discarded only when they arrive at a congested node. If there 
are no congested nodes along the routes, the violating cells are transmitted without 
1 Also referred to as a Virtual Leaky Bucket Method. 
being discarded. This marking method can easily be implemented using the Leaky 
Bucket method described above. When the queue length exceeds a threshold, cells are 
marked as "droppable" instead of being discarded. Through simulations it is shown 
that by choosing an appropriate threshold value, the marking method can guarantee 
a performance level required by non-violating cells and at the same time, can improve 
the network throughput. One possible disadvantage of this marking scheme is that 
processing time in each node is increased slightly because each node has to distin-
guish tagged cells from non-violating cells when the node is in a congested state. Each 
node must also monitor its state to determine if it is in congestion. (For instance, 
each node may check its queue length to detect the congested state.) However, this 
extra processing can be done quickly and easily, and the overall merits of the marking 
method far exceed its slight disadvantages. 
An ideal bandwidth enforcement scheme should be able to correctly identify 
all the violating cells and discard or tag only violating cells. It should also be able 
to detect violation rapidly once it occurs. However, the bursty nature of the traffic 
carried in ATM networks makes it ,difficult to implement such an ideal scheme. When 
the traffic is bursty, a large number of cells may be generated in a short period of time, 
yet conform to the traffic descriptor values claimed at the time of call establishment. 
For instance, the average cell arrival rate can be kept constant if cells do not arrive 
for a while, even if there is a burst of cell arrivals in a short time period. In this 
case, none of these cells should .be considered violating cells. If a small value is used 
for a threshold, some of the cells will be falsely identified as violating cells; therefore, 
a relatively large threshold value must be used to avoid discarding or tagging non-
violating cells. However, this large threshold value makes it harder to distinguish truly 
violating transmissions from temporary burst transmissions; thus, the time required 
to detect violations is increased. As a result, in an ATM environment it may be more 
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desirable to apply a marking method in order to avoid undesired enforcement actions 
by the network. 
Bandwidth enforcement schemes may also be used with traffic shaping2 • The 
purpose of traffic shaping is to throttle cell inputs into a network to avoid the bursty 
cell transmissions. Burst cell transmissions are avoided, for example, by separating 
successive ATM cells by idle times. The shaping function could be performed by 
the access control either at a user-network interface or at a data source by buffering 
and injecting cells into the network at a slower speed. Since traffic shaping reduces 
network congestion by suppressing inputs to the network, it may be able to support 
a greater number of calls than a network without the shaping function. With traffic 
shaping, the entire transmission of traffic may be unnecessarily slowed since cells 
are injected into a network at a slower speed even when the network load is light. 
However, with traffic shaping this degradation in the service quality is achieved in a 
more graceful way. 
2.2.2.3 Coping with Traffic Uncertainties 
In the previous subsections, a:dmission control and bandwidth enforcement are 
examined. In admission control, the network performance is predicted based on the 
traffic descriptor values provided by the network users, and then a decision is made 
as to whether a new connection is accepted or not. In bandwidth enforcement, each 
connection is monitored, and the traffic flow is forced to conform with the traffic 
descriptor values provided by the network users. However, the exact traffic charac-
teristics may not be available to the network users, and therefore, the values of traffic 
descriptors provided by the users may involve large uncertainty. In such a case, a 
2 Also referred to as traffic smoothing. 
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network may underestimate the impact of accepting a new connection and congestion 
may result. 
Very little attention has been paid to the problem of uncertainty in traffic de-
scriptor values. Holtzman addressed this issue in (HOLT89], examining three ap-
proaches which were originally proposed in other contexts, and considering their 
application to the problem of traffic uncertainty in ATM networks. The three ap-
proaches examined by Holtzman are the approach using random variables [MW89], 
the fuzzy set approach (LL89] and the neural net approach to learn about the uncer-
tain environment [HIRA89]. In this subsection, the first approach, which is the most 
promising and widely applicable, is discussed. 
In the first approach discussed by Holtzman, the uncertainty in the traffic de-
scriptor values is quantified by using a random variable for each uncertain parameter 
in the traffic model. Assume that the cell arrival process to the network is charac-
terized by a point process parameterized by k traffic parameters, xi, · · ·, Xk. Further, 
assume that the delay incurred by cells through the network in question is a function 
of tb, k--traffic descriptors and i~ given by D(x1 , • • ·, xk)· Assume that the perfor-
mance requirement is given, and it is to keep t~ delay (mean or percentile) less than 
? 
a given threshold value D* (i.e., D(x1 , • • ·, Xk) < D*). Since it is assumed that the de-
lay function D( xi,·· · , xk) is known, we can determine the feasible parameter region 
n to satisfy the performance requirement D(x1, ... 'Xk) < D*. n is a range of possible 
values of the traffic descriptors .which satisfy a given performance requirement. 
Let us denote yi = (Y/, · · · , Yj) as a set of random variables which parameterize 
the arrival stream for the j-th network user. Using yi (j = 1, · · ·, n), the aggregated 
cell arrival process from n users can be obtained. Let us denote this aggregated arrival 
process as X(n) = (X1n), · · ·, X~n)). In general, X(n) = J(Y1, ••• , yn). X(n) is a set of 
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random variables which parameterize the cell arrival process from the superposition 
of n users. 
From X(n), the number of users n*, which can be supported by the network 
satisfying the performance requirement D(x1 , • • ·, x1c) < D* with high probability, 
can be determined. n• is given by n* = maxn{n: P[X(n) En] > 1 - 8}, where 8 
is a predefined tolerance level. (For non-homogeneous superpositions, the traffic mix 
should be specified.) 
In obtaining the aggregated arrival process X(n}, traffic uncertainties are con-
sidered. The process of obtaining X(n) can be better illustrated using an example. 
Assume that the traffic generated by the j-th user is characterized by the mean cell 
arrival rate and the squared coefficient of variation of the time between cell arrivals. 
Further, assume that these two parameters have uncertainties. For the traffic gener-
ated by the j-th user, assume that: 
• The mean cell arrival rate is modeled by a normally distributed random variable 
Y/, with mean Aj and varia~ce O'~i· 
• The squared coefficient of variation of the time between cell arrivals is modeled 
by a normally distributed random variable Yj, with mean c3~ and variance o- 22. cl 
• The random variables Y/ aµd Y.ii are mutually independent. 
In the above, the uncertainties i~ the mean cell arrival rate and the squared coefficient 
of variation of the time between arrivals are quantified by using random variables Y{ 
and Yj, respectively. Then for the superposed arrival process X(n) = (Xin>, xJn)), 
xin} (the mean arrival rate) and x~n} (the squared coefficient of variation of the 
time between arrivals) need to be calculated. They are calculated using the QN A 
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approximation (WHIT83]. That is, 
n 
xln> = 2: Yij, xJn) = w(n)(z(n) - 1) + 1, 
where 
j=l 
z(n) = Ei=1 Yii~/ 
~n VJ ' 
Lij=l I 1 
p(n) and V(n) are given by 
w(n) = 1 
1+4(1 - p(n))(V(n) - 1)' 
n 
p(n) = s I: Yii, 
i=l 
where s is the mean service time. 
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(2.8) 
(2.9) 
(2.10) 
Finally, the joint distribution of xln) and X~n) needs to be computed. It is 
found that a bivariate normal distribution is a good approximation. The means and 
variances of random variables x~n) and x~n)' and the correlation between x~n) and 
X~n) are approximated using a Taylor series expansion technique. 
Note that although this approach allows uncertainty in parameter values, it 
must have a priori knowledge about the system model (e.g., knowledge about the 
arrival process and the service process). 
2.3 Control of Multiple Traffic Classes 
As mentioned earlier, ATM networks must support diversity of service and per-
formance requirements. For instance, real-time voice and video have strict delay 
requirements, whereas in many data applications, real-time delivery is not a primary 
concern. Even within delay-sensitive traffic (e.g., voice or video), different traffic 
streams may have different delay requirements; some data may contain more urgent 
information than the others. Some traffic (e.g., data) is loss-sensitive and thus must 
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be received without a.ny errors, whereas the inherent structure of speech allows for 
some loss of information without significant quality degradation. Ideally, uniform con-
trol mechanisms should be a.pp lied a.cross a.ll the media.; however, this is extremely 
difficult. As a.n alternative, the notion of multiple traffic classes or GOS (Grade of Ser-
vice) ca.n be introduced a.nd different control mechanisms ca.n be applied to different 
traffic classes. 
To support multiple classes of traffic in ATM networks, priority mechanisms 
can be used. Multiple priority levels a.re provided, a.nd different priority levels are 
given to different classes of traffic. There a.re two ways to use priorities; one is to use 
a priority mechanism a.s a. scheduling method (i.e., queueing discipline). In this way, 
different delay requirements can be satisfied by scheduling (serving) delay-sensitive or 
urgent traffic first. The second way is to use a. priority scheme to control congestion. 
In this case, when network congestion occurs, different cell loss requirements can be 
satisfied by selectively discarding (low priority) cells. In the following subsections, 
priority schemes are examined in more detail. 
2.3.1 Priority Scheme as a Scheduling Method 
Various priority schemes C(l,n be used as a. scheduling method at a switching 
node in an ATM network. The simplest priority scheme is a. static (or fixed) priority 
scheme. In this scheme, priority is always given to the delay-sensitive class, and the 
delay-sensitive class is always scheduled for service before the loss-sensitive traffic. 
This scheme causes relatively high losses for the loss-sensitive traffic while providing 
relatively low delays for the delay-sensitive traffic. 
-to 
Since the static priority scheme always schedules the high priority traffic first, if 
a large portion of the network traffic consists of high priority traffic, the performance 
for the low priority traffic will be severely degraded. Two dynamic priority schemes, 
Minimum Laxity Threshold (MLT) and Queue Length Threshold (QLT) (CKT89], try 
to reduce the performance degradation for the low priority traffic. In these dynamic 
priority schemes, priority level changes with time. 
In the Minimum Laxity Threshold (MLT) scheme, the laxity of a cell is defined 
as the number of slots remaining before its deadline expires. A cell remains in the 
queue until either the cell is transmitted or the laxity reaches zero; when the laxity 
reaches zero, the cell is discarded and considered lost. In this scheme, priority is 
given to the delay-sensitive traffic if there are any delay-sensitive cells in the queue 
whose laxity is less than some threshold value; otherwise priority is given to the loss-
sensitive traffic. In the Queue Length Threshold (QLT) scheme, priority is given to 
the loss-sensitive traffic when the number of loss-sensitive cells in the queue exceeds 
some threshold value; otherwise priority is given to the delay-sensitive traffic. 
In both the MLT and QLT ~chemes, a desired performance level for each of 
the high and low priority classes san be achieved by choosing an appropriate value 
for the threshold. The MLT discipline, however, may involve heavy processing at 
each switching node because the laxity of each real-time cell needs to -be updated in 
every time slot, and each queue needs to be searched to find the minimum laxity cell. 
Therefore, unless the number of queued cells at each switching node is small, this MLT 
discipline may not work well in an ATM network, where processing time becomes a 
bottleneck. In [CKT89], the performance of MLT and QLT disciplines are examined 
and the analytical models for the two disciplines are developed. Here, little difference 
in the performance trade-offs is observed in the MLT and the QLT disciplines, and it 
is concluded that QLT is more practical than MLT due to its simpler implementation. 
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The above priority schemes differentiate between delay-sensitive and loss-sensitive 
data in order to meet the performance requirement of each traffic type. As mentioned 
earlier, even within delay-sensitive traffic, there may be multiple classes, each having 
a different delay requirement. Head-of-the-Line with Priority Jumps (HOL-PJ) is 
proposed in (LK88) to satisfy different delay requirements within delay-sensitive traf-
fic. In this scheme, higher priority is given to the class of traffic with stricter delay 
requirements. It is assumed that each priority class forms its own queue. Within 
the same priority class, cells are served FCFS, while higher priority queues have non-
preemptive priority over lower priority queues. A limit is imposed on the maximum 
queueing delay of cells within each queue; when the waiting time of a cell exceeds the 
maximum delay limit, that cell jumps to the end of the next higher priority queue. 
Thus, the queueing delay of a cell before it joins the highest priority queue is bounded 
by the sum of the delay limits at all the queues with priorities equal to or higher than 
the cell's original class. The performance for different classes can be controlled by 
adjusting the values of the delay limit. A possible disadvantage of this scheme is 
. the processing overhead required for monitoring cells for time-out and moving cells 
to the next level priority queue. Also, each arriving cell needs to be time-stamped. 
It is claimed in (LK88] that these tasks are simple, and the processing overhead is 
relatively small. 
There are other priority sch~mes proposed to satisfy different delay requirements 
within the delay-sensitive traffic. For instance, refer to [JACK60, JACK61, JACK62, 
BE89, GOLD77, PTW88] for the Minimum-Laxity-First (MLF) (or Earliest-Due-Date 
(EDD)) scheme and (CWM89] for the Earliest-Deadline-First (EDF) scheme. 
2.3.2 Priority Scheme as a Local Congestion Control Scheme 
Priority schemes can be used as local congestion control schemes to satisfy 
different cell loss requirements of different classes of traffic. For instance, data traffic 
is loss-sensitive whereas voice traffic can tolerate some loss of information. With a 
priority scheme, when congestion is detected, priority is given to loss-sensitive traffic 
(e.g., data) over loss-insensitive traffic (e.g., voice), and cells from lower priority classes 
are discarded first. This priority scheme recognizes the different cell loss requirements 
of different classes of traffic. In (YLS88], the impact of discarding voice cells on data 
traffic is studied. It is shown that the mean waiting time for data can be significantly 
reduced by discarding voice cells during congestion periods. 
In discarding voice information, an improvement can be obtained by selectively 
discarding voice cells containing less important information. For example, in coded 
speech, active speech usually carries more important information than background 
noise during pauses. By discarding cells containing less important information (e.g., 
·background noise), the quaility of the reconstructed voice can be maintained. In 
(YLS88, PDF89, YSL87, YLS87], priority is given to voice cells containing important 
information and low priority voic~ packets are dropped first when congestion occurs. 
Congestion is controlled locally by selectively discarding voice cells whose loss will 
have the least effect on the quality of the reconstructed voice signal. It is shown 
that such a prioritized system is capable of achieving better performance than non-
prioritized systems (YLS87]. 
In the above scheme, a priority level is assigned to each voice cell at the trans-
mitter. The priority level of a cell can be determined by the following methods 
(YLS87]: 
I 
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• In the embedded coding method [GOOD80], the encoded information is divided 
into more significant bits and less significant bits. More significant bits form 
high priority cells, and less significant bits form low priority cells. 
• In the even/odd sample method (JC81], speech samples are identified as either 
even or odd. Even samples form high priority voice cells, and odd samples form 
low priority voice cells (or vice versa). 
• In the multiple energy level detection method, voice cells (from talkspurts) are 
classified as "semi-silence" or "active" according to their energy level. (No cells 
are generated from silent periods.) Priority is placed on "active" voice cells. 
Once the cell priority is determined using one of the above methods, low priority cells 
are discarded at the onset of congestion. 
Slightly different techniques to control voice traffic have been proposed. In 
(SL88, KSB88, DS89, MSZ86], priority is assigned to more important (significant) 
bits, not to cells. Each cell consists of high priority bits (more significant bits) and 
low priority bits (less significant bi~:s), and cell size is reduced in response to overload 
by dropping low priority bits. This technique has a major disadvantage: it requires 
network nodes to know the internal structure of a voice cell in order to distinguish 
high priority bits from low priority bits and to manipulate the cell contents [PDF89]. 
This will increase cell processing at each switching node; thus, this technique may not 
be suitable for ATM networks. Furthermore, since the cell size is constant in ATM 
networks, it is not clear how this technique can be applied in ATM networks. 
Discarding cells based on the importance of their contents can also be applied 
to video traffic. If an embedded coding technique3 [VPV88, KMHY89, GHAN89] is 
used for the image, coded information is separated into two bit streams: a stream 
3 Also referred to as a layered coding technique or a hierarchical coding technique. 
containing essential information and a stream containing picture enhancement infor-
mation. Cells containing essential information are given higher priority than those 
containing the picture enhancements. When congestion occurs, only low priority cells 
are discarded. With this scheme, even when networks become congested the essential 
parts of coded information are transmitted; thus, it is expected that cell loss will have 
only a small influence on picture quality [KMHY89]. 
2.4 Standardization of ATM 
In the CCITT Recommendation I.121, a guideline for future B-ISDN standard-
ization, ATM has been accepted as the final transfer mode for B-ISDN [CCITT88a]. 
According to this Recommendation, information flow in ATM is organized into fixed-
size cells, each consisting of a header and an information field. Fixed-size cells are 
chosen over variable-size units because, based on the state of the existing experimen-
tal fast packet switching technology, it is believed that fixed-size cells can be switched 
more efficiently (MINZ89]. These cells are transmitted over a virtual circuit and cells 
belonging to the same virtual circuit are ·fd.entified by the header. 
ATM is by definition a connection-oriented technique. This connection-oriented 
mode minimizes delay variation since cells belonging to the same call follow the same 
route. It also minimizes the processing required to make routing decisions. 
Although agreement has been reached on some aspects of ATM, a number of 
issues have not yet been resolved. In the CCITT Study Group XVIII meeting held 
in June 1989, some agreement was reached on the ATM cell format, the underlying 
transmission system, and the layered architecture for ATM networks. In subsection 
2.4.1, the ATM cell format is discussed, and in subsection 2.4.2, standard activities 
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on the underlying transmission structure is discussed. The layered architecture for 
ATM networks is discussed in subsection 2.4.3. 
2.4.1 ATM Cell Format 
The size of an ATM cell should be small in order to reduce the degrading effect 
of the packetization delay at the source. For instance, considerable delay could be 
introduced during creation of a voice cell if the size of a cell is large. TISI, a body 
commissioned by ANSI (American National Standards Institute) to develop ISDN 
standards for North America, had proposed an ATM cell consisting of a 5-octet 
header and a 64-octet information field, while ETSI(European Telecommunications 
Standards Institute), a regional organization that coordinates telecommunications 
policies in Europe, had proposed an ATM cell consisting of a 4-octet header and a 
32-octet information field [MINZ89]. As a compromise, the CCITT has reached an 
international agreement on an ATM cell consisting of a 5-octet header and a 48-octet 
information field [CCITT89b, CCITT89a]. The CCITT header formats which will be 
used at UNI (User-Network Interface) and NNI (Network-Node Interface) are shown 
in Figure 2.10 [VICK90]. For UNI, :the header contains a 4-bit "generic flow control" 
( GFC) field, a 24-bit label field containing Virtual Path Identifier (VPI) and Virtual 
Circuit Identifier (VCI) subfields (8 bits for the VPI and 16 bits for the VCI), a 2-bit 
payload type (PT) field, a 1-bit reserved field, a 1-bit priority (PR) field, and an 8-bit 
header error check (HEC) field. For NNI, the header does not contain a GFC field, 
and the extra 4 bits are used for a VPI field. 
The G FC field is used to assist the customer premises in controlling the flow of 
traffic for different qualities of service. The exact procedures for how to use this field 
are not agreed upon as yet. One candidate for the use of this field is a multiple priority 
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level indicator to control the flow of information in a service-dependent manner. The 
G FC field appears only at the UNI. 
The "Virtual Path" concept [OST88, TST89] is adopted in a label field. The 
VPI provides an explicit path identification for a cell, while VCI provides an explicit 
circuit identification for a cell. Basically, a virtual path is a bundle of virtual circuits 
which is switched as a unit by defining one additional layer of multiplexing on a per-
cell basis underneath the VCI. A pre-defined route is provided with each virtual path; 
thus, it is not necessary to rewrite the routing table at call set-up. Therefore, ca.11-
by-call processing at switching nodes is reduced and call set-up delay is decreased. 
Although the transmission efficiency may decrease because of the label overhead, this 
effect is negligible since large bandwidth will be available as high capacity optical 
fibers become more widely used [OST88]. 
The PT field can be used for maintenance purposes, and it indicates whether 
the cell contains user information or network maintenance information. This field 
allows for the insertion of cells on to a virtual channel without impacting the user's 
data. 
The PR field indicates cell loss priority and is used to selectively discard cells 
when congestion occurs. One possible implementation is to set this field to 0 for 
the cells which need guaranteed. ·delivery and to set it to 1 for the cells which are 
droppable. When congestion occurs, cells whose PR field set to 1 are dropped first. 
The HEC field provides single-bit error correction or multiple-bit error detection 
capabilities on the cell header. The polynomial used to generate the header error check 
value is X 8 + X 2 + X + 1. The HEC monitors errors for the entire header. 1 bit in 
the header is reserved for the future use. 
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Figure 2.11: ATD Structure 
2.4.2 Transmission Structure 
TlSl and ETSI disagrees on the transmission structure underlying the ATM 
layer. TlSl favors the SONET (Synchronous Optical Network) approach, whereas 
ETSI favors the ATD (Asynchronous Time Division) approach [MINZ89). In the 
ATD approach, no frame structure is imposed on the UNI, a.nd all of its physical 
bandwidth is organized a.s ATM cells; while in the SONET approach, ATM cells 
are carried within the payload of another framework, such as a SONET frame. The 
payload is an area used to carry the service or signal being transported. 
ATD, a version of ATM·originally proposed by France, is a frameless interface 
carrying no synchronous channels (MINZ87J. See Figure 2.11. It consists solely of 
cells, and synchronization is maintained by filling empty cells with a special synchro-
nization pattern. The advantage of using ATD a.s a transmission structure underlying 
the ATM layer is the simplified interface which results when both transmission and 
transfer mode functions are based on a common structure. ETSI favors this approach. 
The SONET approach will be further discussed in the following subsection. . J 
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2.4.2.1 SONET 
SONET (Synchronous Optical Network), originally proposed by Bellcore (Bell 
Communications Research), is a standard optical interface. In this subsection, frame 
structure and key features of SONET are first presented, and the approach of using 
SONET as the underlying transmission structure and its advantages and disadvan-
tages are also discussed. 
SONET STS-1 Frame Structure 
In SO NET, there is a basic building block called the synchronous transport 
signal level 1 (STS-1) frame. The STS-1 frame has a bit rate of 51.84 Mbits/sec 
and repeats every 125 µ seconds. A 125 µsec frame period supports digital voice 
signal transport since each byte can represent a 64 Kbits/sec ( = 1 byte/125 µsec) 
DSO channel. 
The STS-1 frame structure is illustrated in Figure 2.12. It consists of 9 rows 
and 90 columns (9 x 90 bytes), and it is transmitted row by row, from left to right. 
The STS-1 frame is divided into two areas known as the transport overhead and 
the Synchronous Payload Envelop~1 (SPE). The transport overhead is used to carry 
overhead information and the SPE:is used to carry the SONET payload. Within the 
SPE, there is 1 column ( = 9 bytesYof path overhead. A path corresponds to a logical 
connection between source and destination; the functions of path overhead will be 
discussed later. See Figure 2.13. 
The transport overhead consists of 3 columns ( = 3 x 9 bytes) and carries over-
head bits for connections at the section level (connection between regenerators) and 
connections at the line level (connection between light-wave terminating equipments). 
Refer to Figure 2.13 for the concept of section and line. The Section overhead is 
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processed at ea.ch regenerator. The Line overhead is passed transparently through 
regenerators and is processed by light-wave terminating equipment. The transport 
overhead bits and their functions include: 
• Framing bytes to show the start of each STS-1 frame 
• An STS-1 identification byte 
• STS-1 pointer bytes (will be discussed later) 
• Parity checks for section and line error monit~Hffg " 
• Signaling bits for fast, automatic protection switching or redundancy, to make 
optical lines fault-tolerant 
• Local (section) and express (line) orderwire channels for voice communication 
between elements 
• Data communication channels (or embedded operations channels) for alarms, 
maintenance, control, monitor, administration and other communication needs 
between section (or line) terminating equipment such as lightwave, cross-con-
nections and digital loop carrier elements 
• Extra bytes reserved for the future use 
Basically, the transport overhead carries information necessary for secure transmission 
of the SPE. 
The SPE is used to carry SONET payloads including 1 column of path over-
head. Path overhead is passed transparently from the point where the STS-1 payload 
is composed to the point where it is decomposed (HM89]. Some of the important 
functions of the path overhead are: 
• End-to-end payload error monitoring 
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Figure 2.14: STS-N Frame Structure 
• Identification of the type of payload being carried 
• Path status indication 
• A trace function which allows a user to trace a signal through the network as 
it goes through different elements 
The rest of the SPE is used to carry service or signal being transported. The SO NET 
SPE ca.n be used to carry either ATM-based or STM-based payloads. 
Multiplexing of STS-1 Frames 
Higher rate SONET signals (STS-N) are obtained by synchronously byte mul-
tiplexing N STS-1 frames. The STS-N frame structure is depicted in Figure 2.14. It 
consists of 9 rows a.nd N x 90 columns. The transport overhead consists of N x 3 
columns, and there are N x 1 columns of path overhead. The aggregated bit rate of 
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Level Line Rate (Mb/s) 
OC-1 51.84 
OC-3 155.52 
OC-9 466.56 
OC-12 622.08 
OC-18 933.12 
OC-24 1244.16 
OC-36 1866.24 
OC-48 2488.32 
Table 2.1: SONET Digital Interface Rates 
an STS-N signal is exactly N times the basic rate of 51.84 Mbits/sec. For example, a 
STS-3 carries three byte-interleaved STS-1 signals in an aggregate bit rate of 155.52 
Mbits/sec. Currently, the only values of N allowed are 1, 3, 9, 12, 18, 24, 36, and 48. 
The optical signals can be obtained by passing the electrical STS-N signal through 
an electro-optic conversion. The optical signal of STS-N is called an Optical Carrier 
Level N (OC-N). The OC-N will have a line rate exactly same as the STS-N. Table 
2.1 shows the SONET digital interface rates. 
If all the STS-1 signals in thy STS-N go to the same destination, they can be 
concatenated. The STS-N signal :that is concatenated is called an STS-Nc, where 
the letter "c" stands for concatenation. In this format, the payload is treated as a 
single unit, and thus, only one column of path overhead is needed. This is not the 
case in the unconcatenated STS-N signals. However, N copies of the section and line 
overheads are still required in the STS-Nc signal since any intervening transmission 
equipment expects to see the individual section and line overheads [HM89]. 
Virtual Tributaries 
One of the key features in SO NET is payload structures called virtual tributaries 
(VTs ). Virtual tributaries function as separate containers within the STS-1 frame 
structure and are used to carry a variety of lower rate signals such as DS 1, DS 1 C, 
DS2 within an STS-1. In order to efficiently accommodate the North American and 
European digital hierarchy, these containers come with four different sizes: VTl.5, 
VT2, VT3, and VT6. A VTl.5 can be used to carry a North American DSl signal 
(1.544 Mbits/sec), a VT2 for a European CEPT-1 signal (2.Q.:.~ Mbits/sec), a VT3 
for a DSlC signal (3.152 Mbits/sec), and a VT6 for a DS2 signal (6.312 Mbits/sec). 
A DS3 signal (44.736 Mbits/sec) is carried in an STS-1 SPE. 
SONET Pointers 
SONET uses payload pointers to allow easy access to the payload. As mentioned 
earlier, the STS-1 frame is divided into the transport overhead and STS-1 SPE. The 
payload is easily accessed since the STS-1 payload pointer, contained in the transport 
overhead, indicates the starting byte location of the STS-1 SPE within the STS-
1 frame. The STS-1 payload pointer 10 avoids the need for the slip buffers and 
eliminates associated payload corruptiv and delay. In conventional methods, such 
as fixed location mapping, slip buffers are needed at the multiplexing equipment 
interfaces to take care of frequency differences by either repeating or deleting a frame 
of information. This increases delay and may cause signal impairment due to slipping. 
The STS-1 payload pointer avoids the need for slip buffers since small frequency 
variations of the STS-1 payload can be accommodated by adjusting the pointer value. 
Detailed discussion of pointer operation can be found in (BC89]. 
SONET can also have VT pointers. The VT pointers follow the same principle 
as the STS-1 payload pointers, except at the VT level. The VT pointer indicates 
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the position of the starting byte of the VT SPE within the VT payload structure. 
The pointer adjustment rules are analogous to that of the STS-1 pointer, and the 
VT pointer has the same advantages as the STS-1 pointer, i.e., dynamic alignment 
between the STS-1 SPE and the VT SPE, minimal delay, etc. 
ATM within SONET 
Figure 2.15 shows ATM c~rried within SONET. In this figure, it is assumed that 
the UNI is SONET-based and uses the STS-3c format with a gross bit rate of 155.520 
Mbits/sec. B-ISDN proposals using SONET usually use the STS-3c frame [HM89]. 
SO NET overhead is not emb~dded within the cell structure, and the SONET payload 
carries ATM cells multiplexed using ATM techniques. TlSl favors SO NET over ATD 
because of the following rea.Sons [MINZ89]: 
• SONET is more compatible with the existing circuit-switched networks than a 
new structure such as ATD. Furthermore, SONET SPE can be used to carry 
ATM-based payloads as well as STM-based payloads. Therefore, SONET makes 
the transition from the existing networks to ATM networks more smoothly than 
ATD. 
• Some specific connection can be circuit switched using a SONET channel. For 
example, a connection carrying video traffic can be mapped into its own ex-
clusive payload envelope of the SONET STS-3c signal, which can be circuit 
switched. 
• Using SONET synchronous multiplexing capabilities, several ATM streams can 
be combined to build interfaces with higher bit rates than those supported by 
the ATM layer. For example, four separate ATM streams, each having bit rate 
of 155 Mbits/sec (STS-3c), can be combined to build a 622 Mbits/sec (STS-12) 
interface, even though the ATM layer supports interfaces with bit rate of only 
155 Mbits/sec. This may be more cost effective than making the ATM layer to 
support interfaces with bit rates of 622 Mbits/sec. 
A possible disadvantage of using SONET is that existing equipment may not be 
SONET-compatible. For example, equipment not designed for SONET may not be 
easily adapted to the VT-1.5 (1.728 '.Mbits/sec) payload rate of SO NET [PRIN89]. 
CCITT will standardize two physical interfaces to B-ISDN, one based on SO NET 
and the other based on a variation of ATD [CCITT89b]. The UNI interface rate for 
both of these is set at 155.520 Mbiis/sec [CCITT89b]. 
2.4.3 Layered Architecture for ATM Networks 
Significant changes have taken place in ATM networks. ATM networks provide 
huge bandwidth with low error rates using optical fiber. In such a high-speed network 
environment, processing time becomes a bottleneck. The conventional OSI 7 layer 
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protocol architecture may be too heavy, i.e., it :avolves too much processing, and 
thus, a new protocol architecture is needed. 
Layered architectures for ATM networks have been studied in (HM89, EGL88, 
RIDE88, VV88, FRAN87], and.:some agreement has been made in the CCITT Study 
Group XVIII meeting held in June 1989. Figure 2.16 [CCITT89c) depicts a B-ISDN 
ATM protocol model. In this figure, the protocol hierarchy consists of the physical-
medium-dependent (PMD) layer, the ATM layer, the adaptation layer, and the higher 
service layer. Note that functional layering in the B-ISDN protocol model does not 
follow the OSI model [CCITT90]. 
The physical-medium-dependent (PMD) layer4 underlies the ATM layer. As 
mentioned above, CCITT will standardize two physical interfaces to B-ISDN, one 
4 Also referred to as transmission layer. 
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based on SONET and the other based on a variation of ATD. This layer is respon-
sible for the proper bit transmission and performs functions which are necessary to 
insert/extract the cell flow into/out-of a transmission frame. This layer is also respon-
sible for electro-optical conversion since in B-ISDN, the physical medium is optical 
fiber. 
The ATM layer contains all the details of the ATM technique, and it is common 
to all services. This layer is physical medium independent, and thus, it is inde-
pendent of the underlying PMD layer. The data unit of this la'J'r is an ATM cell, 
and the ATM layer performs the cell header functions. As discussed in subsection 
2.4.1, major functions of the header include cell routing based on VCI/VPI and error 
detection on the header based on HEC. This layer also performs cell-based multi-
plexing/ demultiplexing and cell delineation. The information field of an ATM cell 
is passed transparently through the ATM layer, and no processing, including error 
control, is performed on the information field at the ATM layer. 
The adaptation layer and the higher layers of the ATM protocol model are 
service-dependent. The boundary 'between the ATM layer and the adaptation layer 
corresponds to the differences between functions applied to the cell header and func-
tions applied to the information field [HM89]. The adaptation layer provides the 
higher service layer with the necessary functions which are not provided by the ATM 
layer, for instance, preserving timing, data frame boundaries and source clock. Func-
tions of the adaptation layer are further described in the following. 
Four service classes are defined at the adaptation layer. See Table 2.2 (VICK90]. 
Class 1 services correspond to constant bit rate (CBR) services. Constant bit rate 
audio and video belong to this class. Class 2 services corresponds to variable bit 
rate (VBR), connection-oriented services. Examples of class 2 services are variable 
j, 
I 
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Class 1 I Class 2 I Class 3 I Class 4 
Timing between source 
related not related 
and destination 
Bit rate constant j variable 
Connection mode connection-oriented I connectionless 
Table 2.2: Service Classes 
bit rate audio and video. For class 1 and 2 services, timing between source and 
destination needs to be related. Class 3 services also correspond to VBR connection-
oriented services, but the timing between source and destination need not be related. 
Connection-oriented data and signaling data are examples of class 3 services. Class 4 
services correspond to VBR connectionless services, and connectionless data belongs 
to this class. 
The adaptation layer is divided into two sublayers, the Segmentation and Re-
assembly (SAR) sublayer and the Convergence (CS) sublayer; these two sublayers 
provide different functions for each of the four service classes. The following de-
scription gives a possible impleme'ntation of the adaptation layer for class 3 and 4 
services. Two modes of adaptati9n service are provided for class 3 and 4 services: 
Message mode and Streaming mode. Message mode service is used for framed data, 
whereas Streaming mode service is used for low speed continuous data with low delay 
requirements. For Message mode service (see Figure 2.17 [VICK90]), the Conver-
gence sublayer accepts a Service Data Unit (SDU) from the higher service layer. A 
SDU is a service-specific, higher layer information unit. It then prepends a 4-octet 
header (CS_PDU Header) to the SDU, pads the SDU (0 to 3-octet PAD) to make it 
an integral multiple of 32-bits, and appends a 4-octet trailer (CS_PDU Trailer). The 
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Figure 2.1 7: Message Mode Service 
functions of the header and trailer fields include service indication and cell loss de-
tection. The CS_PDU Header, SDU, PAD, and CS_PDU Trailer structure is referred 
to as a CS_PDU (Convergence Sublayer Protocol Data Units). After the trailer is 
appended, the CS_PDU is passed to the next sublayer, SAR sublayer, for segmen-
tation. The SAR sublayer accepts a CS_PDU from the Convergence sublayer and 
segments it into N 44-octet SAR 'sublayer Service Data Unit (SAR_SDU) Payloads; 
thus, the last SAR-5DU Payload may have some unused portion. It then prepends a 
; 
2-octet header (SAR-5DU Header) to the SAR-5DU Payload and appends a 2-octet 
trailer (SAR-5DU Trailer) to the SAR_SDU Payload. The functions of the header 
and trailer fields include: 
• Segmentation/reassembly 
• Identification of segment type (e.g., a beginning of a message (BOM), a contin-
uation of a message (COM), an end of a message (EOM), or a single SAR_SDU 
message (SSM)) 
• Identification of a message I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
- PAD (0-3 octets) 
-- CS_POU Trailer (4 octets) 
-D UserOata 
-- SAR_SOU Header (2 octets) 
-
- Unused 
SO Us 
CS_PDU 
SOU Header 
SOU Trailer 
SAR_SOU 
(each 48 octets) 
CS_POU Header (4 octets) 
SAR_SDU Trailer (2 octets) 
Figure 2.18: Streaming Mode Service 
• Indication of partially filled segment 
• Bit error detection for the entire contents of the SAR_SDU 
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The SAR_SDU Header, SAR_SDU Payload, and SAR-8DU Trailer structure is re-
ferred to as a SAR-8DU. After t~e trailer is appended, the SAR-8DU is passed to 
the ATM layer. 
For Streaming mode service (see Figure 2.18 [VICK90]), unlike in Message mode 
service where one CS_PDU consists of one SDU, a CS_PDU may consist of several 
SDUs. As in Message mode service, a CS_PDU Header (4 octets), a PAD (0-3 octets) 
and a CS_PDU Trailer(4 octets) are added to complete a cs_pnu. Then, the SAR 
sublayer segment the CS_PDU into N 44-octet SAR-8DU Payloads such that each 
SDU is contained in a separate SAR_SDU. Therefore, unlike in Message mode service 
where only the last segment may contain some unused portion, in Streaming mode 
I 
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service any segment can have some unused portion. As in Message mode service, the 
SAR sublayer adds a 2-octet header and a 2-octet trailer to a SAR-5DU Payload. 
The functions of each field are identical to those of the Message mode service. 
The possible CBR service (Class 1 service) adaptation functions include: 
• Source clock frequency recovery 
• Forward error correction 
• Time stamping 
• Sequence number processing 
• Handling of lost or misdelivered cells 
Adaptation layer functions for Class 2 services are not well defined. For further 
discussion, refer to [VICK90]. 
The higher service layer provides separate functions for the User plane and the 
Control plane, whereas lower layers (i.e., PDM layer, ATM layer and adaptation layer) 
provide functions common for those two planes. The Control plane is responsible for 
signaling, whereas the User plan,e is responsible for the transfer of user informa-
tion. In the Control plane, much of the structure of existing N-ISDN (Narrowband 
ISDN) is maintained with some future enhancements. For example, an error detec-
tion/ correction and flow control protocol in case of overload can be derived from the 
ISD N LAP-D protocol, and the call control (call establishment/ release) mechanism 
is compatible to the N-ISDN protocol I.451. However, for the User plane, most of the 
link-by-link layer protocols are removed or pushed to higher edge-to-edge layers. For 
example, no link-by-link error control is provided. 
, I 
I 
I 
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2.5 Chapter Summary 
Among the techniques proposed for B-ISDN transfer mode, ATM is considered 
to be the most promising transfer technique because of its flexibility and efficiency. 
In this chapter, a number of topics related to ATM networks were surveyed and re-
viewed. The topics covered are modeling of various traffic sources, congestion control, 
priority schemes to support multiple classes of traffic and standardization of ATM. 
The following conclusions were made: 
• The cell arrival process for data sources can be modeled by a simple Poisson pro-
cess. However, voice or video sources require more complex processes because 
of the correlation among cell arrivals. 
• Due to the effects of high-speed channels, preventive control is more effective in 
ATM networks than reactive control. 
• In order to satisfy diverse service and performance requirements of multimedia 
traffic, separate control mechanisms should be used for different traffic classes. 
Priority schemes effectively support multiple classes of traffic by providing dif-
ferent control mechanism to different priority services. 
• In CCITT RecommendationJ.121, ATM is accepted as the transfer mode for 
B-ISDN. Although some con'sensus has been made on some aspects of ATM, a 
number of issues related to ATM still need further study for standardization. 
Chapter 3 
Protocol-Processing Overhead in 
Error Recovery Schemes 
In this chapter, we investigate one of the key research issues explained in Chap-
ter 1: what is the cost of protocol-processing overheads on network performance? As 
described in the previous chapters, due to the increased overhead of protocol pro-
cessing in high-speed networks, it becomes essential to re-evaluate the currently used 
control schemes. In this chapter, we investigate the effects of protocol-processing over-
head on the performance of error recovery schemes. Protocol-processing time, such 
as time required to detect and ca'rrect errors via retransmissions, is comparatively 
large in high-speed networks and qecomes dominant in determining the packet trans-
? 
fer delay across a networks. We focus on the widely accepted error recovery scheme 
in high-speed networks - namely,: the scheme where retransmissions of erred packets 
only take place between source and destination nodes (edge-to-edge error recovery 
scheme). We obtain an approximation for the Laplace transform for the distribution 
of the end-to-end packet transfer delay, considering processing time required for error 
recovery. We also evaluate the performance of an alternative error recovery scheme; 
namely, a scheme where retransmissions take place between adjacent nodes (link-by-
link error recovery scheme) and compare the performance of an edge-to-edge scheme 
with this alternative. 
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6.S 
There exists some previous work [BKTV88, LAM76, IP80, KUHL83] on error 
recovery schemes. Despite the importance of the protocol-processing overhead, none 
of these previous work addressed this issue. In (BKTV88], link-by-link and edge-to-
edge error control schemes were examined in the setting of a high-speed network. The 
effects of propagation delays were considered, but the protocol-processing overhead 
was not considered. In [LAM76, IPSO, KUHL83], error control schemes were examined 
in the context of low-speed data networks. In [LAM76], a model was developed only 
for a link-by-link scheme, and the effects of propagation delays were considered in 
this model. The effect of protocol-processing overhead was not considered. In (IPSO], 
link-by-link and edge-to-edge schemes were investigated, but the effects of propagation 
delays and protocol-processing times were not considered. In [KUHL83], link-by-link 
and edge-to-edge schemes were compared, but the assumptions made in the model 
inherently favored the edge-to-edge scheme; in the edge-to-edge scheme, each message 
was segmented whereas in the link-by-link scheme, each message was transmitted as 
a unit. 
Our work described in this .~hapter differs from the above studies in that our 
work considers the protocol-processing overhead. Furthermore, unlike the previous 
work [BKTVSS, LAM76, IPSO, KUHL83), we use a layering architecture for high-
speed networks and take a vertical view of the layers to investigate error recovery 
schemes at various layers of a protocol. Further, the Go-Back-N and Selective-Repeat 
procedures are considered in this work. All the previous work [BKTVSS, LAM76, 
IPSO, KUHL83) considers only the Selective-Repeat retransmission scheme. 
Very little previous work [BRAD88, BS90a, NL90] considered the protocol-
processing overhead. In [BRADS8], link-by-link and edge-to-edge schemes were stud- I: 
ied through simulations for existing X.25 packet networks. In [BS90a], link-by-link 
and edge-to-edge schemes were compared, through simulations, in the setting of a I 
l: 
I 1: 
-- ---- -- -- ·- -
I 
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high-speed network. No analysis was presented in [BRAD88, BS90a]. In [NL90], 
analytic results that considered processing times were presented for link-by-link and 
edge-to-edge schemes. However, only the Selective-Repeat retransmission scheme was 
considered, and the layering architecture was not taken into account in [NL90]. 
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows: in Section 3.1, we describe 
the network architecture to be investigated. In Section 3.2, we develop a queueing 
network model to evaluate error recovery schemes. In Section 3.3, an approximate 
analysis of the model developed in Section 3.2 is presented, and the end-to-end packet 
transfer delay is obtained. In Section 3.4, numerical results are presented to show 
the performance trade-offs between the error recovery schemes. In Section 3.5, a 
summary of this chapter is given. Finally, in Appendix A, some of the assumptions 
made in the analytic model are discussed. 
3.1 Network Architecture To Be Investigated 
-
To investigate the effects of protocol-processing time on the network perfor-
mance, we assume the following µypothetical layering architecture for high-speed 
networks [HOBE83], and compare it with conventional architecture. We look only at 
the lower three layers of the OSI teference model. 
In our hypothetical layering architecture, the basic transport mechanism is pro-
vided by the lower three levels of the protocol (1-, 2-, and 3-lower) applied to trans-
missions across each network link. The packet transport sublayer (level 3-upper) 
provides edge-to-edge communication within the network between source and desti-
nation nodes. The higher level end-to-end functions discussed in the OSI model (i.e., 
the transport layer and above) appear as higher layers above this basic transport 
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mechanism and are not discussed here. The function of each layer in our layering 
architecture is described below. 
• Level 1 - Physical Layer ( P-layer) specifies the electrical characteristics and 
representation of transmitted bits. 
• Level 2 - Link Layer (L-layer) performs several functions necessary for successful 
transmission between network nodes. These functions include frame delimiting 
and bit pattern transparency. As a major departure from conventional archi-
tecture (e.g., HDLC), error recovery procedures are not included in this level. 
• Level 3 - This layer consists of the following two sublayers. 
- Level 3 Lower - Packet Network Sublayer (PN-layer) is the lower sub-layer 
of layer 3. The primary function provided here is the routing of packets. 
Level 3 Upper - Packet Transport Sublayer (PT-layer) is the upper sub-
layer of layer 3 and performs edge-to-edge error recovery. 
In order to reduce the protocol-processing overhead, error recovery between adjacent 
switching nodes is not performed in the above layering architecture. Instead, reliable 
data communication through the ;network is provided at the edge of the network 
(i.e., at level 3 upper); any detected errors are corrected with a peer communication 
between the source and destination nodes. 
As mentioned in the previous chapters, propagation delay, as well as the time 
required for protocol-processing, is an important factor that decides network perfor-
mance; propagation delay, which is assumed to be negligible in existing networks, 
becomes another dominant factor in determining the packet transfer delay across a 
network. In our analysis, both processing time and the propagation delay are consid-
ered in obtaining the end-to-end packet transfer delay. 
I 
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3.2 Analytic Model 
3.2.1 Protocol Layer Model 
We seek to evaluate protocol-processing overhead in high-speed network envi-
ronments, and thus, each layer at a switching node, rather than the switching node 
as a whole, is modeled as a queueing system in our analytic model [MT87]. In our 
model, the time a packet spends at a layer represents the overhead at that layer due 
to processing of the protocol itself and the operating system that supports the proto-
col's execution (e.g., process scheduling, data copying, buffer management, and timer 
management). Throughout Chapter 3, we refer to the time that a packet spends at a 
layer due to this protocol/OS combined overhead as the protocol processing time at 
that layer. 
Table 3.1 focuses on the overhead due to processing of the protocol itself and lists 
the protocol functions at each layer for edge-to-edge and link-by-link error recovery 
schemes. Note that the operating system's overhead is not included in this table. In 
an edge-to-edge scheme, L-layer performs frame delimitation and transmission, but 
hop-by-hop error recovery is not performed. PN-layer performs routing function. PT-
layer performs end-to-end error r~covery. In a link-by-link scheme, L-layer performs 
frame delimitation and transmiss~on, and corrects errors on a hop-by-hop basis. PN-
layer routes packets, and PT-layer performs no specific function. 
In addition to the protocol overhead, there exists the overhead due to the oper-
ating system and its associated protocol execution environment at each layer. (Note 
that this overhead is not listed in Table 3.1.) This overhead includes, among others, 
time required to read the local state information (of a connection) from a state table 
stored in memory, the time required to make a copy of buffer contents, and the sleep 
Layer Functions Error Recovery Schemes 
E-to-E L-by-L 
Edge-to-Edge 
PT-layer Packet Error yes no 
Recovery 
Layer 3 
PN-layer Routing yes yes 
Layer 2 
E-to-E: 
L-by-L: 
Link-by-Link 
Frame Error no yes 
L-layer Recovery 
Frame Delimitation yes yes Frame Transmission 
Edge-to-Edge Error Recovery Scheme 
Link-by-Link Error Recovery Scheme 
Table 3.1: Protocol Model 
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or idle time of a communication process due to an interrupt from a higher priority 
process. This operating system overhead, as well as the overhead due to processing 
of the protocol itself, will be considered in our analysis. (More detailed discussion on 
the protocol and the operating system overhead is found in the Appendix A.) 
We assume that data units at L-layer and at PN- and PT-layers are of the same 
length, and thus, in our analysis, we do not distinguish frames from packets. It is also 
worth noting that in the analysis, variables with subscript 1, 2, and 3 are associated 
with L-layer, PN-layer, and PT-layer respectively. 
I 
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3.2.2 Queueing Network Model 
Figure 3.1 shows the queueing network model for link-by-link and edge-to-edge 
error recovery schemes based on the protocol architecture described in the previous 
section. In both link-by-link and edge-to-edge schemes, higher layers pass new packets 
to PT-layer at a source station. We assume that new packets arrive at PT-layer 
according to a Poisson process with rate .,\3, (In this work, we focus primarily on 
data applications and represent new packet arrivals as a Poisson process. Detailed 
discussion on the validity of this assumption is given in the Appendix A.) We assume 
that the packet length is, on the average, P bits, and the average transmission time 
of a packet is P /V sec, where V is the speed of the physical channel. 
We further assume that the protocol-processing time at each layer follows an 
exponential distribution and that the protocol-processing times at different layers 
are independent. Recall that the protocol-processing time refers to the overhead 
due to processing of the protocol itself and the operating system that supports the 
protocol's execution. As mentioned in subsection 3.2.1, various factors affect this 
protocol/ OS combined overhead. 'It is reasonable to assume that these overhead 
factors collectively provide random ?-mounts of overhead, and thus, we assume that the 
protocol-processing time follows an exponential distribution (with the corresponding 
rate defined in the following paragraph). (The exponential protocol-processing time 
is further justified in the Appendix A.) Furthermore, since the functions that different 
layers perform, as well as the operating system overheads, are independent between 
different layers, each time a packet joins a queue in our queueing network model, 
its protocol-processing time is determined afresh from a corresponding exponential 
distribution. 
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Packets are stored and processed at PT-layer and then passed to PN-layer. The 
packet processing rate at PT-layer of a transmitting node is assumed to be µ3 ,t. (The 
subscript t stands for "transmitting node processing rate.") PN-layer makes routing 
decisions and passes packets to L-layer. The processing rate at PN-layer is assumed 
to be µ 2 . Note that since the same rate µ 2 is assumed at PN-layer throughout the 
network, the subscript t is not necessary. At L-layer, packets are stored, processed 
and then transmitted through a physical transmission link. The processing rate at 
L-layer is assumed to be µ1,t· 
In a link-by-link scheme, L-layer stores incoming packets at an intermediate 
switching node and examines the packets for errors. If no error is detected, the receiver 
immediately sends an ACK back to the sender. This is indicated by a feedback line 
(an arrow) between two adjacent L-layers in Figure 3.1. In case of error, no ACK 
is sent to the sender, and the sender retransmits the packet after the specified link-
by-link time-out period. The processing rate at L-layer for error detection and ACK 
creation is assumed to be µ1,e. (The subscript e stands for processing rate for "error 
detection and ACK creation.") Tµe procedure for retransmitting erred packets is 
described in the next subsection. If no error is found at L-layer, the packet is passed 
to P N-layer, where a routing deci~ion is made. If the packet is addressed to some 
other node, it is passed down to L7tayer for further transmission to the next node on 
the path to the destination. If the packet is destined for that node, it is passed up to 
PT-layer, and PT-layer immediately forwards the packet to the higher layers. Note 
that in a link-by-link scheme, no processing is done at PT-layer at destination. 
In an edge-to-edge scheme, when an intermediate L-layer queue receives a 
packet, it immediately passes the packet to PN-layer for routing. L-layer does not 
perform any error checking or ACK transmission on incoming packets (i.e., µ1,e = oo ). 
As in a link-by-link scheme, if the packet is addressed to some other node, PN-layer 
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passes it down to L-layer for further transmission to the next node. If the packet is 
destined for that node, PN-layer passes it up to PT-layer. In an edge-to-edge scheme, 
PT-layer at the destination node performs error checking. If no error is detected, the 
destination node immediately sends an ACK back to the source node. This is indi-
cated by a feedback line from a destination to a source node in Figure 3.1. If there 
is an error in a packet, the source node retransmits the packet after the specified 
edge-to-edge time-out period. The rate of the processing to detect errors and create 
ACKs at PT-layer is assumed to be µ3,e· 
In the model, propagation delay along the links is also considered. For simplicity, 
constant propagation delay Dprop is assumed between adjacent nodes (i.e., internodal 
distance is constant). Note that there may be some interfering traffic at each switching 
node. The effect of this interfering traffic can easily be modeled by reducing the 
communication capacity (i.e., a service rate of each queueing system in our model) 
as in [BKTV88, PS75]. 
3.2.3 -Errors, Retransmissions, and Time-outs 
In a link-by-link scheme, in cas:e of error, a packet may be transmitted up to M1 
times (initial transmission and up to M1 - 1 retransmissions) at L-layer between two 
adjacent nodes. In an edge-to-edge scheme, a packet may be transmitted up to M3 
times (initial transmission and up to M3 - 1 retransmissions) at PT-layer between 
a source and a destination node. Note that in our analysis, M1 and M3 could be 
either finite or infinite. If M1 is finite, a packet received at L-layer still has an error 
(or errors) with probability p:-11 at the end of M1 transmissions, where P1 is the 
I 
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probability that a packet suffers an error (or errors) on a link. 1 We assume packets 
that still have errors after M1 transmissions are discarded and will not be forwarded 
to the next node. Therefore, in the link-by-link scheme, packet loss probability c 
across a network becomes 
c = 1 - ( 1 - ptt1 ) 1 ( 3.1) 
where l is the number of hops between source and destination nodes. (If M1 is infinite, 
this loss probability approaches zero.) 
Similar to the link-by-link case, if M3 is finite in an edge-to-edge scheme, a 
packet received at PT-layer of the destination node still has an error (or errors) with 
probability Pf13 at the end of M3 transmissions, where P3 is the probability that a 
packet arrives at PT-layer of the destination node with an error (or errors). p3 is 
given by 1 - (1 - P1) 1, where (1 - P1)1 is the probability that no error occurs in a 
packet in l number of hops. Assuming the packets that still have errors after M3 
transmissions are discarded at destination PT-layer, packet loss probability € across 
a network in the edge-to-edge scheme becomes 
(3.2) 
(If M3 is infinite, this error probaqility approaches zero.) 
For retransmission of erred packets at L-layer (in a link-by-link scheme) and at 
PT-layer (in an edge-to-edge scheme), we consider both Go-Back-N and Selective-
Repeat procedures in the analysis. 
In the Go-Back-N procedure, a sender can send packets up to a given window 
size (N) without receiving acknowledgements from a receiver. When the receiver 
1 If b is the bit error rate on a link and if x is the number of bits in a packet, then the probability 
p1 that a packet is received in error is 1 - ( 1 - b )z under the assumption of iid errors. For large x, 
this quantity is approximately 1 - e-bz. 
I.) 
receives a packet with no errors, it immediately sends an ACK back to the sender. 
If an ACK is not received within a specified time-out period, the packet is assumed 
lost or erred, and the sender retransmits all the packets starting with the lost/erred 
packet. In the Selective-Repeat procedure, when the time-out period expires, the 
sender retransmits only the lost/erred packet. 
Constant time-out periods 1'3 and r 1 are used for retransmissions in the edge-to-
edge and link-by-link schemes, respectively (see Figure 3.2). The edge-to-edge time-
out period begins immediately after PT-layer passes a packet to PN-layer. The link-
by-link time-out period begins immediately after transmission of a packet is completed 
at the sender L-layer. In both the edge-to-edge and link-by-link schemes, it is assumed 
that a time-out occurs only when a packet is, indeed, lost or erred. In reality, for 
a given time-out period, long queueing delays within a network can cause time-outs 
even when packet transmission is successful. For simplicity, this case is not considered 
in the analysis (The same assumption is made in [BKTV88, LAM76, IPSO, KUHL83, 
NL90].) 
We further define r3 as the average time interval from an arrival of a packet 
at the source PT-layer queue to the end of the edge-to-edge time-out period, and r1 
as the average time interval from an arrival of a packet at a sender L-layer queue to 
the end of the link-by-link time-out period (see Figure 3.2). From Figure 3.2 (a), it 
is easy to see that r3 consists of the average system time (i.e., the average queueing 
delay plus the service time) at the source PT-layer queue and the edge-to-edge time-
out period r 3 • From Figure 3.2 (b ), r 1 consists of the average system time (i.e., 
the average queueing delay plus packet transmission time) at a sender L-layer queue 
and the link-by-link time-out period r 1 . Note that the average queueing delay at a 
sender L-layer queue differs at each node since the arrival rate to each sender L-layer 
queue changes due to the packet discarding. (Packets that still have errors after M1 
I 
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transmissions are discarded.) Therefore, each node has different values of r 1 . We let 
r 1 ,.- denote ri at node i. 
3.3 Analysis 
3.3.1 Assumptions 
In subsection 3.2.2, we assumed that each time a packet joins a queue in our 
queueing network model, its protocol-processing time is determined afresh from a 
corresponding exponential distribution. As explained earlier, this is due to the fact 
that the functions different layers perform as well as the operating system overhead 
are independent between layers. 
In order to make the analysis tractable, we also employ the following assumption 
in our analysis: 
• In-an edge-to-edge scheme, the aggregated arrivals of new and retransmitted 
packets at a PT-layer source queue are assumed to follow a Poisson process. 
' 
In a link-by-link scheme, it is assumed that at each sender L-layer queue the 
aggregated arrivals of packets passed from PN-layer and retransmitted packets 
follow a Poisson process. 
The following explains the validity of the above assumption. We focus on high-
speed networks that utilize very high-speed and high-quality channels (i.e., optical 
fibers). Optical fibers can provide very low error probability (i.e., 10-9 to 10-13 bit 
error rate), and thus, packet retransmissions due to errors are very scarce in such 
networks. Furthermore, as we will see in the numerical example section (Section 
I 
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3.4, Figure 3.5), in case of errors, almost all the errors are corrected by at most 
two transmissions (initial transmission and one retransmission), and thus, packet 
discarding will rarely happen. Occasional retransmissions and losses will not severely 
destroy the Poisson property of an input process. The accuracy of this assumption is 
verified through extensive simulations in subsection 3.4.2. 
In the analysis, we also assume that retransmissions do not have priority over 
transmissions of new packets a.nd that errors do not occur in ACK packets. Fur-
thermore, it is assumed that each node has an infinite buffer. In the case where 
Go-Back-N is used, an infinite window size is assumed. 
With the assumptions explained in this section, our queueing network model 
becomes a Jackson type network [ J ACK63], and each queue in the network behaves 
as if it were an independent M/M/1 system. In subsections 3.3.2 and 3.3.3, a link-
by-link scheme and an edge-to-edge scheme a.re analyzed, respectively. 
3.3.2 Link-by-Link Scheme 
In this subsection, we focus ()n a link-by-link error recovery scheme and analyze 
r 
its performance. 
Effective Bit Rate 
We first consider a queueing system at L-layer of a sending node (i.e., a queue 
with the service rate µ1 ,t in Figure 3.3.) Note that when the Go-Back-N retransmis-
sion procedure is employed, the sending node retransmits all the packets in its L-layer 
queue starting with the lost/erred packet when the time-out period r 1 expires. With 
this in mind, if the initial transmission of a packet fails at node i, at the first retrans-
mission (i.e., the second transmission) of the erred packet, the packets that arrived 
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during r1,; plus the erred packet itself a.re retransmitted (see Figure 3.2 (b)). Thus, a.n 
average of r 1,i,.\l,i + 1 packets are transmitted at the second transmission of the erred 
packet, where ..\1 ,i (Figure 3.3) is the packet arrival rate at L-layer at node i. At the 
j-th transmission of an erred packet, the packets that arrived during (J' - 1 )r1,i are 
transmitted along with the erred packet. Letting N 1,i denote r 1,iAt,i, an average of 
(j - 1 )Ni,i + 1 packets are transmitted at node i at the j-th transmission of an erred 
packet when Go-Back-N is employed. On the other hand, when Selective-Repeat is 
employed, only the erred packet is retransmitted, and thus, it is easy to see that 
N1,i = 0 for all i's. 
Let P( k) be the probability that a packet requires k transmissions (an initial 
transmission and ( k - 1) retransmissions) before it is either passed up to PN-layer or 
discarded at the receiving L-layer (due to the limitation on the maximum number of 
retransmissions allowed), where 1 ~ k ~ M1. It is easily shown that P(k) is given by 
(3.3) 
where q1 = 1 - p1 . If a packet requires k transmissions (including the initial trans-
mission), an average of L:j=1 { (j - ~)N1 ,i + 1} packets are transmitted until the packet 
is accepted at the receiving L-layer. Therefore, the average number of packets Yl,i to 
be transmitted until a packet is fillally accepted at receiving L-layer becomes 
Mi k 
Yi,i = l)L:{U- l)N1,i + l}]P(k) 
k=li=l 
N pi{l - M1pf11 - 1 + (M1 - l)pf11 } 1 - pf11 ( 3.4) 
= 
1 
'i ( 1 - P1) 2 + 1 - P1 
From this we obtain the effective packet arrival rate ,\~,i (i.e., the aggregated arrival 
rate of the new packets from PN-layer and the retransmitted packets) at the sender 
I 
I 
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L-layer queue at node i (Figure 3.3): 
>..' . = >.. .-y; . = >.. ·[N .Pdl - Mtp~1 - 1 +(Mt - l)p~1 } + 1 - p~1 ] ( 3.S) l,1 l,1 l,1 l,1 l,1 ( 1 )2 1 . 
- Pt - Pt 
We next consider the source node (see Figure 3.1). At the source node, we 
assume that packets arrive at PT-layer with the rate >..3. Since the output from the 
PT-layer queue is the input to its PN-layer queue, the packet arrival rate >..2 at the 
source PN-layer queue is >..2 = >..3. (Note that a link-by-link scheme is assumed in 
this section. Thus, there is no end-to-end retransmission.) Also, since the output 
from the PN-layer queue is the input to its source L-layer queue, the packet arrival 
rate >..1 at the sender L-layer queue from the PN-layer queue becomes >..t = >..2 ( = ,\3). 
The packets from PN-layer (at the rate of >..1) and retransmissions of erred packets 
(indicated by the feedback line in Figure 3.1) collectively form the arrival to the L-
layer queue at the source node. The rate of this aggregated packet arrivals, >..~, is 
given by Eq.(3.5). Note that >..1 = At,i, >..~ = >..~, 1 , and >..2 = >..2.1. 
At the intermediate nodes, since the packets with errors after M1 transmissions 
are discarded at L-layer, the rate bf packet arrivals at PN-layer from L-layer varies 
depending on the node (see Figure 3.3). Noting that p~1 is the probability that a 
packet is discarded (at node i) due to an error after M1 transmissions, the packet 
arrival rate >.. 2,i at PN-layer at node i becomes 
(3.6) 
Further, the rate >.. 1,i at which packets are passed from PN-layer to sender L-layer at 
node i becomes >.. 1,i = >.. 2,i. Note that the rate of the aggregated arrivals of packets 
(packets from PN-layer at the rate of >..1,i and retransmissions due to errors) at sender 
L-layer is given by Eq.(3.5). 
The effective utilization of each queue at node i becomes 
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• P~.i,t = '>..~,d µ1,t at a sender L-layer queue at node i, 
• P~,i,e = A~.(i-l)/ µ1,e at a receiver L-layer queue at node i, 
• P2,i = ">..2,i/ µ2 at a PN-layer queue at node i, and 
• P3,t = A3 / µ3,t at the PT-layer queue at the source node. 
The utilization of the PT-layer queue P3,e at the destination is not considered since 
it is assumed that no processing is done at the destination PT-layer queue if the 
link-by-link scheme is used. 
End-to-End Packet Transfer Delay 
We define the end-to-end transfer delay of a packet as the time starting when a 
packet first enters the source PT-layer queue and ending when that packet leaves the 
destination PT-layer. This transfer delay consists of ( 1) the time spent at a source 
PT-layer queue, (2) the time spent at a source PN-layer queue, (3) the time spent 
at intermediate switching nodes, and (4) the time spent at the destination PN-layer 
queue. Note that the time spent ~t the destination PT-layer queue is not included 
since in a link-by-link scheme no processing is involved in PT-layer at the destination, 
and packets from PN-layer are imrnediately forwarded to the upper layer. 
Let Bi( s) be the Laplace traµsform for the distribution of the end-to-end packet 
transfer delay. B;(s) is obtained in the following way. Let Fj,t(s) be the Laplace 
transform for the distribution of the time spent by a packet in the source PT-layer 
queue, and F2*,i( s) be the Laplace transform for the distribution of the time spent by 
a packet in a PN-layer queue at node i. Further, let ~i,1 (s) be the Laplace transform 
for the distribution of the time required for a packet to "hop" to the next node, i.e., 
the time starting when a packet first enters the sender L-layer queue at node i and 
ending when the packet is passed to the PN-layer queue at node i + 1, including the 
f 
( M 1 - 1) Retransmissions 
• Ft.i,t(S) 
----'~,I 
Sender L-layer Queue 
at Node i 
Receiver L-la yer Queue 
at Node (i+l) 
Figure 3.4: L-layer Queues 
time incurred by retransmissions. Assuming that there are l hops from the source to 
the destination, Bj( 3) is given by 
l 
Bi(3) = F;,t(3)F;,1(s) Il{tr.i(s)F2·.(i+i)(s)} (3. 7) 
i=l 
where F3·.ls) in the right hand side corresponds to the delay element ( 1) (see the 
definition of transfer delay given in the a.hove para.graph); F2•,1(s) corresponds to (2); 
and the la.st product term CT~=dti, 1 (s)F;,(i+i)(s)} corresponds to (3) and (4). 
We first obtain ~i.i(s) in Eq.(3.7). Let us consider L-layer queues in two adjacent 
nodes: a sender L-layer queue 'at node i (with the service rate µ1,t) and a. receiver 
L-layer queue at node i + 1 (wi,th the service rate µ1,e) (see Figure 3.4). Let Ft,1,ls) 
and F~.(i+l),e( s) be the La.place transform for the distribution of the time that a packet 
spends at the sender L-layer queue and at the receiver L-layer queue, respectively. 
As discussed in subsection 3.3.1, in a link-by-link scheme it is assumed that at sender 
L-layer, the aggregated arrivals of packets passed from PN-layer and retransmitted 
packets follow a. Poisson process. (This implies that the input to the receiver L-layer 
queue at the next node also follows a Poisson process, since the service at the sender 
L-layer queue is exponential.) Therefore, we have 
F•, ( 
8
) = µi,t( 1 - P~,i,t) 
1,1,t s + µ (1 - p' . ) 1,t 1,a,t (3.8) 
I 
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F* ( ) _ µl,e( 1 - P~,(i+l),e) 
1, (i + 1) ,e 8 - 8 + µ ( 1 _ p' . ) 1,e 1,(t+l),e 
(3.9) 
Here, we have used the Laplace transform for the system time distribution in an 
M/M/1 queue. (With an arrival rate .\, a service rate µ and p = .\/ µ, it is given by 
µ(t-p) [SC81 WONG78].) 
"+µ(1-p) ' 
Assume a packet requires k transmissions to be accepted at receiver L-layer 
without errors (1 ~ k ~ M1 ). This happens with probability q1 p~- 1 . In this case, 
during the first k - 1 transmissions the packet goes through the sender L-layer queue 
k - 1 times and the time-out k - 1 times. At the last (successful) transmission, the 
packet goes through the sender L-layer queue, propagates along the link, and gets 
processed at the receiver L-layer queue. Since the time spent by a packet in the 
sender L-layer queue, a time-out period, the propagation delay on a link, and the 
time spend by a packet in the receiver L-layer queue are independent, the Laplace 
transform 'i>i',i( s) for the distribution of the sojourn time (time starting when a packet 
first enters the sender L-layer queue at node i and ending when the packet is passed 
to the PN-layer queue at node i + 1, including the time incurred by retransmissions) 
becomes 
M1 , 1 
= L[q1p~-1{F;,i,t(s)S;(s)}k-1Fi*,i,t(s)G~(s)F1*,(i+i),e(s)] M1 k-1 
k=l Lk=l qiP1 
'1>~.J s) 
M1 • 1 
= L{q1p~- 1 s;(s)k-~F1*,i,t(s)kG~(s)F:,(i+1),e(s)} 1 _ PM1 k=l ' 1 
= l -~~1 G~(s)Fi',(i+l),,(s)A~(s) (3.10) 
where Ai(s) = L:~1 {q1p~- 1 S;(s)k- 1 Ft,i,t(s)k}; s;(s) is the Laplace transform for 
the link-by-link time-out period (S;(s) = e-"1"1 ); Gi(s) is the Laplace transform for 
the propagation delay (Gi(s) = e-"Dprop); and~(= L:Mi 1 ,1c_ 1 ) is a normalizing 
l-pl k=l q1P1 
factor. Note that only delays for successful packets are considered. Note also that the 
time-out period and the propagation delay between two adjacent nodes are constant. 
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Fj,t(s) and F;,i(s) in Eq.(3.7) are easily obtained in the following way. F;,ls) 
is the Laplace transform of the distribution of the time spent by a packet in a source 
PT-layer queue, and F;) s) is the Laplace transform of the distribution of the time 
spent by a packet in a PN-layer queue at node i. From the same argument used to 
obtain Fi",i,t( s), we have 
F• ( ) _ µ3,t(l - P3,t) 3t s -------
' s + µ3,t(l - P3,t) (3.11) 
F• ( ) _ µ2(1 - P2,i) 2· s - ------
·' s+µ2(l-p2,i) (3.12) 
By substituting Eqs.(3.10), (3.11) and (3.12) into Eq.(3.7), we can obtain Bj(s), 
the Laplace transform for the distribution of the end-to-end packet transfer delay. 
From this Laplace transform, the average T, the second moment T(2), and the stan-
dard deviation T(f of the end-to-end transfer delay of packets are obtained as follows: 
In the following, we define 
T = - ~ B;(s)\,=o 
T(2) = [ 2 Bj(s)\,=o 
1:(1 = /r<2) - r2 
J2 
e" = -E>*(s)I -ds2 ,,_o 
(3.13) 
(3.14) 
(3.15) 
(3.16) 
where E>*( s) is a Laplace transform of a distribution. From simple manipulation, T 
and T(2 ) become 
l 
T = -B~ = -F~.t - F{1 - L(~~.i + F~.(i+l))) 
T<2) = B" 3 
i=l 
l 
= F~:t + 2F~,tF~,1 + F~:l + 2(F~,t + F~) L) ~~.i + F~,(i+l)) 
i=l 
(3.17) 
I 
where 
I 
+ l)~~.i + F;:(i+i) - (~~.J 2 - (F;,(i+1)) 2 } 
i=l 
I 
+{2) ~~.i + F~.(i+i)) } 2 
i=l 
~I G' F' A~ 
'¥1,i = i + i,(i+l),e + l M1 
- P1 
cf>~,; = G~ + F{'.(i+i),• + 2G~ F{.U+i),• + l l M, {A~ + 2A~ ( G~ + F{,(i+i),,}} 
- Pt 
A' = (M1 - l)p~1 +i - M1p~1 +Pt S' + 1 - (M1 + l)p~1 + M1p~1 +1 F'. 
1 qi 1 qi l,1,t 
Fi'·t= 
,1, ( 1 j ) ' µ1,t - P1,i,t 
1 F{. = 
111
e µi,e( 1 - PLi,e) 
1 
F;. = - 1 
'
1 µ2( 1 - P2,i)' F~t = - 1 I µ3,t(l - P3,t) 
II 2 . 
F1,i,t = 2 ( 1 - I . )2' µt,t P:1,1,t 
F" - 2 
1,i,e - µ2 ( 1 _ p' . )2 
1,e 1,1,e 
II 2; 
F2,1 = µ2(l _ P ·)2' 2 . 2,i 
F" 2 
3
't = µ~,t( 1 - P3,t )2 
S I/ 2 1 = i1' G" D2 1 = prop' 
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(3.18) 
(3.19) 
(3.20) 
(3.21) 
(3.23) 
(3.24) 
(3.25) 
(3.26) 
(3.27) 
At this point, the only unknown factor in Eqs.(3.13), (3.14) and (3.15) is ri,i· 
Since r 1,1 is the average time interval from a packet's arrival at the sender L-layer 
queue to the end of link-by-link time-out period, ri,i = -FL,t + r1. (Refer to the 
definition of r 1,1 in subsection 3.2.3 and also to Figure 3.2 (b).) 
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3.3.3 Edge-to-Edge Scheme 
In this subsection, we focus on an edge-to-edge error recovery scheme and ana-
lyze its performance. 
Effective Bit Rate 
First, we obtain the effective packet arrival rate ,\~ (i.e., the rate of the ag-
gregated arrivals of the new packets and the retransmitted packets) at the PT-layer 
queue of the source node (see Figure 3.1). From the same argument used to obtain 
the effective packet arrival rate A~,i at the L-layer queue at node i in a link-by-link 
scheme (see Eq.(3.5)), we have 
-\' _-\ [N p3{l - M3p~3 - 1 + (M3 - l)p~3 } 1 - p~3 ] 
3 - 3 3 ( 1 - P3)2 + 1 - p3 . (3.28) 
where N3 = r3 A3 for Go-Back-N, and N3 = 0 for Selective-Repeat. 
At the source node, since the output from the PT-layer queue is the input to 
its PN-layer queue and in turn theinput to its L-layer queue, we have-\; = -\2 = A1 . 
Note that with an edge-to-edge scheme, no packet will be dropped at the intermediate 
nodes, and thus, the packet arrival rate at intermediate switching nodes does not 
change along the path. Packets are dropped at the destination PT-layer only if they 
have errors after M3 edge-to-edge retransmissions. Therefore, the effective utilization 
of each queue becomes 
• Pt,t = -\if µi,t at a sender L-layer queue, 
• p2 = A2/ µ2 at a sender PN-layer queue, 
• P;,t = -\;/ µ3,t at the source PT-layer queue, and 
• p;,e = )..;/ µ3,e at the destination PT-layer queue. 
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The utilization of a. receiver L-layer queue P1,e a.t intermediate switching nodes is not 
considered since no processing is required at a. receiver L-layer queue. 
End-to-End Packet Transfer Delay 
An argument similar to the one used in the link-by-link scheme applies to obtain 
the Laplace transform Bi ( s) for the distribution of the end-to-end packet transfer 
delay in the edge-to-edge scheme. 
Assume a test packet requires k edge-to-edge transmissions to be accepted a.t 
the destination PT-layer without errors (1 ~ k ~ M3 ). This happens with probability 
q3p;- 1 where q3 = 1 - p3 • Recall that P3 is the probability that a packet arrives at 
the destination PT-layer with an error (or errors). 
During the first k - 1 retransmissions, the test packet goes through the PT-layer 
queue at the source node k-1 times and an edge-to-edge time-out k-1 times. (Note 
that an edge-to-edge time-out starts right after the source PT-layer queue passes a 
packet to the PN-layer queue.) The Laplace transform for the distribution of the time 
spent for these k - 1 retransmission'.s is { F3,t( s )Si( s )}k-i. Here, F;,t( s) is the Laplace 
transform for the distribution of the time spent at the source PT-layer queue. Since 
the input to the PT-layer queue at the source node follows a Poisson process, F;,t ( s) 
is easily obtained by using the cortesponding p value in the Laplace transform for the 
system time distribution in an M/M/1 queue. Si( s) is the Laplace transform of the 
edge-to-edge time-out period, and is given by s;(s) = e-"T3. 
For the last (successful) transmission, the test packet experiences the following 
delays: (1) the time spent at the PT-layer queue at the source, (2) the time spent 
at the PN-layer queue at the source, (3) the time spent at intermediate switching 
nodes (4) the time spent at the PN-layer queue at the destination, and (5) the time 
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spent at the PT-layer queue at the destination. The Laplace transform for the delay 
element (1) is F3,t( s ). The Laplace transform F2*( s) for the delay element (2) is 
easily obtained from the Laplace transform for the system time distribution in an 
M/M/1 queue since the input to the PN-layer queue at the source node follows a 
Poisson process. Assuming that there are l hops from the source to the destination, 
the Laplace transform for (3) and (4) combined is given by {Ft"',t(s)Gi(s)F;(s)} 1, 
where Ft,t( s) is the Laplace transform for the time spent at a sender L-layer queue 
(and is obtained by using a corresponding p value in the Laplace transform for the 
system time distribution in an M/M/1 queue); Gi(s) is the Laplace transform for 
the propagation delay ( Gi ( s) = c"Dprop); and F; ( s) is the Laplace transform for the 
time spent at a PN-layer queue. Note that the time spent at the L-layer queue at a 
receiving node ( Fi*,e( s)) is not included since no processing is required at this layer in 
an edge-to-edge scheme. The Laplace transform F;,e( s) for the delay element ( 5) is 
obtained from the Laplace transform for the system time distribution in an M/M/l 
queue, since the input to the PT-layer queue at the destination node follows a Poisson 
process. 
From the above discussion, Bi( s) is given by 
Ma 
Bi ( s) = E (q3p;-l { F;,t( s )Si(s) }k-l F;,t( s )F;( s ){ F;,t( s )Gi( s )F;( s) }1 F;,e( s )] 
k=l 
1 
. '°'M3 k-1 
Lik=l q3p3 
M3 · 1 
= L{q3p;-1s;(s/-1F;,t(s)1cF;(s)1+1F;,t(s)1Gi(s)1F;,e(s)} 1 _ PM3 k=l 3 
= 
1 
_ 1p~,F;(s )1+1 F;,.(s ) 1 G~(s )1 F;,.(s )A;(s) (3.29) 
izing factor. 
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From Eq.(3.29), the a.vera.ge T a.nd the second moment T(2) of the end-to-end 
packet transfer delay become 
r<2) = B" 3 
= (l + l)F~' + ZFtt + lG~ + F~:e + l(l + l)(F~) 2 + l(l - l)(F{,t)2 
+l( l - 1 )( G~) 2 + 21( l + 1 )F~F{,t + 21( l + 1 )F~G~ + 2( l + 1 )F~F~,e 
(3.30) 
+212 F' G' + 2lG' F.' + 2lF' F.' + 2A~{(l + l)F~ + lF{,t + lG~ + F~,e} 
1,t 1 1 3,e 1,t 3,e 1 M3 
- p3 
A" 
+ 1 - ;~3 (3.31) 
where S~ = -73 a.nd S~ = 7:J. The rest of the para.meters in Eqs.(3.30) a.nd (3.31) 
can be easily obtained using the methods used in subsection 3.3.2. r3 is given by 
-F{t + 73 (see Figure 3.2 (a)). 
3.4 _Numerical Examples 
In this section we show some numerical examples for the link-by-link and the 
edge-to-edge error recovery sche!I}es. In subsection 3.4.1, the packet loss probability 
e across a network is investigated. In subsection 3.4.2, the accuracy of the assump-
tions made in the analysis is verified through simulations. In subsection 3.4.3, the 
average end-to-end packet transfer delays for link-by-link and edge-to-edge schemes 
are presented, and the performance trade-offs are discussed to find an optimal error 
recovery scheme for high-speed networks. 
Throughout this section, unless otherwise stated, we assume the following pa-
rameter values: the average packet length P = 1000 bits, the channel speed V = 600 
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Mbits/ sec, and the average packet transmission time = P /V ~ 1.666 x 10-6 seconds. 
In the figures "E-to-E" represents edge-to-edge scheme, and "L-by-L" represents link-
by-link scheme. 
3.4.1 Packet Loss Probability 
The packet loss probability c across a network (i.e., the probability that a packet 
is discarded due to the limitation on the maximum number of retransmissions allowed) 
is a function of M1 (the maximum number of packet transmissions allowed at L-layer) 
in a case where a link-by-link error recovery scheme is used, or a function of M3 (the 
maximum number of packet transmissions allowed at PT-layer) in a case where an 
edge-to-edge scheme is used. Please refer to Eqs.(3.1) and (3.2). 
Figure 3.5 shows the effect of the values of M 1 and M3 on the packet loss 
probability across a network when 1000 bit-long packets are transferred through 4 
hops. The horizontal axis shows the packet error rate on a link (i.e., the probability 
that a packet is received in error on a link). Note that it is a "packet" error rate, 
not a "bit" error rate. M1 and M3 are the parameters, and their values are indicated 
by a tuple (M1 , M3 ) in this figure. It is apparent that "no error recovery scheme 
(Af1 = M3 = 1)" gives the worst loss probability. The loss probability improves with 
the increase in the values of M 1 and M3 • For instance, when the packet error rate 
on a link p1 is 10-6 , which corresponds to 10-9 bit error rate, a maximum of two 
transmissions for both a link-by-link scheme (indicated by the line (2, 1) in Figure 
3.5) and an edge-to-edge scheme (indicated by the line (1, 2)) gives less than 10-10 
packet loss probability across a network. 
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Figure 3. 5: Cross-Network Packet Loss Rate ( 4 hops) 
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Figure 3.6: Simulation Model 
Since optical fibers can easily achieve a packet error rate of 10-6 (or equivalently, 
a bit error rate of 10-9 ) on a link, and since 10-10 packet loss probability across the 
network is small enough to satisfy the requirements for broadband networks (i.e., the 
cross-network packet loss rate of less than 10-9 ), a maximum of two transmissions for 
both a link-by-link scheme and an edge-to-edge scheme (M1 = M3 = 2) is sufficient 
in high-speed networks. 
3.4.2 Accuracy of the Poisson Assumption 
In the analysis, it is assumed that the aggregated arrivals of new and retrans-
mitted packets follow a Poisson process. (See subsection 3.4.1 for the exact statement 
of this assumption.) An intuitive justification was given in subsection 3.3.1. In this 
subsection, we verify the accuracy of this assumption through simulations. 
Figure 3.6 represents the queueing model used in the simulations for both 
link-by-link and edge-to-edge schemes. This one-hope network is simulated allow-
ing the maximum of two transmissions per packet (initial transmission and one 
retransmission). Throughout this subsection, an average packet transmission time 
I 
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( P /V ~ 1.666 x 10-6 sec) is used as a unit time. In our simulations, the protocol-
processing time at each queue is assumed to follow an exponential distribution with 
the average (denoted by ~) equal to 5. Arrivals of new packets (excluding the packets 
due to retransmissions) to the first queue are assumed to follow a Poisson process. It 
is also assumed that a link propagation delay is 150. This corresponds to an inter-
queue distance of 50 Km. The time-out period is assumed to be 420 times the average 
packet transmission time, and this time-out period includes the round-trip propaga-
tion delay, the queueing delay and the processing time. Refer to Figure 3.2 (b ). (This 
large time-out period helps to reduce the number of unnecessary time-outs.) The pa-
rameter values used in our simulations correspond to the following parameter values 
in the analysis: - 1- = ::1- = 5, µ2 = µ3,t = oo, and T1 = 420 for the link-by-link µi,t ..-1,e 
scheme, and - 1- = -1- = 5, µ2 = µ1,t = oo, and 7"3 = 420 for the edge-to-edge scheme. 
µ3,t µ3,e 
In our simulations, the Poisson assumption is tested at two points, Point 1 and 
Point 2 in Figure 3.6. At Point 1, the aggregated arrivals of new and retransmitted 
packets are tested. At Point 2, the departure process after packet discarding takes 
place is tested. Chi-Square Good~ess-of-Fit Test [ALLE78] is performed at these 
two points. In addition, the average end-to-end packet transfer delays are obtained 
through simulations and compared with the analytical results. Both Selective-Repeat 
and Go-Back-N retransmission procedures are examined. Tables 3.2 through 3.4 show 
the results of Chi-Square Goodness-of-Fit Test. Figures 3.7 through 3.9 show the 
comparison of the average packet transfer delays obtained through simulations and 
through the analysis. 
Table 3.2 show the Goodness-of-Fit Test results for the Selective-Repeat re-
transmission procedure. A packet error rate of 0.05 is assumed. This packet error 
rate corresponds to 5 x 10-5 bit error rate on a link. Our test shows that, with the 5% 
I 
9.S 
~ Point 1 Point 2 µ 
0.2 Poisson Poisson 
0.4 Poisson Poisson 
0.6 Poisson Poisson 
0.8 Poisson Poisson 
Level of significance = 5% 
Packet error rate = 0.05 
Table 3.2: Results of Chi-Square Goodness-of-Fit Test (Selective-Repeat) 
level of significance, both the arrival pattern (at point 1) and the departure pattern 
(at point 2) appear to be Poisson over a wide range of traffic intensities (; ). 
Figure 3. 7 shows the average packet transfer delay for the same model used in 
Table 3.2. The Selective-Repeat procedure is assumed, and the packet error rate is 
assumed to be 0.05. The horizontal axis shows the traffic intensity ~. The simulation µ 
results match very closely with the ,analytical results for a wide range of traffic intensi-
ties. This further verifies the accuracy of our approximation for the Selective-Repeat 
procedure. 
In Table 3.2 and Figure 3.7, the accuracy of the Poisson assumption is estab-
lished for a network with 0.05 packet error rate on a link. This Poisson assumption 
will certainly provide a good approximation for a network with smaller error rates, 
since with smaller error rates, retransmissions and losses occur less often. 
In Tables 3.3, 3.4 and Figures 3.8, 3.9, the Go-Back-N procedure is examined. 
In Table 3.3 and Figure 3.8, the packet error rate is assumed to be 10-3 . This 
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Figure 3.7: Avg. End-to-End Packet Transfer Delay (Selective-Repeat, p1 = 0.05) 
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I 
~t Point 1 µ 
0.1 
0.2 
0.3 
0.4 
0.5 
Poisson 
Poisson 
Poisson 
Poisson 
Not Poisson 
Level of significance= 5% 
Packet error rate = 10'3 
Point 2 
Poisson 
Poisson 
Poisson 
Poisson 
Not Poisson 
Table 3.3: Results of Chi-Square Goodness-of-Fit Test (Go-Back-N) 
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packet error rate corresponds to 10-6 bit error rate on a link. Table 3.3 shows that 
the Poisson assumption holds only when the traffic intensity ( ~) is low (up to, but 
not including 0.5). Figure 3.8 also shows that our approximation is accurate up to 
the traffic intensity of approximately 0.5. Beyond this point, simulations yield larger 
delays than the analysis and reach ;saturation sooner. This discrepancy between the 
analysis and simulations is caused by the correlation in the arrival process due to 
retransmissions. (In the analysis,: this correlation is not considered.) However, as 
we will see later (in Figure 3.15), the range of traffic intensities where the edge-
to-edge scheme provides smaller delay than the link-by-link scheme (from 0 up to 
approximately 0.3) falls within the range where our approximation provides accurate 
results (from 0 up to 0.5). Therefore, our approximation for Go-Back-N is useful even 
when the packet error rate is relatively large. 
I 
~t Point 1 
µ 
0.2 
0.4 
0.6 
0.8 
Poisson 
Poisson 
Poisson 
Poisson 
Level of significance = 5% 
Packet error rate = 106 
Point 2 
Poisson 
Poisson 
Poisson 
Poisson 
Table 3.4: Results of Chi-Square Goodness-of-Fit Test (Go-Back-N) 
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In Table 3.4 and Figure 3.9, the Go-Back-N procedure and the packet error rate 
of 10-6 are assumed. This packet error rate corresponds to 10-9 bit error rate on 
a link. Both Table 3.4 and Figure 3. 9 show that our approximation is accurate for a 
wide range of traffic intensities. 
In summary, for the Selective~ Repeat procedure, our analysis provides an ac-
curate approximation for a wide range of traffic intensities and packet error rates. 
i 
For the Go-Back-N procedure, when the packet error rate is large, our approximation 
yields accurate results only for a limited range of traffic intensities. However, when 
the packet error rate is small, our approximation is accurate for a wide range of traffic 
intensities for the Go-Back-N procedure. The use of optical fibers can provide a low 
error rate on a link, and thus, our analysis provides an accurate approximation for 
the networking environment of practical interests. 
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3.4.3 Packet Transfer Delay 
In the edge-to-edge scheme hop-by-hop error checking and retransmissions are 
eliminated, and thus, the edge-to-edge scheme requires less protocol-processing over-
head than the link-by-link scheme. On the other hand, in the edge-to-edge scheme, 
retransmissions take place between the source and the destination, not between two 
adjacent nodes. Thus, the edge-to-edge scheme requires larger retransmission delay 
overhead. In this subsection, numerical results are presented to show this performance 
trade-off between the link-by-link and the edge-to-edge schemes. 
Throughout this subsection, the network model in Figure 3.1 is used, and an 
average packet transmission time (P/V ~ 1.666 x 10-6 sec) is used as a unit time. As 
in subsection 3.4.2, a link propagation delay Dprop is assumed to be 150 (i.e., internode 
distance of 50 Km), and the link-by-link time-out period r 1 is set to 420. The edge-
to-edge time-out period r3 is set to 1680, four times the link-by-link time-out period. 
(The edge-to-edge time-out period is set to four times the link-by-link time-out period 
since a 4-hop network is used in t:his subsection.) The average protocol-processing 
time at each layer is assumed to be the same (i.e., - 1- = -1- = ..l. = -1- = -1-) and 
/.1.3 ,t /.1.3,e /.l.'J 1-'1,t /.1.1 e 
is 5. 
In Figure 3.10 through Figure 3.14, the Selective-Repeat procedure is assumed 
in both edge-to-edge and link-by~link schemes. Figures 3.10, 3.11 and 3.12 compare 
the average packet transfer delay Tin the link-by-link scheme and in the edge-to-edge 
scheme for various packet error rates. The horizontal axis shows the traffic intensity 
..& at PT-layer at the source node. Both the analytical results and the simulation 
1-'3,t 
results are shown in these figures. The simulation results match very closely with the 
analytical results. This further validates the assumptions employed in our analysis. 
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Figure 3.10: Avg. End-to-End Packet Transfer Delay (Selective-Repeat, p1 = 0.05) 
In Figure 3.10, the packet error rate p1 of 0.05 is assumed. In this figure, the 
edge-to-edge scheme provides the larger delay for all the values of the traffic intensity. 
This is due to the following reason: when the packet error rate is large, the drawback 
of the edge-to-edge scheme (i.e., inCreased retransmission delay overhead) outweighs 
its benefit (i.e., reduced processing time), and thus, the edge-to-edge scheme gives 
the larger delay than the link-by-link scheme. 
In Figure 3.11, the packet error rate on a link p1 is decreased to 10-3 . This 
packet error rate corresponds to the bit error rate of 10-6 , a typical bit error rate 
on existing networks. This figure shows that the edge-to-edge scheme provides the 
smaller delay for all ranges of the traffic intensity. This is because, as the packet error 
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Figure 3.11: Avg. End-End Packet Transfer Delay (Selective-Repeat, p1 = 10-3 ) 
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Figure 3.12: Avg. End-to-End Packet Transfer Delay (Selective-Repeat,p1 =10-6 ) 
rate decreases, the advantage of the reduced processing overhead in the edge-to-edge 
scheme outweighs its drawback of ~ncreased retransmission delay overhead. 
In Figure 3.12, the packet e~ror rate on a link Pt is further decreased to 10-6 . 
This packet error rate corresponds to 10-9 bit error rate, a typical bit error rate on 
a high-speed network. Figure 3.12 is very similar to Figure 3.11. This is because the 
number of retransmissions in both figures is very small, leading to the similar delay 
performance. 
Figures 3.13 and 3.14 assume the Selective-Repeat procedure and illustrates 
an optimal error recovery scheme as a function of a packet error rate Pt and the 
traffic intensity. The area "[E-to-E]" shows the area where the edge-to-edge scheme 
provides the smaller delay. The area "[L-by-L]" shows the area where the link-by-link 
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Figure 3.13: Optimal Error Recovery Scheme (Selective-Repeat) 
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scheme provides the smaller delay. The area not labeled (i.e., the area above [L-by-
L]) is the area where a network pecomes saturated. In Figure 3.13, as in Figures 
3.10, 3.11 and 3.12, thP. average protocol processing time is assumed to be 5, i.e., 
-
1
- = -
1
- = .1.. = - 1- = - 1- = 5. In Figure 3. 14, the average protocol-processing 
µ3,t µ3,e Wl µl,t µle 
time is assumed to be almost negligible, namely, 0.001 times the average packet 
transmission time. 
In Figure 3.13, the vertical line represents the traffic intensity .b... If the packet 
µ3,t 
error rate p1 is slightly larger than 10-2 , the link-by-link scheme yields a smaller 
delay than the edge-to-edge scheme for almost entire ranges of traffic intensity. (For 
extremely high traffic intensities close to 1, a network becomes saturated.) If P1 is I; 
10-3 , the edge-to-edge scheme almost always yields a smaller delay than the link-by-
link scheme. From this figure, it can be seen that with the Selective-Repeat procedure, 
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Figure 3.14: Optimal Error Recovery Scheme with a Decreased Processing Time 
(Selective-Repeat) 
.the edge-to-edge scheme provides a smaller delay than the link-by-link scheme for a 
very wide traffic range when the packet error rate is smaller than 10-2 • This result 
suggests the superiority of the edge-to-edge scheme to the link-by-link scheme in 
high-speed networks where the packet error rate is expected to be very small. 
Figure 3.14 shows the effect of the decreased processing time on the optimal 
error recovery scheme. In this figure, the protocol-processing time is assumed to be 
almost negligible, and we assume - 1- = - 1- = ..l. = - 1- = 0.001, and - 1- = 1. 
.U3,t .U3,e .U2 .Ul,e .Ul,t 
The vertical axis shows the traffic intensity .la... µ1 t is used instead of µ3 t since the 
.Ul,t I I 
packet transmission time is the bottleneck in this figure. Note that in the previous 
figures (Figure 3.10 through Figure 3.13), the protocol-processing time is assumed 
to be 5 times the average packet transmission time. By comparing Figures 3.13 and 
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3 .. 14 it can be seen that when processing time is decreased, the area where the link-
by-link scheme gives the smaller delay becomes wider. This is because the benefit of 
reduced protocol-processing overhead in the edge-to-edge scheme decreases when the 
processing time at each node becomes smaller. 
In Figure 3.15 through Figure 3.18, the Go-Back-N procedure is assumed in 
both edge-to-edge and link-by-link schemes. Figure 3.15 compares the average end-
to-end packet transfer delay T in the link-by-link scheme and in the edge-to-edge 
scheme. The packet error rate p1 of 10-3 is assumed. In this figure, the edge-to-edge 
scheme provides the smaller average transfer delay when the traffic intensity is low 
I 
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(up to the traffic intensity or' approximately 0.3). 2 As the traffic intensity increases, 
however, the edge-to-edge scheme gives larger delay than the link-by-link scheme and 
reaches the saturation sooner than the link-by-link scheme. This is due to the trade-
off between the protocol-processing overhead and the time required to recover from 
an error. When the traffic intensity is low, and thus, the number of erred packets is 
small, the drawback of the edge-to-edge scheme (i.e., increased retransmission delay 
overhead) is outweighed by the benefit of the reduced processing overhead. 
In Figure 3.16, the packet error rate on a link Pt is decreased to 10-6 , which 
represents the packet error rate in high-speed network environments. In this figure, 
the edge-to-edge scheme provides the smaller delay for all ranges of the traffic inten-
sity. This is due to the following reason: when the error rate is extremely small, the 
number of erred packets is also small even when the traffic intensity is high. There-
fore, the drawback of the edge-to-edge scheme (i.e., increased retransmission delay 
overhead) is outweighed by its benefit (i.e., reduced processing overhead), and thus, 
the edge-to-edge scheme gives the smaller delay. From Figures 3.15 and 3.16 it can be 
concluded that as the packet error rate decreases, the edge-to-edge scheme provides 
the smaller average delay than the link-by-link scheme for a wide traffic range. 
Figure 3.17 illustrates an optimal error recovery scheme to give the smallest 
average transfer delay for a given;packet error rate Pt and the traffic intensity .la... 
' µ3,t 
For instance, if Pt = 10-3 , the edge-to-edge scheme yields the smaller delay than the 
link-by-link scheme in the traffic range 0 < .la.. < 0.3. For the packet error probability 
J.1.3,t 
2 As shown in Figure 3.8 in subsection 3.4.2, when Pl = 10-3 , our analytic results closely match 
with the simulation results up to the traffic intensity of 0.5. In Figure 3.15, the lines for the edge-
to-edge and the link-by-link schemes cross at the traffic intensity of approximately 0.3, within the 
traffic range where our analysis and simulations match well. Thus, the discussion on Figure 3.15 
presented here still holds. 
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Figure 3.18: Optimal Error Recovery Scheme with a Decreased Processing Time 
(Go-Back-N) 
of 10-6 , the edge-to-edge scheme almost always (except for the extremely high traffic 
intensity close to 1) yields the smaller delay than the link-by-link scheme. Figure 3.17 
shows that as the packet error probability p1 on a link decreases, the edge-to-edge 
scheme yields the smaller delay for the wider traffic range, and eventually, the edge-
to-edge scheme becomes superior to the link-by-link scheme for all the traffic range. 
Since optical fibers can easily achieve low packet error rates (i.e., 10-6 or smaller), 
we can conclude that the edge~to-edge scheme is superior to the link-by-link scheme 
in high-speed networks. 
Figure 3.18 shows the effect of the decreased processing time on the optimal 
error recovery scheme. In this figure, the protocol-processing time is assumed to 
be almost negligible (i.e., 0.001 times the average packet transmission time). As in 
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~ ure Go-Back-N Selective-Repeat ty 
10·6 89 >1000 
10·5 28 >1000 
10-4 8 236 
10·3 1 24 
Table 3.5: Number of Hops Required to Make Link-by-Link Perform As Well As 
Edge-to-Edge 
the Selective-Repeat procedure case, when the processing time is decreased, the area 
where the link-by-link scheme gives the smaller delay becomes wider. 
Finally, the effect of the number of hops l between the source and the destination 
on the average transfer delay is examined. For each of the retransmission procedures, 
Table 3.5 shows the number of hops at which the performance of the link-by-link 
scheme surpasses that of the edge-to-edge scheme (crossover point). The packet error 
probability on a link p1 is the parameter in this table. The traffic intensity ~ at µ3,t 
PT-layer of the source node is fixe~ to 0.5. For instance, when p1 is 10-6 , ~ is 0.5, µ3,t 
and the Go-Back-N procedure is qsed, the edge-to-edge scheme provides the smaller 
transfer delay than the link-by-link scheme for a network with less than 89 hops. For 
a network with 89 hops or more, the link-by-link scheme provides the smaller transfer 
delay. This result implies that as the number of hops increases, the performance of 
the link-by-link scheme approaches that of the edge-to-edge scheme, and eventually, 
the former will surpass the latter. This is because the inefficiency of the edge-to-edge 
scheme increases as the number of hops increases; as the number of hops increases, 
retransmissions between the source and the destination require longer time. 
I 
From Table 3.5, it can also be seen that the crossover in the Selective-Repeat 
procedure happens at a larger value of l than in the Go-Back-N procedure. This 
is because the number of packets needed to be retransmitted in Selective-Repeat is 
much smaller than that in Go-Back-N. Therefore, with Selective-Repeat, the edge-
to-edge scheme performs better than the link-by-link scheme in the wider range of 
parameter values. Table 3.5 also indicates that as the error probability increases, 
the crossover happens at a smaller value of l. This is due to the following reason: 
as the error probability increases, more number of packets are retransmitted. Since 
one retransmission takes longer time in the edge-to-edge scheme than in the link-by-
link scheme, the performance of the edge-to-edge scheme becomes significantly worse. 
Therefore, the crossover happens at a smaller value of l when the error probability 
increases. 
3.5 Chapter Summary 
In this chapter, we investigated an edge-to-edge error recovery scheme for a high-
speed packet switched network and obtained both the packet transfer delay and the 
packet loss probability across a netv&-ork. The performance of an edge-to-edge scheme 
was compared with that of a link-by-link scheme, which is an error recovery scheme 
used in traditional networks. Through analysis, the effects of protocol-processing 
overhead on the performance of ·error recovery schemes were investigated. System 
parameters such as the channel bit-error rate and the number of hops between the 
source and the destination were varied to investigate how these parameters affect the 
network performance. The results showed that in high-speed network environments, 
where the channel speed is very high and the error probability on a link is very small, 
I 
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the edge-to-edge scheme provides a smaller transfer delay than the link-by-link scheme 
for both Go-Back-N and Selective-Repeat retransmission procedures. 
There are some possible improvements that can be made to the work presented 
in this chapter. For instance, the analysis was developed assuming constant propa-
gation delay ( Dprop) and constant time-out periods ( 7"1 and r 3 ) in this chapter. Our 
current analysis can be expanded to accommodate variable propagation delays and 
variable time-out periods, with slightly more complicated notation. 
Another possible improvement is explained below. In this chapter, we mainly 
focused on retransmissions due to bit errors. Errors caused by packet loss due to 
buffer overflow can also trigger retransmissions. In our analysis, the retransmissions 
due to buffer overflow were not explicitly considered. However, with minor changes, 
the current analysis can still accommodate this factor. 
Let us assume that the errors do not occur in a bursty fashion. This is a 
very common assumption made in a number of papers (see, for instance, [BKTV88, 
LAM76, IPSO, KUHL83, BS90a, N1L90]). This assumption makes it possible to use 
the model assumed in this chapter to investigate the effects of retransmissions due to 
buffer overflow. Under this assumption, buffer overflow occurs randomly. Therefore, 
errors (or retransmissions) due to, buffer overflow can be easily accommodated by 
simply increasing the bit error rate on a link. 
In order to be more specifi~, let us say that p is the packet error rate on a link 
and that Zi is the blocking probability at node i. Zi can be easily computed from 
the analysis of the M/M/1/K queue [ALLE78]. Then, by using newp = Zi + p -
z1p as a probability for retransmissions, and by assuming unacknowledged packets 
(i.e., packets waiting to be acknowledged) are stored in a separate buffer and do not 
11.5 
contribute to the buffer overflow, the analysis in this chapter as it stands can take 
into account the packet loss due to buffer overflow. 
I 
Chapter 4 
Congestion Control for 
Multimedia Traffic 
In this chapter, we investigate an effective control scheme for multimedia traffic: 
one of the two key research issues described in Chapter 1. As described in the previous 
chapters, high-speed networks are expected to support diverse applications. Different 
applications have different traffic characteristics and require different grades of service. 
Many architectures proposed for high-speed networks, such as ATM and IBM's PARIS 
{CGGK90], are based on packet switching and explicitly permit packet loss in order 
to gain bandwidth efficiency. Therefore, it is important to predict whether a network 
can provide a required GOS (i.e., an acceptable level of packet loss) for each of the 
service classes on a network. 
In this chapter, we study a queueing system where heterogeneous traffic streams 
(sessions) are multiplexed and investigate how the heterogeneity of the arrival streams, 
especially the varying level of burstiness, affects packet loss in individual streams. We 
consider the class of Markov Modulated Arrival (MMA) streams both in continuous 
time (a Markov Modulated Poisson Process or MMPP) [HL86] and in discrete-time 
(a Markov Modulated Bernoulli Process or MMBP) and present an exact analysis of 
individual packet loss for MMA streams. 
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We also analyze packet loss when a packet discarding control scheme is applied as 
a congestion control mechanism. Several buffer control schemes have been proposed 
to alleviate the problem of packet loss. For example, low priority packets may be 
discarded when the buffer is filled to a certain level. In these cases it is especially 
important to predict packet losses for individual streams with different priorities. We 
study a previously proposed packet. discarding scheme [BCS90] and derive expressions 
for individual packet loss. 
The important contribution of our work is twofold - the study of the impact of 
burstiness of traffic streams on the individual packet loss probabilities and the study 
of the effectiveness of priority packet discarding. We present several numerical results 
describing individual packet loss probabilities when bursty streams are multiplexed 
with non-bursty streams. We introduce the concept of self-loss for a single stream, 
the packet loss incurred when a stream is multiplexed with itself, and show how the 
self-loss of bursty and non-bursty streams may be used to understand the effects of 
multiplexing heterogeneous arrival streams on individual packet loss. We also present 
several r_mmerical results illustrati~g the effectiveness of priority packet discarding. 
The effects of burstiness, offered load of high priority stream and offered load of low 
priority stream on the effectiveness: of priority packet discarding are also investigated 
through numerical examples. 
Most analytical approaches in the past study the packet loss incurred when sev-
eral identical arrival streams are multiplexed at a single buffer [AMS82, HL86, NKT91] 
and thus fail to adequately address the issue of the heterogeneity of the arrival streams. 
In this chapter, we obtain individual packet loss for both continuous and discrete-
time cases, as well as when a buffer control scheme (a priority packet discarding 
scheme) is in effect. Most of the past research on priority packet discarding (e.g., 
I 
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(BCS90, LP90, KRON90, PF91]) is limited to a. Poisson/Bernoulli arrival assump-
tion. In [LI89a], a similar control scheme is analyzed for M/PH/1/N and PH/M/1/N 
queueing systems. In [LI89a], however, no analysis is presented for the discrete-time 
case, which introduce the extra complication of simultaneous arrivals. 
In this chapter, we follow the stochastic integral approach in [RS], a method 
of independent interest, to derive our individual packet loss expressions. In doing 
so, we re-derive expressions for the continuous-time case presented without proof in 
[MEIE89]. In [MEIE89], the emphasis was on analyzing parcel overflow processes 
using a two-state MMPP approximation for a multistate MMPP. Numerical results 
presented therein focused on the accuracy of the approximation. 
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows: in Sections 4.1 and 4.2, individ-
ual packet loss probabilities are derived for continuous and discrete-time cases when 
two arrival streams are present. In Section 4.3, our analysis is extended to accom-
modate a priority packet discarding scheme. Both continuous and discrete-time cases 
are considered. In Section 4.4, we present several interesting numerical results. Our 
analysis is applied to investigate the effects of individual traffic characteristics and 
traffic mix on the individual packet loss probabilities. The effectiveness of priority 
packet discarding is also investigat,ed using our analysis presented in Section 4.4. Fi-
nally, in Section 4.5, a chapter summary is given. Note that our analyses for 2-stream 
cases can easily be extended for N(> 2) heterogeneous traffic streams. In Appendices 
B and C, analysis for N(> 2) heterogeneous streams with no control is presented for 
continuous and discrete time, respectively. In Appendix D, the analysis of a prior-
ity packet discarding scheme for 2-stream case is extended to N(> 2) heterogeneous 
streams. 
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4.1 Continuous-Time Case 
In this section, individual packet loss probabilities are obtained for the continuous-
time case. Each arrival stream is modeled by a 2-state MMPP. Note that a 2-state 
MMPP is a fairly general process - by selecting appropriate parameter values, a 
2-state MMPP can represent a Poisson process (suitable to describe data arrivals) 
and an Interrupted Poisson Process (suitable to describe On/Off traffic sources such 
as voice). 2-state MMPPs have been used to represent a superposition of several 
identical sources (HL86), and thus, each arrival stream in our model can be viewed 
as a single source or a superposition of multiple identical sources. In this section, 
for simplicity, it is assumed that two heterogeneous streams (stream A and stream 
B) are multiplexed. The analysis can easily be extended to a case where N(> 2) 
heterogeneous input streams are multiplexed and is discussed in Appendix B. 
4.1.1 Model and Notations 
Consider a single first-come-first-served queue driven by two 2-state MMPP ar-
rival processes. The queue has a finite buffer space whose maximum size is K - 1 
(packets). Thus, the maximum system size (the maximum buffer size plus the packet 
being served) is K (packets). Service times of packets from streams A and B are 
exponentially distributed with rate µ. Packets from each of streams A and B arrive 
according to a 2-state MMPP. A 2-state MMPP is characterized by two alternating 
'driving' states. It is assumed that the duration of each state is exponentially dis-
tributed and packet arrivals in each state are Poisson processes with different rates. 
The driving states of stream A are labeled 1 and 2; the driving states of stream 
B are labeled 3 and 4. (Refer to Figure 4.1.) For stream A, the transition rate from 
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a 
1-« 1-~ 1-y i-a 
stream A stream B 
Figure 4.1: 2-State MMPP 
state 1 to state 2 is denoted by a, and the transition rate from state 2 to state 1 is 
denoted by /3. For stream B, the transition rate from state 3 to state 4 is denoted by 
/, and the transition rate from state 4 to state 3 is denoted by 8. Thus, for stream 
A, the sojourn times in states 1 and 2 are exponentially distributed with the mean 
1/ a and 1//3, respectively. For stream B, the sojourn times in states 3 and 4 are 
exponentially distributed with the mean 1// and 1/ 8, respectively. The generation 
of packets when the MMPP is in state i follows a Poisson process with rate Ai. Thus, 
when stream A is in state i ( i = 1, 2) and stream B is in state j (j = 3, 4), the 
aggregate arrival rate to the queueing system is Ai + Aj. 
Define YA(t) and YB(t) as the states of stream A and B MMPP's at time t, 
respectively, i.e., YA(t) = 1 or 2, and YB(t) = 3 or 4. For i = 1, 2 and j = 3, 4, we 
define the following indicator functions: 
otherwise 
11( t) = ' . { 1 if YB(t) = j 
0, otherwise. 
Ii(t) (Ii(t)) becomes 1, if the state of the MMPP for stream A (B) at time tis i (j). 
Otherwise it is 0. 
Let Z(t) (0 ~ Z(t) ~ K) denote the system state (i.e., the number of packets 
in the system including both a server and a buffer) at time t. Define the following 
indicator function for a. system state q ( 0 :::; q :::; K). 
{ 
1, if z ( t-) = q 
Uq(t) = 
0, otherwise. 
Uq(t) is 1, if the system state at time t- is q. Otherwise it is 0. 
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Let NA(t) and NB(t) be the cumulative number of arrivals from stream A and 
from stream B in the time interval [O, t], respectively. Let N(t) be the cumulative 
number of arrivals in the time interval [O, t]. Thus, 
N(t) = NA(t) + NB(t). ( 4.1) 
Let AA(t) and AB(t) denote the compensators [BREM81] for the processes NA(t) 
and NB(t), respectively, so that NA(t) - AA(t) and NB(t) - AB(t) are martingales. 
(See [LS78], pp.239, for the definition of compensators, and see [BREM81], pp.4, 
for the definition of martingales.) For instance, for the Poisson process, we have 
the compensator A(t) = )d = f~ A.ds, and for the doubly stochastic Poisson process, 
we have the compensator A(t) = J~ A.(s)ds. (See [BREM81]). For our model, the 
intensity function >..A(t) for stream A and AB(t) for stream B are given by 
Thus, the compensators for NA(t) and NB(t) become 
AA ( t) = lo' (/1 ( s )>.1 + 12( s )>.2)ds, and AB( t) = lo' (/3( s )>.a + /4( s )>.4)ds. ( 4.3) 
We define the following limiting probabilities. Let 7r(i,j,q) (i = 1,2, j = 3,4, 
O:::; q:::; K) be the limiting distribution for the Markov process {YA(t), YB(t), Z(t)}. 
Let 7r ( i, q) ( i = 1, 2, 0 :::; q :::; K) be the limiting distri bu ti on for the Markov process 
{YA(t), Z(t)}, and 7r(j, q) (j = 3, 4, 0 :::; q :::; K) be the limiting distribution for the 
Markov process {YB(t), Z(t)}. Note that Li tr(i,j, q) = tr(i, q) and Li tr(i,j, q) = 
7r(j, q). 
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4.1.2 Analysis 
In this analysis, we obtain the following probabilities: 
1. the long term probability PA ( q) that an arrival from stream A sees the system 
in state q, 
2. the long term probability PB(q) that an arrival from stream B sees the system 
in state q, and 
3. the long term probability P( q) that an arbitrary arrival sees the system in state 
q. 
Note that 0 ~ q ~ K. From these probabilities, we can easily obtain the loss 
proabilities for stream A (P10.u(A)) and for stream B (P1ou(B)) by the following: 
( 4.4) 
Further, the overall packet loss probability P10.u( 0) for the aggregated arrival process 
(i.e., the loss probability of packets, indistinguishing streams A and B) is given by 
(4.5) 
First, let us calculate the long term probability PA(q) for an arrival from stream 
A to see the system state q. We h~ve 
PA(q) = lim Nl( ) {' Uq(s)dNA(s) = lim Nt( ) lim ~ {' Uq(s)dNA(s). (4.6) 
t-oo A t lo · t-oo A t t-oo t lo 
By noting that the term limt-oo N ~(t) (the inverse of the first term on the right hand 
side of the above equation) gives the mean arrival rate of stream A, we obtain the 
following expression: 
(4.7) 
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To obtain the term limt-oo ff~ Uq(s)dNA(s) in Eq.(4.6), we use the following: 
1. The intensity function ,\A(t) for stream A is bounded, i.e., 
2. Uq( t) is a predictable process. 
3. E(f~ IUq(s)ldlAA(s)I) < oo, for every t E (O,oo). 
The three assertions above are easily verified. Note that NA ( t) is, by definition, 
a doubly stochastic Poisson process [NEUT89]. ,\A(t)(= lt(t),\t + J2(t),\2 ) is bounded 
since it is equal to either At or A2 which are finite. Uq( t) is a predicatable process since 
it is left continuous. (Proof of this is given in [BREM81], pp.9.) The last condition 
may be shown as follows: 
E(fo' IUq(s)idlAA(s)i) < E(fo' dlAA(s)J) = E(fo' l(J1(s)A1 + l2(s)A2lds) 
< E(fo' max(,\1, A2)ds) 
= E(max( At, A2 )s I~) = max( A1 , A2) x t. 
Since both At and A2 are finite, 
Now, we use the following .theorem [RS] to obtain the term limt-co t f~ Uq(s) 
dNA(s) in Eq.(4.6). 
Theorem 1: Let T = (0, oo ). Fort E T, assume NA(t) is a doubly stochastic Poisson 
process with bounded intensity function AA ( t). Define R( t) as the following: 
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where Uq ( t) is the indicator function for a system state q and AA ( t) is a compensator 
for NA ( t). If Uq ( t) is a predictable process satisfying the following con di ti on for every 
t > 0, 
then the following equation holds with probability one. 
lim R(t) = 0 
t-oo t (4.8) 
For a proof of this theorem, see [RS]. 
In (RS], it is shown that the stochastic integral R( t) is a martingale; intuitively, 
R(t) 'hovers' around zero and thus limt-oo R~t) = 0. We now apply Theorem 1 to 
obtain the term limt-oo t J.j Uq(s)dNA(s) in Eq.(4.6). We have 
1 lt lim - Uq ( s )dN A ( s) 
t-oo t o 
= lirn ~ r Uq(s)dAA(s) 
t-oo t lo 
= lirn ~ ft Uq(s)(I1(s),\1 + I2(s)>..2)ds 
t-oo t lo 
= lirn ~ r Uq(s)/1(s)>..1ds + lim ~ ft Uq(s)I2(s),\2ds 
t-oo t lo t-oo t lo 
- A17r(i,q) + A27r(2,q). (4.9) 
For the last step, we used the fact th~t limt-oo t J~ Uq ( s )11 ( s )ds (limt-oo t J~ Uq ( s) I 2 ( s) 
ds) represents the limiting probability that {YA(t) = 1, Z(t) = q} ( {YA(t) = 2, Z(t) = 
q}), and that it is equal to 7r(l,q) t7r(2,q)). From Eqs.(4.6), (4.7) and (4.9), we have 
PA(q) = (a+ /3)(>..17r(l, q) + ,\27r(2, q)). 
>..1/3 + >..2a 
Using the same argument for stream B, we obtain 
(4.10) 
( 4.11) 
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Next, we compute the long term probability P( q) of an arbitrary arrival seeing 
the system state q: 
P(q) = lim Nl( ) ft Uq(s)dN(s) 
t-oo t lo 
= lim Nt( ) lim ~ ft Uq(s)dN(s) 
t-oo t t-oo t lo 
Since N(t) = NA(t) + NB(t), we obtain 
lim N(t) = 
t-oo t 
1. NA(t) l' NB(t) im--+ im--
t-oo t t-oo t 
>-.1/3 + >-.20: )..38 + >-.41 
= a+/3 + 1+8 
( 4.12) 
( 4.13) 
For the last step, we used Eq.(4.7). For the second term in the right hand side of 
Eq.( 4.12), we have 
1 lt lim - Uq(s)dN(s) 
t-oo t o 
= lim ~ t Uq(s)d(NA(s) + NB(s)) 
t-oo t lo 
= lim ~ t Uq(s)dNA(s) + lim ~ ft Uq(s)dNB(s) 
t-oo t lo t-oo t lo 
= A17r(l,q) + A27r(2,q) + A37r(3,q) + >-.47r(4,q) (4.14) 
By substituting Eqs.( 4.13) and ( 4.'14) into Eq.( 4.12), we have 
P(q) = (a+/3)(!+8)(>-.17r(l,q)+>-.27r(2,q)+>-.37r(3,q)+>-.47r(4,q)). (4.lS) (>-.1/3 + >-.20:)(1+8) + ()..38 + A4{)(a + /3) 
In order to obtain probabilities PA(q) (Eq.(4.10)), PB(q) (Eq.(4.11)) and P(q) 
(Eq.(4.15)), we need to obtain the limiting probability 7r(i,j, q) for the Markov process 
{YA(t), Y8 (t), Z(t)}. Once 7r(i,j, q) is obtained, the marginal distributions 7r(i, q) = 
Lj7r(i,j,q) and 7r(j,q) = Li7r(i,j,q) can easily be computed. 
We use direct numerical methods to compute 7r(i,j, q). We represent the system 
state by ( i, j, q ), where i is the state of stream A, j is the state of stream B, and 
q is the number of packets in the system. For i,i' E {1,2}, j,j' E {3,4}, and 
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q, q' E {O, 1, 2, ... , K}, the infinitesimal generator [CINL75] Q for our system is given 
by 
rii', 
µ, 
Q( .. ) (., ., ') -t,;,q - t ,; ,q -
-r· ... - r·"" - ..\· - ..\· n JJ t Jl 
-µ-r·-.-r . ..,-,.\·-..\· 
" }) ' ,, 
0, 
'f 'I ..J.. , 'I . I 
t i 1 t,J = J, q = q 
if i' = i,j' =I= j,q' = q 
if i' = i, j' = j, q' = q + 1 
if i' = i, j' = j, q' = q - 1 
if i' = i, j' = j, q' = q = 0 
if i' = i, j' = j, q' = q = K 
'f ., . ., . I 0 K 
1 i = i, J = ), q = q, < q < 
otherwise 
( 4.16) 
where rii is the transition rate of an arrival process from state i to state j, and 1 
represents the complementary state of i. ri,j and z are given by r 12 = a, r 21 = /3, 
r 34 = /, r43 = 8, I= 2, 2 = 1, 3 = 4, and 4 = 3. 
Using the above infinitesimal generator, the steady state equation for our system 
becomes 
7rQ = 0 ( 4.17) 
; 
where 7r = [7r(l, 3, 0), 7r(l, 4, 0), tr(2,'3, 0), 7r(2, 4, 0), ... , 7r(2, 3, K), 7r(2, 4, K)]. By solv-
ing the above set of equations wi~h the condition 7re = 1, we can easily obtain the 
steady-state probability 7r(i,j,q). 
4.2 Discrete-Time Case 
In this section, individual packet loss probabilities are obtained for the discrete-
time case. Again, we first consider multiplexing two heterogeneous streams (stream 
I 
l r .. I 
arrival arrival 
n- n-th slot (n+ 1 )-
departure departure 
observation point observation point 
Figure 4.2: Late Arrival System 
A and stream B). The extension of the discrete-time analysis for the N(> 2) stream 
case is discussed in Appendix C. 
4.2.1 Model and Notations 
The same derivation techniqhe used earlier for continuous time is now brought 
to bear on the discrete-time case. Before we proceed with our analysis, we first decide 
the order in which arrivals and services take place and the times they occur. Without 
loss of generality, we assume the late arrival system with immediate access [HUNT83]. 
In such a system, arrivals occur just prior to the end of a time slot, and the packet in 
service is ejected from the service facility immediately after the beginning of a time 
slot (Refer to Figure 4.2). An arriving packet can enter the servic~ facility if it is 
free, with the possibility of it being ejected almost instantaneously. Note that in this 
model, packet's service time is counted as the number of slot boundaries from the 
I 
1-a 1-~ 1-"( 
stream A 
Figure 4.3: 2-State MMPP 
0 
stream B 
1-0 
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entering point to the service facility to the packet departure point. Therefore, even 
though we allow the arriving packet to be ejected almost instantaneously, its service 
time is counted as 1, not 0. 
Consider a single first-come-first-served queue driven by two 2-state MMBP 
arrival processes. As in the continuous time case, the 'driving' states of stream A are 
labeled 1 and 2; the driving states of stream B are labeled 3 and 4 (Refer to Figure 
4.3). Without loss of generality, it is assumed that change in the states of the arrival 
processes occur just prior to the end of a time slot. The sojourn times in states 1 and 
2 are geometrically distributed with the mean 1/ a and 1//3 slots, respectively, and 
the sojourn times in states 3 and 4 are also geometrically distributed with the mean 
lh and 1/ 8 slots, respectively. Pac.kets arrive according to a Bernoulli process, and 
·t 
the probability of an arrival in a slot is Pi (0 ~Pi ~ 1) in state i. Service times are 
geometrically distributed, and the probability of service completion in a slot, provided 
the server is busy, is s (0 < s < 1) for both stream A and stream B. 
Let n = 0, 1, 2, 3, ... denote the slot boundary numbers and t continue to denote 
(continuous) time. Define the step function Lt J, where Lt J = n, if n ~ t < n + 1. 
For simplicity, we assume the slot length is equal to a unit time in the system. We 
observe the system just prior to the end of time slots, i.e., at n- (refer to Figure 4.2). 
I 
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As in the continuous-time case, we define YA(t) and YB(t) as the state of the 
MMBP for stream A and for stream B at time t, respectively. We also let Z(t) 
(0 ~ Z(t) ~ K) denote the system state at time t. 7r(i, q), 1f(j, q) and 7r(i,j, q) 
are defined as the limiting probabilities of the Markov processes {YA(n-), Z(n-)}, 
{YB(n-),Z(n-)}, and {YA(n-),YB(n-),Z(n-)}, respectively. Note that i = 1,2, 
j = 3, 4, and 0 ~ q ~ K. 
In a discrete-time case, a packet a.rriving at a system whose state is K is lost. 
Loss of packets can also happen when simultaneous a.rriva.ls occur from streams A and 
B at the system state K - 1. In such a case, we assume that a packet from stream 
A is lost with probability PA, and a packet from stream B is lost with probability 
PB(= 1 - PA)· For a random packet discarding scheme, PA = PB = 0.5. 
In the following analysis, we focus on stream A and obtain its packet loss prob-
ability. For each slot n, define the following indicator functions: 
• J(n): J(n) = 1 if fan arrival has taken place from stream Bin the nth slot. 
• V( n ): V( n) = 1 if f in the rith slot, a stream A packet is discarded when a 
stream B packet arrives (along with a stream A packet) at the system state 
K-1. 
Note that, for each n, V(n) is an independent Bernoulli random variable, and thus, 
V(l), V(2), ... is an iid sequence .. 
Using J(n) and V(n), we can obtain the indicator function U(n) for the state 
in which a stream A packet is discarded, i.e., U( n) = 1 if f in the nth slot, stream A 
is in the state where a stream A packet is discarded. U( n) is given by 
U(n) = UK(n) + UK-1(n)J(n)V(n) (4.18) 
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where Uq(n) is the indicator function for the system state q, i.e., Uq(n) = 1 if f 
Z(n-)=q. 
4.2.2 Analysis 
First, let us derive the packet loss probability P1ou(A) for stream A. From the 
definition of P1088 (A), we have 
P1ou(A) = lim N l( ) ft U(s)dNA(s) 
t-oo A t lo 
= lim Nt( ) lim ~ ft U(s)dNA(s). 
t-oo A t t-oo t lo (4.19) 
Since the term limt-oo N ~(t) represents the mean arrival rate of stream A, it becomes 
lim NA(t) = P1/3 + p2a. 
t-oo t a+ /3 ( 4.20) 
In order to obtain the term limt-oo t J~ U ( s) dN A ( s), we will use the following 
manner of writing the compensator for a MMBP: 
(4.21) 
(The following integral and sum are the same: J~ I1(s)dlsJ = L:}~0 / 1(i).) We may 
now apply Theorem 1 directly. (Note that 'discreteness' is accounted for via the 
compensator.) 
1 lat lim - U(s)dNA(s) 
t-oo t o 
= lim ~ ft U(s)dAA(s) 
t-oo t lo 
= lim ~ r U(s)(I1(s)p1 + I2(s)p2)dlsJ 
t-oo t lo 
1 m 1 m 
= P1 J~ m L U(n)I1(n) + P2 J~ m L U(n)I2(n) 
n=O n=O 
1 m 
= P1 lim - L UK(n)I1(n) 
m-oo m n=O 
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1 m 
+P1 lirn - L UK-1(n)J(n)V(n)l1(n) 
m-oo m n=O 
1 m 
+P2 lirn - L UK(n)I2(n) 
m-oo m n=O 
1 m 
+P2 ~~ m L UK-1(n)J(n)V(n)l2(n) 
n=O 
1 m 
= P17r(l, K) +Pt lirn - L V(n) 
m-oo m n=O 
1 m 
· lirn - L UK-1(n)J(n)I1(n) + J>27r(2, K) 
m-oo m n=O 
1 m 1 m 
+P2 lirn - L V(n) lim - ~ UK-i(n)J(n)I2(n). 
m-oo m m-oo m L..J 
n=O n=O 
( 4.22) 
In the above derivation, we used Eq.( 4.18). For the last step, we used the fact 
that lirnm-oo ~ L::=o UK(n)I1(n) (li!Ilm-oo ~ L:::o UK(n)l2(n)) represents the limit-
ing probability for {Z(n-) = K,YA(n-) = 1} ({Z(n-) = K,YA(n-) = 2}), and 
that it is equal to 7r(l, K) ( 7r(2, K) ). 
Note that, since we assume that a packet from stream A is discarded with 
probability PA when two arrivals occ}ir in state K - 1, P[V(n) = 1] =PA. Observe 
that li!Ilm-oo ~ L:::o V(n) = PA. Also note that liIIlm-oo ~ L::=o UK-1(n)J(n)I1(n) 
i 
represents the limiting probability that system state is K -1, an arrival from stream B 
occurs, and stream A is in state 1. It:,is thus equal to J137r(l, 3, K -l)+p47r(l, 4, K -1). 
Similarly, li!Ilm-oo ~ L::'=o UK-1(n)J(n)I2(n) is equal to p37r(2, 3, K-l)+p47r(2, 4, K -
1). Then, the above equation (Eq.(4.22)) becomes 
lim ! t U(s)dNA(s) = p17r(l,K) + PAP1 (p37r(l,3,K -1) + p47r(l,4,K -1)) 
t-oo t Jo 
+P27r(2,K) + PAP2 (p37r(2,3,K -1) + p411"(2,4,K -1)) 
- p17r(l, K) + p27r(2, K) +PA {p1p37r(l, 3, K - 1) 
+p1p47r(l, 4, K - 1) + P2P37r(2, 3, K - 1) 
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( 4.23) 
By substituting Eqs.( 4.20) and ( 4.23) into Eq.( 4.19), we have 
(a+ /3) 
P1ou(A) = ( /3 )(p17r(l,K)+P27r(2,K)+PA{PtPJ7r(l,3,K-1) 
P1 + P2a 
+p1p47r(l, 4, K - 1) + P2P37r(2, 3, K - 1) + ]>2p47r(2, 4, K - 1)}]. 
( 4.24) 
Using the same argument, we can obtain the loss probability for packets from 
stream B, and it is given by 
(1+8) 
P1ou(B) = ( 8 ) [(PJ7r(3, K) + p47r(4, K) + PB{PiP37r(l, 3, K - 1) P3 + P4f 
+p1p47r(l, 4, K - 1) + P2PJ7r(2, 3, K - 1) + P2P47r(2, 4, K - 1)}]. 
(4.25) 
For the loss probability P1ou ( 0) seen by an arbitrary arrival, we have 
P10u(O) = lim Nl( ) ft U(s)d.N(s) = lim Nt( ) lim ~ t U(s)dN(s) (4.26) 
_ _ t-oo t lo : t-oo t t-oo t lo 
Since N(t) = NA(t) + NB(t), we obtain 
lim N(t) = lim NA(t) +Jim NB(t) = P1f3 + p2a + p38 + p4/ (4.27) 
t-oo t t-oo t ;t-oo t Q + {3 / + 8 
and 
1 lat lim - U(s)dN(s) 
t-oo t o 
= lim ~ ft U(s)dNA(s) + lim ~ r U(s)dNB(s) 
t-oo t lo t-oo t lo 
= P17r(l, K) + P27r(2, K) + p37r(3, K) + p47r( 4, K) 
+p1p37r(l, 3, K - 1) + P1P47r(l, 4, K - 1) 
+p2p37r(2,3,K-1) +p2p47r(2,4,K-1) (4.28) 
By substituting Eqs.( 4.27) and ( 4.28) into Eq.( 4.26), we can easily obtain Hou( 0). 
! 
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In order to obtain the packet loss probabilities P1088 (A), P1088 (B) and Ptosa(O), 
we need to obtain the limiting probability 7r( i, j, q) of the Markov process {YA ( n- ), 
Y8 (n-), Z(n-)}. For this purpose, we use direct numerical methods as in the 
continuous-time case. 
The input stream A is described by a two-state Markov chain with transition 
probability matrix B1 given by 
( 1-a a )· B1= /3 l-/3 
( 4.29) 
The transition probability matrix for the input stream B, B2 , is given by 
(
l-1 I )· B2 = 
8 1- 8 
( 4.30) 
The aggregated input process is fully characterized by the product chain of these two 
independent two-state streams. The transition probability matrix B of the product 
chain is then given by the Kronecker product 
(1- a)(l -1) (1 - a)r a(l - 1) a.1 
B = B1 0B2 = 
(1-a.)8 (l-a)(l-8) a8 a(l - 8) 
/3(1-1) /31 (1 - /3)(1 - 1) (1 - /3h 
/38 /3(1 - 8) (1 - /3)8 (1-/3)(1-8) 
( 4.31) 
As in the continuous-time case, we represent the system state by (i,j, q), where 
i is the state of stream A, j is the state of stream B, and q is the number of packets 
in the system. For convenience, let q denote the set of states for a given value of q 
{(i,j,q),i E {1,2},j E {3,4}}. The transition probability matrix P of our system is 
then given in Figure 4.4. In Figure 4.4, Pia represents the probability that i number 
of packets arrive, and Pid represents the probability that i number of packets depart. 
(a denotes "arrival," d denotes "departure," and i represents the number of arrivals 
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Figure 4.4: Transition Probability Matrix for 2-stream Case (Discrete Time) 
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or departures.) P~a represents the probability that some number of packets arrive. 
When YA = i (i = 1, 2) and YB = j (j = 3, 4), we have Paa = (1 - pt)(l - Pi), 
Pia = Pi(l - Pi)+ Pi(l - Pi), P2a = PiPi, and P~a = 1 - Paa = 1 - (1 - pt)(l - Pi)· 
Further, Pod = 1 - s and P1d = s. 
By solving the set of steady state equations 7rP = 7r, Jre = 1 where 1f" = 
[7r(l,3,0),7r(l,4,0),7r(2,3,0), 7r(2,4,0), ... ,7r(2,3,K),7r(2,4,K)], we can obtain the 
steady-state probability 7r(i,j,q). Then, the marginal distribution such as 7r(i,q) = 
Li 7r(i,j, q) can easily be computed. 
Note that for a discrete-time analysis, the extra complication of simultaneous 
arrivals is accounted for quite easily with the stochastic integral approach used in 
this chapter. Our analysis can easily be extended to accommodate a wide range of 
packet discarding schemes. In fact, any state-based packet discarding schemes can 
be analyzed in the same fashion. As an example, a priority packet discarding scheme 
[YLS88, WK90], a technique frequently proposed for high-speed networks, is analyzed 
in the following section. 
4.3 Threshold-Based Priority Packet Discarding 
Scheme 
In this section, our analyses presented in Sections 4.1 and 4.2 are extended 
to accommodate a priority packet discarding scheme. As shown in section 2.4.2, 
a priority packet discarding scheme is a popular congestion control technique for 
high-speed networks. It can be used to satisfy varying loss requirements of different 
classes of traffic. In general, loss-sensitive traffic such as data is given priority over 
I 
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loss-insensitive traffic such as voice. When network congestion occurs, varying loss 
requirements of different classes of traffic can be satisfied by selectively discarding 
low priority packets. 
For voice or video traffic, a priority packet discarding scheme may be used in 
conjunction with an embedded coding technique mentioned in section 2.4.2. If an 
embedded coding technique is used for voice, the encoded information is divided into 
more significant bits and less significant bits. More significant bits form high pri-
ority packets, and less significant bits form low priority packets. If an embedded 
coding technique is used for video, low frequency components of video form high pri-
ority packets, and high frequency components of video (refinement of image) form low 
priority packets. With an embedded coding, packets containing more important infor-
mation are given higher priority than packets containing less important information, 
and when network congestion occurs, packets containing less important information 
are discarded first. 
In this section, a simple threshold-based discarding scheme (BCS90] is consid-
ered. With this scheme, low priority packets are accepted only if the current system 
occupancy is less than a certain threshold, 8. 
Again it is assumed that two heterogeneous streams (stream A and stream B) 
are multiplexed. The extension ofthe analysis for N(> 2) stream case is discussed in 
Appendix D. 
4.3.1 Continuous-Time Case 
The same model and notations used in Section 4.1 are assumed in this subsec-
tion. Recall that PA(q) (P8 (q)) denotes the long term probability that an arrival 
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from stream A (B) sees the system in state q. Assume that stream A has a higher 
priority than stream B. Then, 
K 
Pross( A)= PA(K) and Ptoss(B) = L PB(q). ( 4.32) 
q=8 
From Eqs.(4.10), (4.11), and (4.32), we have 
P, (A) _ (a+ /3)( Ai 7r(l, K) + A2 7r(2, K)) loss - \ /3 \ 
1\1 + l\'20 ( 4.33) 
and 
( 4.34) 
For i, i' E { 1, 2}, j, j' E {3, 4}, and q, q' E {O, 1, 2, ... , K}, the infinitesimal 
generator Q is given by 
Q(i,j,q)-(i',j' ,q') = 
µ, 
-r·"'-r·""'-A·-,.\· 
" )) t J' 
'f '/ ._i , '/ . I 1 i ri,J =J,q =q 
if i' = i, j' # j, q' = q 
if i' = i,j' = j, q' = q + 1, q < () 
'f 'I . '/ . I (} 
1 i = i,; = J, q = q + 1, q ~ 
if i' = i,j' = j, q' = q - 1 
if i I = i, j I = J' q1 = q = 0 
-µ- ra- nIJ, if i' = i,j' = j,q' = q = K 
-µ - ra - ri] - Ai - Aj, if i' = i,j' = j, q' = q, 0 < q < 0 
-µ - ra - riJ - Ai, if i' = i,j' = j, q' = q, 0 < q < K 
0, otherwise. 
( 4.35) 
4.3.2 Discrete-Time Case 
The same model and notations used in Section 4.2 are assumed in this subsec-
tion. Assume that stream A has a higher priority than stream B. For the high priority 
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stream A, 
U(n) = UK(n) (4.36) 
since arriving high priority packets are discarded on. v When the system size becomes 
K. For the low priority stream B, 
K 
U(n) = E Uq(n) ( 4.37) 
q=IJ 
since arriving low priority packets are always discarded when the system occupancy 
is greater than or equal to 8. For the remaining derivation, the same analytical 
technique used in subsection 4.2.2 applies. We have 
p, (A) _ ( o: + /3)(Pi 1r( 1, K) + JJ21f(2, K)) 
loaa - a+ 
Pt/J JJ:lO: 
( 4.38) 
and 
( 4.39) 
The transition probability matrix P for this system is given in Figure 4.5. Pi~ 
represents the probability that i number of high priority packets arrive. When YA = i 
( i = 1, 2), we have Pta = ( 1 - Pi) and P1ha = Pi. For the rest of the notation used in 
Figure 4.5, refer to subsection 4.2.21 
Note that the method used in our analysis, a new stochastic integral approach, 
is easily applied to derive individual packet loss probabilities when a packet discarding 
control scheme is employed. 
-- - -- - -
0 2 &-I 8 &t-1 &t-2 
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K 
Figure 4.5: Transition Probability Matrix for the System with Priority Packet Dis-
carding (2-stream, Discrete Time) 
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4.4 Numerical Examples 
4.4.1 Effects of Burstiness 
In this subsection, through numerical examples, the effects of traffic character-
istics on the individual packet loss probabilities are investigated. It is assumed, for 
simplicity, that two heterogeneous streams (stream A and stream B) are multiplexed. 
We show how the burstiness of one stream affects the packet loss probabilities of each 
of the two multiplexed streams. 
As discussed in Chapter 2, burstiness is one of the most critical parameters 
in determining the network performance. A number of ways have been proposed to 
describe the burstiness of a traffic source (see section 2.2.2.1). However, consensus is 
yet to be reached concerning an appropriate way to describe the burstiness of a traffic 
source. In keeping with our focus on Markov Modulated Arrivals, we examine the 
following three intuitive ways to vary the burstiness of a stream. In all three we keep 
the mean arrival rate of the streaip constant. The expression for the mean arrival 
rate of the stream is given in Eq.(4.7) for the continuous-time case and in Eq.(4.20) 
for the discrete-time case. 
Method 1: Keep the average sojol,lrn times in two driving states constant, and vary 
the arrival rates in two states. In this case, as the difference between the arrival 
rates in two states increases, the burstiness of the stream also increases. 
Method 2: For an Interrupted Poisson Process (IPP) stream, keep the ratio of average 
active period (i.e., period during which packets are generated) to average idle 
period (i.e., period during which no packets are generated) constant, and vary 
both active and idle periods. In this case, as the average active and idle period 
increase, the burstiness of the stream also increases. 
I 
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Method 3: For an IPP stream, keep the sum of the average active and idle periods 
constant, and vary the average active and idle periods. Since we keep the mean 
arrival rate constant, a smaller active period means a greater arrival rate during 
an active period. In this case, as the average active period decreases (i.e., as 
the arrival rate during an active period increases), the burstiness of the stream 
increases. 
Note that the first and the third methods are two ways to vary peak-to-mean ratio. 
The peak-to-mean ratio is the most commonly used definition of the burstiness. The 
second method varies the average active period. The average active period is also 
a widely used parameter to measure the degree of the burstiness (see, for example 
[GRF89, HW89]). 
In the following numerical examples, in order to characterize the effects of mixing 
bursty streams with non-bursty streams, we introduce the concept of "self-loss" for a 
single stream. A self-loss is the packet loss incurred when a stream is multiplexed with 
itself. In the figures, the following notation is used to represent the loss probabilities: 
- ' 
• P10.,,,(A): the packet loss probability of stream A when it is multiplexed with 
stream B, 
• P1088 (B): the packet loss probability of stream B when it is multiplexed with 
stream A, 
• P10 ,.( 0): the overall packet loss probability (i.e., the loss probability for all 
streams), 
• self-loss( A): the packet loss probability of stream A when it is multiplexed with 
itself, and 
• self-loss(B): the packet loss probability of stream B when it is multiplexed with 
itself. 
I 
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In the following subsection 4.4.1.1, the results for discrete-time case are pre-
sented. (Similar results a.re obtained for the continuous-time case.) Results obtained 
in subsections 4.4.1.1 are then summarized in subsection 4.4.1.2. 
4.4.1.1 Discrete-Time Case 
The same model assumed in Section 4.2 is used. Let mA denote the mean arrival 
rate of stream A and mB denote the mean arrival rate of stream B. 
From Eq.( 4.20), we have 
P1f3 + IJ'2Ct 
mA=----
a + f3 ( 4.40) 
Similarly, we have 
PJb + p4/ 
ffiB=----
1+8 ( 4.41) 
The offered load, p, is given by 
mA+mB 
P,= ( 4.42) 
s 
Throughout the numerical exaµiples in this subsection, we assume the maximum 
system size K = 10 (i.e., buffer size = 9), the service rate s = 0.8, and the offered 
load p = 0.1. We further assume that the mean arrival rates of two streams are the 
same. This allows us to investigate solely the effect of burstiness. Since mA = mB, 
from Eq.( 4.42) and p = 0.1, mA and mB become 0.04. In all the figures presented 
in this subsection, stream A is fixed, and we vary the burstiness of stream B keeping 
the mean arrival rate constant. A random packet discarding scheme is used. 
In Figures 4.6 through 4.8, stream A is assumed to follow a geometric arrival 
process (i.e., p1 = p2 = 0.04). In Figure 4.6, the burstiness of stream B is varied 
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using the first method described earlier. In other words, P3 and p4 (arrival rates in 
two states) a.re varied, keeping ~ a.nd t (the average sojourn times in two states) 
constant. The bigger the difference between P3 a.nd p4 , the greater the burstiness of 
stream B. In this figure, the values of r a.nd 8 are 0.01 and 0.19, respectively. The 
horizontal axis shows the difference between p4 and 113. At the leftmost starting point 
(i.e., when p4 - P3 = 0), stream B becomes a. geometric stream. In this figure, as 
moving to the right, the difference between p4 and P3 becomes larger, and thus, the 
burstiness of stream B increases. 
Several observations can be made from Figure 4.6. At the leftmost starting 
point, the packet loss probabilities for stream A and stream B are the same since, 
at this point, stream B is also a geometric stream (i.e., P3 = p4 = 0.04). As the 
burstiness of stream B increases, both the loss probability of stream B and the loss 
probability of stream A increase. From this, it can be concluded that an increase in 
the burstiness of one stream negatively affects the stream itself and also the other 
multiplexed stream. 
Next, compare the P10,,,,(A) curve with the self-loss(A) curve in Figure 4.6. The 
self-loss(A) (i.e., the loss probability of stream A when it is multiplexed with an 
identical stream) is always smalle1r than the P10 ,,,,(A) (i.e., the loss probability of 
stream A when it is multiplexed with stream B). In other words, a geometric stream 
(stream A) is penalized by sharing a buffer with a bursty stream (stream B), as 
opposed to sharing a buffer with another Poisson stream. This is because bursty 
stream causes buffer buildups, blocking the geometric stream. 
Compare the P10 ,,,,(B) curve with the self-loss(B) curve. The P10 ,,,,(B) is always 
smaller than the self-loss(B). This shows that a bursty stream (stream B) gains (i.e., 
P10,,,,(B) < self-loss(B)) by sharing a buffer with a geometric stream (stream A), as 
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opposed to sharing a buffer with another bursty stream. This is because a geometric 
stream does not cause as much buffer buildup as a bursty stream does, and thus, a 
stream loses less packets when it is multiplexed with a geometric stream than when 
it is multiplexed with a bursty stream. From this, it can be concluded that the traffic 
mix has a significant effect on the packet loss probabilities. 
Figure 4.6 also shows that when two different traffic streams are multiplexed, 
the stream with the smaller self-loss probability is penalized. In this case, self-loss( A) 
is smaller than self-loss(B), and stream A is penalized (i.e., P10.u(A) > self-loss(A)). 
Furthermore, the bigger the difference between two self-loss probabilities, the greater 
the penalty. 
In Figure 4.7, a discrete-time version of IPP is used for stream B (i.e., p3 = 0). 
p4 is equal to 0.8. The burstiness of stream B is varied using the second method 
described earlier. In other words, we vary~ (the average idle period of stream B) and 
! (the average active period of stream B), keeping their ratio ~ constant. In this case, 
the longer the average active (or idle) length, the greater the burstiness. In this figure, 
the value of~ is equal to 19. The horizontal axis shows the average idle period. In this 
figure, as moving to the right, both average active period and idle period increase, and 
thus, the burstiness of stream B increases. Similar observations to those in Figure 4.6 
are made in this figure. An increase in the burstiness of one stream negatively affects 
both the stream itself and the other stream multiplexed. When a bursty stream 
and a geometric stream are multiplexed together, the geometric stream is penalized, 
and the bursty stream benefits. The stream with the smaller self-loss probability is 
penalized, and the bigger the difference between two self-loss probabilities, the greater 
the penalty. 
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In Figure 4.8, a discrete-time' version of IPP is used for stream B (i.e., p3 = 0). 
The burstiness of stream B is varied using the third method described earlier. In 
other words, we vary t (the avera~e active period) and~ (the average idle period), 
keeping ~ + ~ (the sum of average active and idle period) constant. In this figure, 
~ + t = 100. In this figure, as moving to the right, the active period ( = 1/8) 
decreases and p4 increases, therefore, the burstiness of stream B increases. Again, 
similar observations made for Figures 4.6 and 4. 7 can be made for this figure. 
In Figures 4.9 through 4.11, stream A is also assumed to be a non-geometric, 
bursty stream. Again, stream A is fixed, and the burstiness of stream B is varied 
keeping the mean arrival rate constant. In Figure 4.9, as in Figure 4.6, the burstiness 
of stream B is varied using the first method described 'earlier. The values of r and /5 
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are 0.01 and 0.19, respectively. For stream A, we use O'. = 0.01, (3 = 0.19, p1 = 0.02 
and P1. = 0.42 (i.e., P1. - P1 = 0.4 ). Again, an increase in the burstiness of one stream 
negatively affects both the stream itself and the other stream multiplexed. When 
p4 - p3 = 0.4, the packet loss probabilities for stream A and stream B are the same 
since both streams become exactly the same stream. When p4 - p3 < 0.4, stream A is 
more bursty than stream B, and self-loss(A) is larger than self-loss(B). In this region, 
stream B whose self-loss probability is smaller than that of stream A is penalized, and 
the bigger the difference between two self-loss probabilities, the greater the penalty. 
When p4 - p3 > 0.4, stream Bis more bursty than stream A, and self-loss(B) is larger 
than self-loss(A). In this region, stream A has smaller self-loss probability, and thus, 
it is penalized. Again, the bigger the difference between two self-loss probabilities, 
the greater the penalty. 
In Figure 4.10, as in Figure 4. 7, the burstiness of stream B is varied using the 
second method described earlier. As in Figure 4.7, we use p3 = 0, p4 = 0.8 and §_ = 19 
'Y 
for stream B. For steram A, we use a= 0.01, j3 = 0.19, Pt = 0, p2 = 0.8, and thus, the 
average idle period of stream A, ~';is 100. When the average idle period of stream B, 
l, is 100, the packet loss probabilities for stream A and stream B are the same since 
'Y 
both streams become exactly the :same stream. When l < 100, stream A is more 
"Y 
bursty than stream B, and self-loss(A) is larger than self-loss(B). When ~ > 100, 
stream Bis more bursty than stream A, and self-loss(B) is larger than self-loss( A). In 
both regions, the stream with the smaller self-loss probability is penalized, and the 
bigger the difference between two self-loss probabilities, the greater the penalty. 
In Figure 4.11, as in Figure 4.8, the burstiness of stream B is varied using the 
third method described earlier. As in Figure 4.8, we use p3 = 0 and ~ + t = 100 for 
stream B. For stream A, we use a = j3 = 0.02, Pt = 0, P2 = 0.08, and thus, both 
average idle period and average active period of stream A, ~ and ~ respectively, are 
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50. When the average idle period of stream B, ~' is 50, the packet loss probabilities 
for both streams are the same since both become exactly the same stream. Again, 
similar observations to those in Figures 4.9 and 4.10 can be made in this figure. 
4.4.1.2 Summary 
In the above subsection 4.4.1.1, the effects of traffic characteristics and the traffic 
mix on the packet loss probability of each of the input streams were investigated. The 
following summarizes the results: 
• An increase in the burstiness of one stream results in an increase in the packet 
loss probabilities of that stream and of others which are multiplexed together. 
• When two different traffic streams are multiplexed, the less bursty stream is 
always penalized, and the more bursty stream always benefits. 
• When two different traffic streams are multiplexed together, the stream with 
the smaller self-loss probability is penalized. The bigger the difference between 
two self-loss probabilities, the greater the penalty. 
Finally, note that the differe~ces between individual loss probabilities are sig-
nificant in all the figures presented in numerical example section (Figures 4.6 through 
4.11). In our numerical examples, we assumed that the mean arrival rates of streams 
A and B are the same. However 1 the difference between the packet loss probabilities 
for stream A and B is often an order of magnitude or greater. This shows that the 
overall packet loss probability may not provide sufficient insight when heterogeneous 
traffic sources are multiplexed. 
The importance of individual loss probabilities is better explained through an 
example. Consider admission control discussed in section 2.2.2.1 Admission control 
1.s:3 
decides whether to accept or reject a new call based on whether the required perfor-
mance can be maintained. If the overall packet loss probability is used as a criterion 
in admission control when heterogeneous traffic sources are multiplexed, the GOS of 
the new call may not be guaranteed. This is because, depending on the burstiness of 
a new coming call, its packet probability may be significantly larger than the overall 
packet loss probability. For example, in Figure 4.6, the difference between the packet 
loss probability of stream A and the overall packet loss probability is about an or-
der of magnitude when the difference between the burstiness of two streams are the 
largest. 
4.4.2 Effectiveness of Priority Packet Discarding 
In this subsection, through numerical examples, the effectiveness of a priority 
packet discarding scheme is investigated. Again, it is assumed that two heterogeneous 
streams (stream A and stream B) are multiplexed. Only the results for discrete-time 
case are presented here. (Similar results are obtained for the continuous-time case.) 
Throughout the numerical examples in this subsection, we assume K = 20, s = 
0.8 and p = 0. 75, unless otherwise' stated. We further assume that the mean arrival 
rate of stream A, mA, and the mean arrival rate of stream B, mB, are the same. 
mA = mB = 0.3 since the offered load p = 0. 75. Stream A is assumed to follow a 
geometric arrival process (i.e., p1 = p2 = 0.3) and stream B is a bursty stream. For 
stream B, we assume I = 8 = 0.01, p3 = 0.2 and p4 = 0.4, unless otherwise stated. 
Priority is given to the bursty stream B, and thus, stream A packets are discarded 
when the system size is greater than or equal to a given threshold value B. 
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Figure 4.12 shows the individual loss probabilities for various values of K. The 
horizontal axis represents (} values.:. For instance, if the GOS requirement of the 
geometric stream (stream A) is 10-3 packet loss probability and that of the bursty 
stream (stream B) is 10-9 , the system size of 20 can satisfy both requirements by 
setting the threshold value (}to 12. Compare this figure with Figure 4.13, which shows 
the packet loss probabilities in terms of the maximum system size when no priority 
packet discarding is employed. Without priority packet discarding, to meet the same 
GOS requirements, the required system size is increased to 48. This illustrates the 
effectiveness of priority packet discarding scheme. 
Figure 4.14 also shows the effectiveness of priority packet discarding scheme. In 
this figure, the bursty stream B is fixed, and the mean arrival rate of the geometric 
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mg 
stream A is varied (i.e., p1 and P'i are varied). The threshold value () is set to 12. 
Again, let us assume that the GOS requirement of the geometric stream A is io-3 
packet loss probability and that of the bursty stream B is 10-9 . With priority packet 
discarding, mean arrival rate of stream A up to 0.3 is acceptable, whereas without 
priority packet discarding, acceptable mean arrival rate of stream A is less than 
0.13. From Figures 4.12 through 4.14, it can be concluded that with priority packet 
discarding, either the required buffer space is decreased or the acceptable offered load 
of low priority stream is increased. 
Figure 4.15 illustrates the effect of burstiness of high priority stream on the 
effectiveness of priority packet discarding. In this figure, the geometric stream A 
1.58 
is fixed, and the burstiness of stream B is varied, keeping the mean arrival rate 
constant. ( mA = mB = 0.3.) The burstiness of stream B is varied using the first 
method described in subsection 4.4.1; P3 and p4 (arrival rates in two states) are 
varied, keeping ~ and ~ (the average sojourn times in two states) constant. The 
bigger the difference between P3 and p4 , the greater the burstiness of stream B. The 
vertical axis shows :::::f ~}, the ratio of stream B packet loss probability to stream A 
packet loss probability. For a given threshold value, a smaller ratio means a greater 
difference between high-priority and low-priority packet loss probabilities and thus 
implies greater effectiveness of the priority packet discarding. From this figure, it can 
be seen that for a given threshold value, the more bursty stream B is, the greater 
this ratio becomes. Furthermore, if stream B is more bursty, the threshold value 
for stream A needs to be decreased in a lager amount to obtain the same order of 
degree decrease in this ratio. For instance, to decrease this ratio by two orders of 
magnitude, the most bursty stream in this figure (p4 - p3 = 0.6) requires threshold 
value to be decreased by 4 whereas the least bursty stream (p4 - p3 = 0) requires 
threshold value to be decreased by 2. Therefore, it can be concluded from this figure 
that if high priority stream is very bursty, selective discarding of low priority packets 
has low effectiveness, i.e., the packet loss probability of high priority stream does not 
decrease much. 
Figure 4.16 illustrates the effect of burstiness of low priority stream on the 
effectiveness of priority packet discarding. In this figure, stream A is also assumed to 
be a bursty stream. The high priority stream (Stream B) is fixed, and the burstiness of 
the low priority stream (stream A) is varied, keeping the mean arrival rate constant. 
(mA = m 8 = 0.3.) The burstiness of stream A is varied using the first method 
described in subsection 4.4.1. From this figure, it is observed that a change in the 
burstiness of low priority stream causes only a slight change in the ratio of packet 
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loss probabilities. From Figures 4.15 and 4.16, it can be concluded that the the 
effectiveness of priority packet discarding highly depends on the burstiness of high 
priority stream, but it does not dep~nd much on the burstiness of low priority stream. 
Figure 4.17 shows the effect o.f high priority load on the effectiveness of priority 
packet discarding. In this figure,.• the mean arrival rate of the low priority stream 
(stream A) is fixed to 0.3, and the mean arrival rate of the high priority stream 
(stream B) is varied. We assume I = 8 = 0.01 and ~ = 3. Again, the vertical 
axis shows the ratio of packet loss probabilities, Piou((BA)). From this figure, it can be 
Plou 
seen that this packet loss probability ratio is very sensitive to the offered load of 
high priority stream; as the offered load of high priority stream increases, the priority 
packet discarding scheme becomes less effective. 
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Figure 4.18 shows the effect of low priority load on the effectiveness of priority 
-
packet discarding. In this figure, the mean arrival rate of the high priority stream 
(stream B) is fixed to 0.3, and the m~an arrival rate of the low priority stream (stream 
A) is varied. For stream B, we assl+me I = 8 = 0.01, p3 = 0.2 and p4 = 0.4. From 
this figure, it is observed that the packet loss probability ratio is not affected by the 
offered load of low priority stream. From Figures 4.17 and 4.18, it can be concluded 
that the effectiveness of priority packet discarding is affected by the offered load of 
high priority stream, but not by the offered load of low priority stream. 
Figure 4.19 shows the maximum offered load as a function of GOS requirement 
of the high priority stream (stream B). In this figure, the same geometric stream is 
used for both stream A and stream B (i.e., p1 = p2 = P3 = p 4 ). The GOS requirement 
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of stream A is assumed to be 10-3 packet loss probability, and the GOS requirement 
of stream B is varied. When no priority packet discarding is employed, the most 
stringent packet loss requirement needs to be satisfied for all the packets. For the 
system with priority packet discarding, a threshold value which gives the maximum 
offered load is used. From this figure, it can be seen that the performance gain 
increases as the difference between the GOS requirements of stream A and stream 
B increases. From Figures 4.15 through 4.19, it can be concluded that the priority 
packet discarding becomes most effective when the high priority stream is not bursty, 
the offered load of high priority stream is the smallest, and the difference between 
the GOS requirements is the greatest. 
4.5 Chapter Summary 
In this chapter, we considered a finite buffer queueing system with heterogeneous 
arrival streams to investigate how the burstiness affects the packet loss in individual 
streams. We examined the class of MMA streams both in continuous time (a MMPP) 
and in discrete time (a MMBP) and presented an exact analysis for the packet loss for 
each MMA stream. Our method bf analysis used a new stochastic integral approach 
and was general enough to allow a similar treatment of both continuous and discrete-
time cases. Our analysis method was also applied to a priority packet discarding 
scheme, a congestion control mechanism suitable for high-speed networks. 
The concept of self-loss, the packet loss incurred when a stream is multiplexed 
with an identical stream, was introduced to study the effects of the traffic burstiness 
on the packet loss. The results showed that an increase in the burstiness of one stream 
negatively affects both the stream itself and the other streams which are multiplexed 
I 
,. 
I 
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together. It was a.lso shown tha.t when two different traffic streams are multiplexed, 
the less bursty stream is always penalized. Furthermore, the bigger the difference 
between the self-loss probabilities of the two streams, the greater the penalty. 
The effectiveness of a priority packet discarding scheme was also investigated. 
The research showed that with priority packet discarding, more traffic can be sup-
ported without violating a. given service requirement. It was also shown that the pri-
ority packet discarding scheme becomes most effective when the high priority stream 
is not bursty, the offered load of the high priority stream is sma.11, and the difference 
between the GOS requirements of high and low priority streams is large. The traffic 
characteristics of the low priority stream, such as the burstiness and the mean arrival 
rate, have almost no (or little) effect on the effectiveness of priority packet discarding. 
i, 
Chapter 5 
Conclusions and Future Research 
Problems 
In high-speed networks, the ratio of processing time to cell transmission time 
and the ratio of propagation delay to cell transmission time are increased. Due to 
these changes, new network architectures are required for high-speed networks. In 
this dissertation, we focused on two factors which significantly affect the design of 
high-speed networks: error recovery schemes and congestion control schemes. In the 
·following two sections, we summarize our research contributions and discuss future 
research problems. 
5.1 Summary 
We first investigated the effects of protocol-processing overhead on the per-
formance of error recovery schemes in high-speed network environments (Chapter 
3). Two error recovery schemes have been studied: an edge-to-edge scheme and a 
link-by-link scheme. In the link-by-link scheme, error recovery is performed at each 
switching node, and thus, retransmissions of an erred packet take place between two 
adjacent switching nodes. The edge-to-edge scheme moves the error recovery function 
165 
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to a higher end-to-end protocol layer, reducing the protocol processing overhead at 
switching nodes within a network. We investigated these two error recovery schemes 
and established the effectiveness of edge-to-edge scheme for high-speed networks (i.e., 
networks with high-speed/low-error-rate channels). 
We also developed an analytical framework for a priority packet discarding 
scheme, a traffic control scheme suitable for high-speed networks (Chapter 4). Our 
framework explicitly models different service classes and bursty traffic sources. The 
loss probability of each arrival stream is obtained for both continuous-time and 
discrete-time cases. A new characterization of an arrival stream, which we refer 
to as self-loss, is introduced to qualitatively predict the effects of multiplexing bursty 
streams with non-bursty streams. In this research, the impact of traffic heterogeneity 
on the performance of individual traffic stream is quantified, and the effectiveness of 
a priority packet discarding scheme is established. 
In summary, in this dissertation, we attacked key research issues in high-speed 
Il'etworks and provided significant insights into optimal design of high-speed networks. 
5.2 Future Work 
There are some possible extensions to our work presented in this dissertation. 
In the following, we list some of the possible extensions: 
• In the analytical model used in Chapter 3, we assumed that the generation of 
new packets follows a Poisson process. A Poisson process may be somewhat 
restrictive to represent multimedia traffic. The next step of our research is to 
incorporate multimedia traffic into the analytical model. 
I 
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• The present model in Chapter 4 analyzed one node and obtained individual 
packet loss probabilities. Possible future work would consider a network-of-
queues and obtain individual packet loss probabilities on the end-to-end basis. 
• The analysis presented in Chapter 4 relies on solving a set of linear equations. 
This calculation needs to be done fairly quickly when the priority schemes are 
implemented on a real time basis. It would require development of efficient 
computation techniques. 
• In Chapter 4, we introduced priorities to differentiate various types of services. 
When a large portion of traffic consists of the high priority traffic, however, 
the performance for the low priority traffic may be severely degraded. In such 
a case, a segregation scheme (i.e., partitioning network resources according to 
the given quality class) may provide desirable GOS more efficiently than the 
priority scheme. The performance of the priority scheme needs to be compared 
against to that of the segregation scheme. 
Finally, it should be noted that there are still a number of unsolved research 
problems in the area of high-speed ;networks such as ATM networks. The following 
presents some of the future research problems: 
• Local congestion control schemes need to be analyzed with the considerations 
that most bursty sources will likely be rate controlled. 
• In most of the past work, congestion is measured through a queue length. In 
other words, if a queue length exceeds some threshold value, the network is 
considered congested. However, the queue length may not reflect the status of 
the network accurately in an ATM network, where the bursty traffic may cause 
rapid and dynamic fluctuations in the buffer occupancy. A queue length may 
lead to false detection of network congestion. Parameters which allow more 
accurate detection of congestion need to be investigated. 
I 
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• Better traffic modeling for bursty and correlated arrivals is important. Experi-
ments/measurements of multimedia system are needed to provide more accurate 
and realistic traffic models. 
• In most of the pa.st analytic work, performance of a single switching node is 
investigated. The end-to-end performance analysis of a more general network 
topology needs to be investigated. This may require the analysis of an output 
process of a multiplexer with non-renewal input processes. 
• Traffic control in internetwork environment is an open question. When a high-
speed network such as an ATM network interconnects existing local area net-
works such as Ethernet and token ring, traffic control at bridges/ gateways is a 
challenge because of the channel bandwidth mismatch and network architectural 
differences between the high-speed network and interconnected LAN s. 
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Appendix A 
Discussions on the Analytic Model 
in Chapter 3 
In our analytic model used in Chapter 3, we introduced two major assumptions: 
the Poisson assumption (i.e., the generation of new packets follows a Poisson process) 
and the exponential protocol processing time assumption (i.e., the protocol-processing 
times at each layer follow an exponential distribution.) Justification is now given for 
these assumptions. 
Poisson Assumption 
In the analytical model, we assumed that the generation of new packets follows 
a Poisson process: the new packet arrivals at PT-layer from the upper layer follow 
a Poisson process. This is becau~e we primarily focused on data applications and 
investigated the effects of error recovery schemes. A Poisson process is widely accepted 
as an arrival process suitable to represent data traffic. It is generally agreed that the 
real time traffic, such as voice and video with layered coding, may not require strict 
error control. Such traffic is robust to the packet loss, and in addition, retransmissions 
due to error control may prevent the real time delivery. Error recovery schemes such 
as those investigated in Chapter 3 are useful mainly for data applications. Therefore, 
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we have focused primarily on data applications and modeled a packet generation 
process as a Poisson process. 
In addition to high-speed networking, we are also interested in frame relaying, a 
technique for data packet transmission used in N-ISDN. CCITT recommends frame re-
laying to support data packet transmissions over B/D channels of N-ISDN [PRYC91]. 
Frame relaying is based on the X.25 packet switching, but has less functionality than 
X.25. In the frame relaying network, retransmission of user data frames, as needed 
for error correction, are only performed end-to-end, and thus, a. higher throughput 
can be achieved. A Poisson process describes the <la.ta traffic on N-ISDN, and our 
analysis is directly applicable to the frame relaying. 
Although assuming a Poisson process for new packet arrivals is suitable for our 
purpose (as explained above) and is consistent with the assumption made in the pa.st 
work, 1 it is somewhat restrictive to represent multimedia traffic. Some research show 
that multimedia traffic in high-speed networks may not be accurately modeled by a 
Poisson process, nor by any renewal process [YS91, HL86, SW86). Accurate modeling 
of multimedia traffic is an emerging and important research area, and assuming a non-
renewal input process makes the analysis of the network-of-queues a challenge. The 
next step of the research presented in Chapter 3 is to incorporate multimedia traffic 
into the analytical model. 
1The Poisson assumption has been commonly made in the past work on the investigation of 
error control schemes. In fact, in all previous studies [BKTV88, BS90a, NL90] that investigate error 
control schemes in the setting of a high-speed network, a Poisson process is used to represent new 
packet arrivals. Also, new packet arrivals have been modeled as a Poisson process in past research 
(e.g., [LAM76, IPSO, BRAD88, SL76]), which investigate error control schemes in data applications. 
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Exponential Protocol-Processing Time 
In the analysis, it is assumed that the protocol-processing time at ea.ch layer 
follows an exponential distribution. The following section gives justification for as-
suming the exponential protocol-processing time at ea.ch layer. 
It is widely recognized that the protocol-processing performance bottleneck lies 
in both the protocol itself and the operating system that supports the protocol's exe-
cution (e.g., process scheduling, data copying, buffer management, and timer manage-
ment) (HP91, MULL90, CJRS89]. In our work, we focus on the combined overhead 
of both the protocol and the operating system. This combined overhead is referred 
to as the protocol-processing overhead in our work, and the time that packets spend 
due to this overhead is called the protocol-processing time. In our analytical model, 
service at each protocol layer represents this protocol/OS combined overhead at that 
layer. 
Various factors affect the protocol/OS combined overhead. To begin with, there 
are many possible paths that packets take through the code implementing a protocol 
(CJRS89]. For instance, connection management, error detection, and error recovery 
results in executing special code. However, most of this code is not required for 
the normal data transfer case. This results in random processing times for different 
packets. 
When sending/receiving packets, it is often required to find the local state in-
formation [COME91]. The time required to search and retrieve the state information 
from a state table depends on, for instance, whether the segment that contains the 
requested information currently resides in a cache or in a main memory. If it resides in 
a cache, it takes less time to retrieve such information (CJRS89, ABBGRTY86]. This 
memory read time is random. Other factors that affect the read time include data 
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structures and algorithms for search. For example, storing connection information 
in a linked list, e.g., certain BSD UNIX TCP /IP implementations, results in worse 
demultiplexing performance as the number of open connections increases [HP91]. 
If the communication protocol is implemented on a uni-processor machine, a 
communication process may be suspended and swapped out due to an interrupt from 
another process. (The same situation can happen on a multi-processor ma.chine run-
ning more logical processes compared with the pool of available physical processors.) 
In addition, asynchronous events within a single process can also increase overhead, 
e.g., handling timer expiration when packets time out. This overhead time is random. 
As illustrated above, the protocol-processing time at each layer depends on a 
variety of factors and is random. It is also reasonable to assume that the processing 
time of one packet is drawn independently of the processing time of the other pack-
ets. From these observations, the we conclude that assuming exponential protocol-
processing times is acceptable. 
One consideration is the protpcol-processing time at a sender L-layer queue. In 
our queueing model, this includes, among others, the packet transmission time on a 
physical channel (the packet lengtli divided by the channel speed). The packet length 
distribution may seem to affect t.he distribution of the processing time at a sender 
L-layer. However, the major components comprising the service at a L-layer queue 
are the time to perform data link protocol functions (such as framing, error checking, 
and addressing) and the associated operating system overhead (to perform functions 
such as timer management and buff er management). Time required to perform the 
above functions is an order of magnitude larger than the packet transmission time in 
a typical high-speed networking environment [CJRS89]. Therefore, the assumption 
of the exponential protocol-processing time is reasonable. 
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Appendix B 
Individual Loss Probabilities for 
Multiple Stream Inputs 
(Continuous-Time Case) 
In this appendix, we extend the continuous-time analysis presented in Section 
4.1 to the case in which more than two heterogeneous input streams are multiplexed. 
We obtain the packet loss probability for each input stream. The same analytical 
techniques used in Section 4.1 can be applied for a multiple stream input case. In 
the following, we denote the number of input streams as N, and the maximum buffer 
size as K - 1 (i.e., the maximum system size of K). 
I 
The arrival process of each input stream is assumed to be a 2-state MMPP. The 
"driving" states of each MMPP a,te labeled 1 and 2. For the stream i, the transition 
rate from state 1 to state 2 is denoted by ai, and the transition rate from state 2 to 
state 1 is denoted by /3i. The packet arrivals when the stream i is in state 1 follow a 
Poisson process with rate ,.\1 ,i, whereas the packet arrival rate in state 2 is ,.\2,i· The 
service times of packets are exponentially distributed with rate µ. 
Let Ni(t) denote the cumulative number of arrivals from the ith stream in the 
time interval [O, t], and UK ( t) denote the indicator function for the system state K 
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at time t- (i.e., UK(t) = 1, iff Z(t-) = K). Let P1 0 ss(i) denote the long-term loss 
probability for the itl' stream. Then, from Eq.( 4.6), we have 
P1oss(i) = lim Nt( ) lim ~ ft UK(s)dNi(s). 
t-oo i t t-oo t lo 
Also, from Eq.( 4. 7), we have 
and from Eq.( 4.9), we obtain 
Here, 7r(li, K) and 7r(2i, K) are given by the following: 
2 2 2 
7r(l,, K) = L L ... L 7r(j1,h, ... ,}i-1, l,}i+t, ... ,JN, K) 
Jl =1 )'J =l JN=l 
2 2 2 
7r(2i, K) = L L ... L 7r(j1,h, ... ,}&-1, 2,j,+1, ... ,JN, K) 
(B.l) 
(B.2) 
(B.3) 
By substituting Eqs.(B.2) and (B.3) into Eq.(B.l), we can easily obtain the packet 
loss probability for stream i, P10.u(i). For the overall packet loss probability, P1m(O), 
from Eq~( 4.12), we have 
P1oss(O) = lim.'Nt( ) lim ~ t UK(s)dN(s) 
t-oor t t-oo t lo 
Since N(t) = 2:~1 Ni(t), we have 
lim N(t), 
t-;.oo t 
and 
1 lot lim - UK(s)dN(s) 
t-oo t o 
N 1 t 
= ~t1:i.~ t lo UK(s)dN,(s) 
N 
(B.4) 
(B.5) 
= L P1,i1t"(li, K) + A2,i1t"(2i, K)}. (B.6) 
i=l 
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By substituting Eqs.(B.5) and (B.6) into Eq.(B.4), we can easily obtain the overall 
loss probability. 
To solve for the limiting probability 7r(}i,j2, · · · ,jN, q), we again use a direct 
numerical solution. We represent the system state by (j1,j2, · · · ,jN, q), where Ji 
(ji = 1, 2) is the state of the ith stream ( i = 1, 2, · · · , N), and q is the number of packets 
in the system. Then,fori,kE {1,2,···,N},ji,j:E {1,2}, q,q'E {0,1,2, ... ,K},the 
infinitesimal generator Q, is given by 
Q(j1 ,h , .. ·,JN ,q)-(j~ ,j~ , ... ,J:V,q') = 
r;d:' 
µ, 
if J: ;/= Ji,Jk = Jk for all k ;/= i, q' = q 
if j: = Ji for all i, q' = q + 1 
if j: =Ji for all i, q' = q - 1 
, f •I • .r 11 . I Q I Ji = Ji ior a i, q = q = 
"'N . f . I . f 11 . I K 
-µ-L..i=lrJi!s' I Ji=Ji ora i,q =q= 
-µ - Ef:1 r;di - Ef:1 >-.1j,i, if j: =Ji for all i, q' = q, o < q < K 
0, otherwise 
(B.7) 
where riai is the transition rate of!an arrival process from state Ji to state J:, and 
the complementary state of i (i.e., I = 2, 2 = 1). rid: is given by 
if }i = 1, J: = 2 
'f . 2 ., 1 
1 )i = 'Ji = 
Appendix C 
Individual Loss Probabilities for 
Multiple Stream Inputs 
(Discrete-Time Case) 
In this appendix, we extend the discrete-time analysis presented in Section 4.2 
to the case in which more than two heterogeneous input streams are multiplexed. We 
obtain the packet loss probability for each input stream. In the following, we denote 
the number of input streams as N, and the maximum buffer size as K - 1 (i.e., the 
maximum system size of K). 
The arrival process of each input stream is assumed to be a 2-state MMBP. 
The "driving" states of each MMBP are labeled 1 and 2. For the stream i, transition 
rates between states are ai (fro~ state 1 to state 2) and /3i (from state 2 to state 1). 
Packets arrive according to a Be.rnoulli process, and for the stream i, the probability 
of having an arrival in a slot is P1,i when it is in state 1 and p2 ,i when it is in state 2. 
Service times are geometrically distributed, and the probability of service completion 
in a slot, provided the server is busy, is s. 
We focus on the ith stream, and we define the following indicator functions for 
each slot n to obtain the packet loss probability for the ith stream: 
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• J1(n): J1(n) = 1 if f I number of arrivals have taken place from the remaining 
N -1 streams in the nth slot. Note that, when J1(n) = 1, a total of/+ 1 arrivals 
(including the arrival from the ith stream) have taken place in the nth slot. 
• V/,q(n): V/,q(n) = 1 if fin the nthslot, a packet from the ith stream is discarded 
when a total of l packets arrive at the system state q. 
Let U ( n) denote the indicator function for the state in which a packet from the 
ith stream is discarded in the nth slot. Then, we have 
U(n) = UK(n) 
+UK-1(n){J1(n)Vi,K-1(n) + J2(n)V3,K-1(n) + · · · + JN-1(n)VN,K-i(n)} 
+UK-2(n){J2(n)V3,K-2(n) + J3(n)Vi,K-2(n) + · · · + JN-1(n)VN,K-2(n)} 
+u K-N+l (n )JN-1 (n )VN,K-N+l (n). (C. l) 
For the random packet discarding scheme, we have 
1 m l - (K - q) P[Vi q(n) = 1) = lim. - ~Vi q(n) = l 
' m-oo m L..J ' 
; n=O 
(C.2) 
This is because, out of l packets, only K - q number of packets are accepted and the 
remaining l - (K - q) number of patkets are lost. For the remaining derivation, the 
same analytical technique used in section 4.2.2 can apply. 
As in section 4.2.2, a direct numerical method can be used to solve for the 
limiting probabilities. The transition probability matrix P is given in Figure C.l. In 
Figure C.1, the matrix B is given by the Kronecker product 
(C.3) 
where 
• _ ( 1 - Oi Oi ) Bi- . 
/3i 1 - /3i 
(C.4) 
i 
0 
2 
K-N+1 
K-N+2 
K-1 
K 
0 z N N+I 
(P1aP1d+Po.)8 (P1aPa.e+Pz.P111IB (Pz.Pcw+Ps.P1t1)8 ..• PM.Pew 8 
PH.PCldB 
------.. 
Po.P1118 (Po.Pa.e+P1aP1d)B (P1aPa.e+f>J.P1t1)B------.. 
------.. PQaP;:;ir--. (Po. f\id+P1aP1t1)B 
------.. ------.. 
K-2 
(P~Pa. +P~P1t1)B 
(PIHtaPa.e +P..-.P1t1lB 
P .. P1t1B 
K-1 K 
{PCN-2JaPQ.i +Ptaff-111t P1t1}ll Pb.GN-111t Pa.I 11!1 
(P,..Po,+P~Pw)B PWN)rd Pa.ill 
(Po.POii +Poif»wlll 
P111ll 
Po.-Pa.B 
POdB 
Figure C.l: Transition Probability Matrix for Multiple Stream Case (Discrete Time) 
<..() 
h) 
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P{'~ia} in Figure C.1 represents the probability that at lea.st i number of packets arrive. 
For the rest of the notation in Figure C. l, same definition used in section 4.2.2 is used. 
Appendix D 
Individual Loss Probabilities for 
Multiple Stream Inputs (Priority 
Packet Discarding Scheme) 
In this appendix, we extend the analysis of a priority packet discarding scheme 
presented in Section 4.3 to the case in which more than two heterogeneous input 
streams are multiplexed. N heterogeneous sources are multiplexed into a single first-
.come-first-served queue whose maximum capacity is K -1 (i.e., the maximum system 
size is K). Since the analysis for the continuous-time case is a straightforward ex-
tension of the analysis presented in the section 4.3.1, only the discrete-time case is 
considered here. 
Again, a threshold-based priority discarding scheme is considered. It is assumed 
that if the current system occup~ncy is less than the threshold, no low priority packets 
are discarded even if accepting all the low priority packets exceeds the threshold, as 
opposed to only accepting low priority packets up to the threshold. 
Let q denote the system occupancy and fJ denote the threshold. For the arrival 
process of each stream, refer to Appendix C. Assume that among N streams, H 
number of streams are high priority streams, and the rest of the streams are low 
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priority streams. For the ith stream, again, let U( n) denote the indicator function 
for the state in which the stream i packet is discarded in the nth slot, and define the 
following indicator functions for each slot n: 
• J1(n): J1(n) = 1 if fl number of arrivals have taken place from the remaining 
N - 1 streams in the nth slot. Note that, when J1( n) = 1, a total of l + 1 
(including the arrival from the ith stream) number of arrivals have taken place 
in the nth slot. 
• J1h(n): J1h(n) = 1 if fl number of arrivals have taken place from the remaining 
H-1 high priority streams. Note that, when J1(n) = 1, a total of l+l (including 
the arrival from the ith stream) number of arrivals have taken place from the 
high priority streams in the nth slot. 
• Vl,q(n): Vl,q(n) = 1 if fin the nth slot, the ith stream packet is discarded when 
a total of l number of arrivals occur at the system state q. 
First, let us consider the case when 8 ~ K - N + 1. Here, no packet will be 
discarded when q < 8. When the stream i is a low priority stream, 
K 
U(;i) = L Uq(n) 
' q=9 
(D.l) 
since arriving low priority packets are always discarded when the queue occupancy is 
greater than or equal to 8. When the stream i is a high priority stream, 
U(n) = UK(n) 
+UK-1(n){Jf(n)Vi,K-1(n) + 1;(n)Vi,K-1(n) + · · · + J~_ 1 (n)VH,K-1(n)} 
+UK-2(n){J;(n)Vi,K-2(n) + 1;(n)V4,K-2(n) + · · · + J~_1 (n)VH,K-2(n)} 
+UK-H+1 (n )J~- 1 (n) VH,K-H+1(n ). (D.2) 
i· 
I 
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When q = K, arriving high priority packets are always discarded, and when K -
H + 1 ~ q ~ K - 1, arriving high priority packets are discarded only if the number 
of arrivals from high priority streams exceeds the available buffer space. We assume 
that when the number of arrivals from high priority streams exceeds the available 
buff er space, the packets to be discarded are randomly picked. Therefore, 
P[Vr q(n) = 1] = lim _!_ ~ Vr q(n) =_I -_(_K_-_q_) 
, m-oo m L-t , I 
n=O 
(D.3) 
since out of I packets, only K -q number of packets will be accepted and the remaining 
I - ( K - q) number of packets will be discarded. 
Now, let us consider the case when fJ > K - N + 1. In this case, when K - N + 1 ~ 
q < (), if the number of arrivals exceeds the available buffer space, packets will be 
discarded randomly. Therefore, when the stream i is a low priority stream, 
K 
U(n) = L Uq(n) 
q=fJ 
+U£J-1 (n ){ lK-fJ+t (n )VK-8+2,8-1 ( n) + JK-£J+2(n) VK-8+3,8-1 (n) 
+ · · · + JN-1(n)VN,8-1(n)} 
+Ue-2( n ){ JK-e+2( n )VK-8+3,8-2 (n) + JK-8+3( n) VK-8+4,B-2 (n) 
+ · · · + JN-1(n)VN,a-2(n)} 
+ u K -N + 1 ( n) JN~ 1 ( n) v N,K -N + 1 ( n). (D.4) 
When q ~ (), arriving low priority packets are always discarded (the first line on 
the right hand side), and when K - N + 1 ~ q < 0, arriving packets are discarded 
randomly when the number of arrivals exceeds the available buffer space (the rest of 
the terms on the right hand side). 
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When the stream i is a high priority stream, we need to consider the following 
two cases: (1) 8 ~ K -H +land (2) 8>K-H+1. For the case when 8 ~ K -H +l, 
U(n) = UK(n) 
+UK-1(n){Jf(n)V2,K-1(n) + J;(n)Vi,K-1(n) + · · · + J'H_1(n)VH,K-1(n)} 
+UK-2(n){J;(n)V3,K-2(n) + J;(n)V4,K-2(n) + · · · + J'H_1(n)VH,K-2(n)} 
+ u K -H + 1 ( n) J'H-1 ( n) v H ,K -H + 1 ( n) 
+Uo-1 (n ){ JK-B+t (n )VK-8+2,8-1 (n) + JK-B+2(n )VK-8+3,9-1 (n) 
+ · · · + JN-1(n)VN,B-1(n)} 
+Uo-2(n){ JK-e+2(n )VK-8+3,B-2(n) + JK-8+3(n)VK-9+4,B-2(n) 
+ · · · + JN-1(n)VN,o-2(n)} 
+UK-N+1(n)JN-1(n)VN,K-N+1(n). (D,.5) 
When q = K, arriving high priorit~ packets are always discarded; when K - H + 
1 ~ q s; K - 1, arriving high priority packets are discarded only if the number 
of arrivals from high priority streams exceeds the available buffer space; and when 
K - N + 1 s; q < (}, arriving packets are discarded randomly when the number of 
arrivals exceeds the available buffer space. 
For the case when(}> K - H + 1, 
U(n) = UK(n) 
+UK-1(n){Jf(n)V2,K-1(n) + J;(n)Vi,K-1(n) + · · · + J'H_1(n)VH,K-1(n)} 
+UK-2(n){J;(n)Vi,K-2(n) + J;(n)Vi,K-2(n) + · · · + J'H_1(n)VH,K-2(n)} 
+Uo(n){J~-o(n)VK-O+i,e(n) + J~-a+i(n)VK-8+2,e(n) 
+ · · · + J~_ 1 (n)VH,8(n)} 
+U8-1 ( n ){ JK-8+1 ( n) VK-8+2,8-1 ( n) + J K-o+2(n) VK-8+3,8-1 (n) 
+ · · · + JN-1(n)VN,e-1(n)} 
+Ue-2( n ){ JK-o+2(n) VK-8+3,8-2 ( n) + JK-8+3(n) VK-8+4,8-2(n) 
+ ... + JN-1(n)VN,8-2(n)} 
+ u K -N + 1 ( n) JN -1 ( n) v N,K -N + 1 ( n). 
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(D.6) 
When q = K, arriving high priority packets are always discarded; when 9 ~ q ~ 
K - 1, arriving high priority packets are discarded only if the number of arrivals 
from high priority streams exceeds the available ·buffer space; and when K - N + 1 ~ 
q < (), arriving packets are discarded randomly when the number of arrivals exceeds 
the available buffer space. P[V/,q(n) = 1] is given in Eq.(D.3). For the remaining 
derivation, the same analytical technique used in section 4.2.2 can apply. 
